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Abstract 

The main objective of this research is to conduct a detailed analysis of the design, integration, and 

application of unmanned aerial vehicle (UAV) aeromagnetic surveys for improved target characterization 

in mineral exploration. Specifically, the design and viability of a suspended, semi-rigid magnetometer 

mounting system integrated on multi-rotor UAVs is investigated. Although a semi-rigid mount offers some 

technical benefits over other mounting techniques, its practical implementation allowing for the collection 

of industry standard aeromagnetic data has proven to be quite challenging due to the numerous interrelated 

optimization factors that can adversely affect either the UAV platforms maneuverability and stabilization, 

or the magnetometers data quality. To address and characterize these challenges, a general procedure 

involving empirical lab and field tests was developed to collect and analyse numerous parameters used to 

assess the performance of the developed UAV-borne aeromagnetic system. Specifically, this involved 

characterizing the frequency and amplitude of a variety of magnetic interference signals and developing 

solutions to mitigate adverse effects on the UAV-borne aeromagnetic data quality. Ultimately, the main 

motivation of this work is to lay the technical foundation demonstrating and establishing UAV-borne 

aeromagnetic systems as a trusted and viable geophysical surveying technique. Therefore, this research is 

aimed at describing and bringing to the forefront some of the key issues that affect the achievable resolution 

and quality of UAV-borne aeromagnetic data, as well as outlining practical solutions, both from a technical 

and data processing standpoint. Building upon the development, integration, and characterization of the 

UAV-borne aeromagnetic system, a 3D UAV-borne aeromagnetic survey was conducted over a mineral 

exploration target to demonstrate the benefits and best practices of employing this innovative form of 

geophysical surveying compared to the conventional methods of terrestrial and manned aeromagnetic 

surveying. Overall, the analysis of the critical factors governing the design, integration, and application of 

UAV-borne aeromagnetic systems presented herein provides valuable insight to be used for the successful 

deployment and future development of UAV-borne aeromagnetic and electromagnetic systems in mineral 

exploration applications. 
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Preface 

This document is a manuscript-based thesis consisting of four co-authored articles, published in peer-

reviewed scientific journals, focusing on the design, integration, and application of UAV-borne 

aeromagnetic surveys for improved target characterization in mineral exploration. The manuscripts 

comprising this thesis are the original work of the author conducted under the supervision of Dr. A. Braun 

and Dr. G. Fotopoulos. Both supervisors are co-authors on each of the four, peer-reviewed and published 

manuscripts, which include: 

1. Walter, C., Braun, A., and Fotopoulos, G., 2018, Impact of 3D attitude variations of a UAV 

magnetometry system on magnetic data quality: Geophysical Prospecting, 67, no. 2, pp. 465-479. 

DOI: 10.1111/1365-2478.12727. Published - [Chapter 3]  

2. Walter, C., Braun, A., and Fotopoulos, G., 2019, Spectral analysis of magnetometer swing in high-

resolution UAV-borne aeromagnetic surveys, IEEE - Systems and Technologies for Remote 

Sensing Applications Through Unmanned Aerial Systems, pp. 1-4. DOI: 10.1109 

/STRATUS.2019.8713313. Published - [Chapter 4] 

3. Walter, C., Braun, A., and Fotopoulos, G., 2021, Characterizing electromagnetic interference 

signals for unmanned aerial vehicle geophysical surveys: Geophysics, 86, no. 6, pp. B321-V488. 

DOI: 10.1190/geo2020-0895.1 Published - [Chapter 5] 

4. Walter, C., Braun, A., and Fotopoulos, G., 2020, High-resolution unmanned aerial vehicle 

aeromagnetic surveys for mineral exploration targets: Geophysical Prospecting, 68, no. 1, pp. 334-

349. DOI: 10.1111/1365-2478.12914. Published - [Chapter 6] 

For articles 1-4, the author secured funding, planned, acquired, processed, and analyzed the experimental 

data, as well as wrote the manuscripts. For article 1, A. Braun assisted in the field campaign logistics and 

collection of the UAV-borne aeromagnetic data. For articles 1-4, A. Braun and G. Fotopoulos provided 

constructive comments and edits on the technical content of the manuscripts. A. Braun and G. Fotopoulos 
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the research findings were presented.  

Through attending these conferences, the research findings comprising the individual chapters of this thesis 

have won four unique best paper awards. Three awards are associated to the research findings comprising 

Chapters 3-5 that were presented as conference papers and oral presentations. One award is associated to 

the manuscript published in the peer-reviewed journal Geophysical Prospecting comprising Chapter 6. 

These four research awards include: 

2018  Best Student Paper Award - Canadian Geophysical Union Annual Meeting 

Awarded based on the research and findings presented in Chapters 3 and 6. 

2019 Best Student Paper Award - STRATUS Conference, Rochester Institute of Technology 

Awarded based on the research and findings presented in Chapter 4. 

2019  Best Technical Paper Award - Student Paper Competition, Unmanned Systems Canada Conference 

 Awarded based on the research and findings presented in Chapter 5. 

2021  Loránd Eötvös Award – Best Technical Paper published in the journal Geophysical Prospecting 

 Awarded based on the manuscript published in Chapter 6.   

The table and figure numbers have been compiled and updated from each published manuscript to coincide 

with each appropriate chapter within the thesis. A complete list of references has been compiled at the end 

of the document from all chapters. 
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Chapter 1 

Introduction 

The purpose of this chapter is to provide an introduction into unmanned aerial vehicles and UAV-borne 

aeromagnetic surveying applied to mineral exploration applications. The main research objectives and 

thesis outline are also presented in this chapter. A detailed discussion elaborating on the technical 

considerations of UAV-borne aeromagnetic surveying and its application within the mineral exploration 

and geophysical surveying fields are presented in Chapter 2.   

1.1 UAV-Borne Aeromagnetic Surveying 

Geophysical exploration is a principal form of site investigation used to discover and characterize the 

economic viability of mineral deposits (Hinze et al., 2013). Amongst the geophysical techniques applied in 

the exploration industry, magnetometry surveys, which passively sense the total magnetic intensity (TMI), 

are regarded as one of the most cost effective and widely used methods for mapping and modeling the 

spatial distribution of subsurface mineralization. The traditional platforms used to gather TMI data over 

land-based mineral exploration projects have included high-coverage, but lower-resolution manned 

airborne surveys, and high-resolution, but lower-coverage terrestrial surveys (Reeves, 2005). Physical 

constraints of both manned airborne and terrestrial surveys effectively limit data collection to a draped, 

horizontal plane of measurements, often parallel to the Earth’s surface. For manned airborne surveys, 

magnetic data can only be safely collected at or above an elevation of approximately 50-100 m above 

ground level (AGL), while for terrestrial surveys, magnetic data collection is limited to the Earth’s surface. 

Due to these constraints, an observation gap has persisted from roughly the mid-1940s, when the first 

exploration based aeromagnetic surveys were conducted (Rystrom et al., 1997), extending from the ground 
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surface up to an elevation of approximately 50-100 m, where neither platform can effectively operate in a 

safe manner in a lot of mineral exploration settings. 

As the number of newly discovered economically viable mineral deposits continues to decrease (Dentith 

and Mudge, 2014), exploration activities are increasingly focused on delineating smaller, deeper, and more 

subtle target anomalies that were overlooked in previous regional surveys. For this new generation of 

magnetic surveys serving the mineral exploration industry, maximizing target resolvability while 

minimizing noise levels will be critical to successful projects (Hood and Ward, 1969; and Nabighian et al., 

2005). Previous advancements in the field of magnetometry have mainly focused on increasing the 

resolution and sensitivity of magnetometers carried by these two existing platforms, advancing from 

fluxgate to Overhauser/proton precession magnetometers, and finally settling on optically pumped alkali 

vapour magnetometer as the industry standard since the 1980s (Hovde et al., 2013). Until the mid-2000s, 

limited research has been conducted to integrate new and innovative platform technologies with existing 

magnetometers for terrestrial mineral exploration. Considering the recent technological advancements in 

remote sensing platforms since the late 2000s, autonomous unmanned aerial vehicles (UAVs) equipped 

with lightweight magnetometers can now safely operate within the observation gap below 50 m AGL left 

by manned airborne and terrestrial surveys.  

Unmanned aerial vehicles are a series of complex and interdependent systems housed within an airframe 

that allow for controlled flight without a human pilot or crew on board. Multi-rotor UAVs have seen a rapid 

technological advancement in the last two decades, leading to a heightened degree of autonomy. Presently, 

UAVs operate under the remote-control and supervision of a human operator, called the pilot in control 

(PIC) (Transport Canada, 2021). However, autonomous UAV technology has matured such that the 

platforms can perform automated vertical take-off/landing (VTOL) maneuvers, automated surveying 

profiles, automated terrain following and obstacle avoidance, all at the push of a button with minimal input 

required from the PIC. The functionality established by these highly automated vehicles has led to the 

development of entirely new applications of remote data collection and surveying. This began in the late 
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2000s and early 2010s with sensors integrations such as RGB cameras (Getzin et al., 2011), 

multispectral/hyperspectral cameras (Primicerio et al., 2012), and infrared cameras (Berni et al., 2009). 

However, UAV platforms have also seen an increased focus towards geophysical applications within the 

last decade, especially UAV-borne aeromagnetic surveying, which will be the technology focused on 

throughout this thesis.   

UAVs have several analogous terms that are used interchangeably depending on the specific geographic 

location or application. These analogous terms include: drones, remotely piloted aircraft (RPA), remote-

controlled aircraft (RCA), and model aircraft. UAVs, drones, and RPAs are typically associated with 

commercial, industrial, and research applications of these airborne vehicles. In converse, remote-controlled 

aircraft and model aircraft are more exclusively associated with recreational flying activities. While these 

terms describe the vehicle/platform specifically, additional terms are used to describe the integrated 

surveying system, comprising the platform, payload/sensor, autonomous flight control software, and 

ancillary flight support systems (i.e. PIC, remote control station, ground support station, observers, data 

collection stations, etc.) The specific terms that describe the integrated surveying systems include: 

unmanned/uninhabited/unoccupied aircraft systems (UASs) and remotely piloted aircraft systems (RPASs). 

Throughout this research the airborne vehicle/platform will be described as the “UAV”, while the integrated 

aeromagnetic surveying system comprising the multi-rotor UAV platform, the suspended high-resolution 

magnetometer payload, and ancillary systems will be described as the “UAV-borne aeromagnetic system” 

as shown in Figure 1.1.  

In most jurisdictions, the civilian use of UASs within a visual line of sight (VLOS) is classified and 

regulated based on their total weight (i.e. UAV weight + payload weight). Within Canada, the combined 

weight of all payloads carried by the UAV, such as batteries, fuel, cameras, lenses, propeller guards, lights, 

sensors, magnetometers, and any other geophysical surveying equipment is considered part of the total UAS 

weight (Transport Canada, 2021). Due to the development of lightweight magnetometer payloads typically 

weighing between 1-2 kg, (GEM Systems Inc., 2013; and Geometrics Inc., 2019), most commercial and 
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research UAV-borne aeromagnetic systems fall into the category of small remotely piloted aircraft systems 

(sRPAS), which have a total take-off weight greater than 250 g, but less than 25 kg. When within this 

weight class, most UAV-borne aeromagnetic surveys applied to mineral exploration applications require a 

PIC to only hold a basic operations pilot certificate - small remotely piloted aircraft (VLOS). This is mainly 

due to the nature of the operations as described by the CAR (Canadian Aviation Regulations), which are 

typically conducted close to the ground (i.e. below 122 m) and within remote areas away from people, 

infrastructure, and airports. 

 

Figure 1.1 The setup of the UAV-borne aeromagnetic system, comprising a multi-rotor UAV platform and 

suspended magnetometer payload. 

An advanced operations pilot certificate - small remotely piloted aircraft (VLOS) may be required if the 

UAV-borne aeromagnetic system is intended to be operated meeting any of these conditions: (a) in 

controlled airspace; (b) near people (horizontally less than 30 m away if flying less than 5 m above people); 

(c) over people (horizontally less than 5 m away if flying directly over people at any flight elevation); (d) 

within 3 NM (nautical miles) from the centre of an airport or a military aerodrome; or (e) within 1 NM from 

the centre of a heliport (Transport Canada, 2021). These types of advanced operations are much more likely 
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when applying UAV-borne aeromagnetic surveys to other applications in more populated areas, such as 

infrastructure detection, archeological studies, and unexploded ordinance detection, to name a few. Finally, 

a special flight operations certificate (SFOC) is required, in addition to the advanced license, if a UAV-

borne aeromagnetic survey meets any of the operational conditions: (a) operations with a maximum take-

off weight greater than 25 kg; (b) beyond visual line of sight (BVLOS) operations; (c) operations at altitudes 

greater than 122 m AGL; (d) operation of more than 5 RPAs from a single control station; (e) operations 

with restricted payloads (i.e. hazardous chemicals); (f) operations within 3 nautical miles of a Ministry of 

National Defence aerodrome (Transport Canada, 2021). 

Autonomous UAV-borne aeromagnetic systems first saw development with feasibility studies including, 

Versteeg et al. (2007), Higashino et al. (2007), and Funaki and Hirasawa (2008), and magnetometer 

integrations on fixed-wing UAV platforms, as described by Anderson and Pita (2005), Partner (2006), 

Sampson et al. (2010), and Kroll (2013). Following these fixed-wing platform integrations, magnetometers 

where integrated and flown on single rotor UAVs, as shown by Eck and Imbach (2011), Kaneko et al. 

(2011), and Koyama et al. (2013), and on multi-rotor UAVs, as shown by Stoll (2013), Gavazzi et al. 

(2016), and Macharet et al. (2016). Since these first studies, multi-rotor UAVs have become the dominant 

platform choice for UAV-borne aeromagnetic surveying due to their functionality and the development of 

heavy lift varieties, allowing for flight endurances of 15-20 minutes with a 2 kg payload. This is evident in 

the number of studies in the late 2010s and early 2020s that have investigated multi-rotor UAV-borne 

aeromagnetic systems for a variety of applications including: Cunningham (2016), Parvar (2016), Sterligov 

and Cherkasov (2016), Gavazzi et al. (2017), Malehmir et al. (2017), Pei et al. (2017), Cunningham et al. 

(2018), Parshin et al. (2018),  Parvar et al. (2018), Li et al. (2018), Tuck et al. (2018), Veloski et al. (2018), 

Walter et al. (2018), Gavazzi et al. (2019), Ge et al. (2019), Jackisch et al. (2019), Tuck et al. (2019), 

Walter et al. (2019), Jackisch et al. (2020), Luoma and Zhou (2020), Le Maire et al. (2020), Mu et al. 

(2020), Schmidt et al. (2020), Walter et al. (2020), Cunningham et al. (2021), Døssing et al. (2021), Kaub 
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et al. (2021), Krishna et al. (2021) Kolster and Døssing (2021), Pisciotta et al. (2021), Shahsavani (2021), 

de Smet et al. (2021), and Tuck et al. (2021).  

There have been numerous technical reasons mentioned in literature to develop and deploy none-invasive 

UAV-borne aeromagnetic surveys for mineral exploration applications, these include: higher-quality and 

sensitivity data (Malehmir et al., 2017), increased overall efficiency when combining payloads (Jackisch et 

al., 2019; 2020), increased safety for field personnel (Hovde et al., 2013; and Walter et al., 2020), decreased 

operating costs (Cunningham et al., 2018; and Parvar et al., 2018), and decreased logistical challenges 

(Parshin et al., 2018;  Park and Choi, 2020; Walter et al., 2020). Specifically, the ability of VTOL multi-

rotor UAVs to fly along straight and tightly spaced lines (25 m separation or less) at low altitudes (~25 m 

flight elevation AGL) over rugged landscapes (forests, swamps, and cliffs) is an advantageous utility within 

mineral exploration.  

Due to these characteristics, Parshin et al. (2018) speculated that multi-rotor UAV-borne aeromagnetic 

surveys would be a potential alternative or replacement for the more logistically challenging, time 

consuming, and expensive terrestrial magnetic surveys in mineral exploration moving forward. Ricard et 

al. (2017) and Walter et al. (2020) demonstrated the technical feasibility of this claim through two unique 

case studies comparing magnetic data gathered from terrestrial, UAV-borne, and manned airborne 

platforms over the same exploration target. Currently, multi-rotor UAV-borne aeromagnetic surveys have 

been shown to be effective on scales of 1-25 km2 (Macharet et al., 2016; Malehmir et al., 2017; Parvar et 

al., 2018; and Cunningham et al., 2021). With advancements of multi-rotor UAV technology expected over 

the next decade leading into the 2030s, and an increased proficiency in surveying methodologies and 

logistical efficiency, it is foreseeable that UAV-borne aeromagnetic surveys of up to 100 km2 will become 

routine for industry providers. For UAV-borne aeromagnetic surveys to compete with well-established 

manned aeromagnetic surveys within the mineral exploration industry, a rigorous investigation into the 

performance specifications and underlying technical considerations needs to be conducted to establish 

UAV-borne aeromagnetic systems as a trusted and viable next-generation geophysical surveying technique. 
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The insights and findings provided by these detailed studies can also inform the design choices and research 

objectives require to successfully integrate more technically challenging UAV-borne geophysical systems, 

such as UAV-borne electromagnetic systems.  

1.2 Research Objectives 

The main objective of this research is to conduct a detailed analysis of the design, integration, and 

application of unmanned aerial vehicle aeromagnetic surveys for improved target characterization in 

mineral exploration. Specifically, the feasibility and optimization of integrating a towed semi-rigidly 

mounted magnetometer on a multi-rotor UAV as shown in Figure 1.1 is investigated. This integrated thesis 

is organized into four main studies (Chapters 3-6), each highlighting a technical contribution towards the 

overall development of this research objective. Ultimately, the main motivation of this work is to describe 

the technical foundation required to establishing UAV-borne aeromagnetic systems as a trusted and viable 

geophysical surveying technique for a wide variety of applications. Therefore, this research is aimed at 

explaining several of the key issues that affect the achievable resolution and quality of UAV-borne 

aeromagnetic data, as well as outlining practical solutions from both a technical and data processing 

standpoint. The specific research objectives for each of the four studies are outlined here: 

1. To characterize and mitigate the impact of magnetometer attitude variations on magnetic data quality 

and magnetometer lock. 

2. To characterize, predict, and mitigate the low-frequency magnetometer swinging signals present in 

UAV-borne aeromagnetic data using a suspended magnetometer. 

3. To characterize, predict, and mitigate the high-frequency electromagnetic interference signals 

generated by a multi-rotor UAV’s electromagnetic motors. 

4. To demonstrate and compare the utility of high-resolution UAV-borne aeromagnetic surveying in 

mineral exploration. 
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Overall, the analysis of the design, integration, and application of a UAV-borne aeromagnetic system 

conducted herein provides valuable insight and practical results for the further development of UAV-borne 

aeromagnetic systems, as well as other UAV-borne geophysical technologies, such as UAV-borne 

electromagnetic systems.  

1.3 Original Contributions 

The original technical and scientific contributions of this thesis are foundational to the rapidly evolving 

field of UAV-borne aeromagnetic surveying. This is evident by the increasing number of citations 

referencing each of the individual publications (Chapters) within the main body of this thesis. These original 

contributions stem from the first principles approach of this thesis, which involved critically analyzing the 

development process of UAV-borne aeromagnetic systems, from their initial design conception and 

integration to their application within a mineral exploration setting. The first study of this thesis (Chapter 

3) expanded on the small number of UAV-borne aeromagnetic integration and flight characteristic studies 

(Parvar, 2016; Cunningham, 2016; Parshin et al., 2018; and Parvar et al., 2018) by characterizing the 

attitude variations of an optically pumped vapour magnetometer suspended below a multi-rotor UAV. The 

original contribution from this study was the development and description of a specialized, semi-rigid 

magnetometer mount used to stabilize optically pumped magnetometers about their yaw axis throughout 

flight. The benefits described and success demonstrated by the semi-rigid magnetometer mount has led to 

this method being one of the industry preferred stabilisation methods for commercial UAV-borne 

aeromagnetic systems employing optically pumped magnetometers. 

The second and third studies of this thesis (Chapters 4 and 5) investigate the aeromagnetic data quality 

achieved by the developed semi-rigidly suspended UAV-borne aeromagnetic system and characterized the 

observed interference signals within the data. Up until their publication, few studies had investigated and/or 

characterized UAV-borne aeromagnetic data quality and interference signals in flight, with most studies 

having taken place on the ground/or in labs (Wells, 2008; Forrester, 2011; Kaneko et al., 2011; Parvar, 
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2016; Sterligov and Cherkasov, 2016; and Tuck et al., 2018). These two studies using a lab and field-based 

approach led to the first identification and detailed characterization of magnetometer swinging signals 

(Chapter 4) and the high-frequency electromagnetic interference signals generated by the UAV’s 

electromagnetic motors (Chapter 5). The original understanding and solutions developed in these two 

studies has been pivotal for improving the data quality of UAV-borne aeromagnetic systems for 

applications that require the highest sensitivity and quality standards, such as mineral exploration.  

The final study of this thesis (Chapter 6) takes the previous knowledge established in Chapters 3-5 and 

presents an original multi-level and multi-platform UAV-borne aeromagnetic case study over a mineral 

exploration target. Previous mineral exploration case studies, such as Malehmir et al. (2017), Cunningham 

et al. (2018), Parshin et al. (2018), and Parvar et al. (2018), had demonstrated the ability to conduct UAV-

borne aeromagnetic surveys over mineral exploration targets. However, this case study is the first to present 

a detailed multi-level (0-85 m AGL) comparison between terrestrial, UAV-borne, and manned airborne 

magnetic surveys. The case study highlighted and confirmed that multi-level (3D) UAV-borne 

aeromagnetic surveys are of little benefit to enhance the subsurface target characterization of mineral 

exploration targets and the most efficient procedure is to conduct a single UAV-borne aeromagnetic survey 

at the lowest possible flight elevation over obstructions. The study also demonstrated a comparable 

sensitivity between terrestrial magnetic data and low-level UAV-borne gradiometric measurements, with 

both data products identifying the same discrete, low-amplitude magnetic anomalies within the survey area. 

While most case studies have speculated the UAV-borne aeromagnetic surveys could replace or provide 

similar sensitivities to terrestrial magnetic surveys for mineral exploration applications, this original study 

and analysis provides a detailed demonstration and direct evidence for this claim. Overall, these original 

scientific and technical contributions extend further then just UAV-borne aeromagnetic surveys, having 

widespread applications and implications for UAV-borne geophysical surveying. 
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1.4 Thesis Outline 

The analysis and results of the research are presented in Chapters 2 through 7. An outline of the thesis 

structure is discussed below.  

In Chapter 2, the necessary background information regarding the types of UAVs, magnetometers, and 

geophysical principles used to develop a high-resolution UAV-borne aeromagnetic system are presented. 

This discussion focuses on presenting the individual components that make up the UAV-borne 

aeromagnetic system and the challenges associated to integrating these components into a reliable surveying 

system that can collect industry standard aeromagnetic measurements. More specifically, the components 

that comprise a suspended, semi-rigid magnetometer mounting system integrated on a multi-rotor UAV are 

considered in detail. Although the applications of developing such a UAV-borne aeromagnetic system are 

numerous, a short-list of the primary applications investigated to date are discussed in this chapter. A 

particular focus is given to UAV-borne aeromagnetic systems applied to geological mapping applications 

and how these surveys can specifically benefit mineral exploration.  

In Chapter 3, the 3D attitude variations experienced by a UAV-borne aeromagnetic system in flight are 

described in detail with a particular emphasis given to their impact on magnetic data quality and 

magnetometer lock. The challenge overviewed in this chapter arises due to high-resolution optically 

pumped vapour magnetometers having an orientation dependency when measuring the scalar component 

of the ambient magnetic field. A discussion into the observed attitude variations throughout a series of flight 

tests and their specific influence on the optically pumped magnetometer’s data quality are given in the first 

section of this chapter. The second part of the chapter presents the solution of a semi-rigid magnetometer 

mount to limit the attitude variations of the magnetometer, while also preserving the stability of the UAV 

platform. Overall, the technical design challenges of suspending a magnetometer on a UAV platform while 

preserving aeromagnetic data quality are described in detail.  
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In Chapter 4, the semi-rigid magnetometer mounting system developed from the previous chapter is 

assessed using aeromagnetic data from a series of UAV-borne aeromagnetic system configurations. A 

discussion is presented characterizing the specific frequencies and amplitudes of the magnetometer 

swinging signals within the gathered magnetic data using spectral analysis. The relationship between the 

expected frequency and amplitude of the magnetometer swinging signal is considered based on a variety of 

system integration parameters. A set of solutions are discussed to either limit and/or remove the suspended 

magnetometer’s swinging signal within the gathered UAV-borne aeromagnetic data based on specific 

performance metrics.  

In Chapter 5, a detailed lab and field-based investigation into the electromagnetic interference generated by 

a multi-rotor UAV platform is investigated. Specifically, the high-frequency electromagnetic interference 

signals generated by a UAV’s electromagnetic motors are characterized and presented. The observed 

interference frequency relationships are described based on the configuration of the UAV’s electromagnetic 

motors and predicted using Equation 5.2 and 5.3. This understanding has important implications for the 

successful development of both UAV-borne aeromagnetic and electromagnetic systems, which is 

thoroughly discussed.  

In Chapter 6, the conclusions and understandings developed throughout Chapter 2-5 are applied to conduct 

a UAV-borne aeromagnetic case study over a mineral exploration target. The technical results and 

recommendations of this case study are described in detail and compared to both a terrestrial magnetic 

survey and a manned aeromagnetic survey conducted with a helicopter. An in-depth analysis is presented 

describing the surveying parameters used between the different methods of magnetic surveying. A 

discussion surrounding the benefits and utility of UAV-borne aeromagnetic surveying and specific 

processing techniques are presented.  

Chapter 7 summarizes the main conclusions of this research and gives some final recommendations for 

future work and development in this area of research.   
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Chapter 2 

Technical Background 

The purpose of this chapter is to provide the necessary technical background information regarding the 

critical components, concepts, and general terminology related to UAV-borne aeromagnetic surveying used 

throughout the thesis. Focus will be placed on describing the primary components that make up a UAV-

borne aeromagnetic system, the main integration methods employed, and the geophysical surveying 

principles used to collect aeromagnetic data. This background discussion will also emphasize the problems 

and challenges encountered when optimally designing and configuring a UAV-borne aeromagnetic system 

specifically for mineral exploration applications. Throughout the technical background the equipment, 

integration method, and principles used throughout this thesis will be emphasized.  

2.1 Airborne Magnetometers 

Modern airborne magnetometers owe their development and first widespread application to the 

technological arms race that occurred throughout World War II.  The first documented aeromagnetic survey 

with an electronic magnetometer was conducted in 1936 with a rudimentary version of the modern fluxgate 

magnetometer (Logachev et al., 1936). The first widespread use of airborne fluxgate magnetometry began 

during World War II and was applied to the detection of submarines, more specifically German U-boats 

(“Unterseeboot”, or undersea boat) (Reeves, 2005). The first “flux-gate” magnetometer was developed by 

Vacquier (1941) and was a uniaxial device measuring only one component of the magnetic field. However, 

this changed by 1943 when Vacquier and the Gulf Research Laboratory filed a US Patent for the 3-

component fluxgate magnetometer (Vacquier, 1943).  
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The war-time application of accurately detecting submerged U-boats, an otherwise invisible and relatively 

small mobile target, required the development of a high-sampling rate magnetometer that could take many 

readings, over a large area and provide real-time feedback to the operator. This functionality was quickly 

adopted for use in other applications and prior to the end of World War II, the USGS applied the first 

airborne geophysical survey to a geologic application using a fluxgate magnetometer (Campbell, 2003). 

This first manned aeromagnetic surveying applied to mapping a potential exploration target occurred in 

1945 over the Naval Petroleum Reserve in Alaska (Rystrom et al., 1997). The success of this survey and 

the availability of personnel trained in airborne operations during the war, marked the beginning of modern 

airborne geophysical surveying (Reford and Sumner, 1964).  

By the late 1950s, the invention of the proton precession magnetometer eventually replaced the fluxgate 

magnetometer as the primary magnetometer used in aeromagnetic surveying. The next technological leap 

forward in industrial magnetometers occurred in the 1960s with the invention of optically pumped 

magnetometers, displacing proton precession magnetometers around the 1980s (Reeves, 2005). Optically 

pumped magnetometers remain the industry standard aeromagnetic sensor to this day. Around this time, 

advances in airborne acquisition techniques saw the switch from analog recorders prior to the 1970s to 

modern digital systems utilizing Global Positioning System (GPS) navigation, moving into the 1990s 

(Rystrom et al., 1997). More recently in the early 2000s, some airborne providers and exploration 

companies such as Anglo American, Spectrum Air, and De Beers have supported the development of low-

temperature super-conducting quantum interference device (SQUID) magnetometers for mineral 

exploration (Schmidt et al., 2004; Stolz et al., 2006). These next generation quantum magnetometers allow 

for full-tensor magnetic gradiometer (FTMG) measurements using bulky and complex cryogenic dewars 

(Schmidt and Clark, 2006; Zhdanov et al., 2012). Due mainly to these logistical challenges and 

developmental costs, these highly specialized magnetometers have not yet displaced optically pumped 

magnetometers as the industry standard aeromagnetic sensor (Hovde et al., 2013).  
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Presently, there are well-established international methodologies and guidelines for collecting manned 

aeromagnetic data as described by reports such as Reid (1980), Teskey et al. (1991), Minty (1991), 

Luyendyk (1997), Nabighian et al. (2005), Reeves (2005), and Coyle et al. (2014), and regulated through 

organizations such as the International Airborne Geophysics Safety Association (IAGSA). However, a 

similar set of standards and guidelines have not yet been developed or updated for use within the UAV-

borne aeromagnetic industry. The first multi-rotor UAV-borne aeromagnetic surveys were conducted in the 

early and mid-2010s and used a variety of different airborne magnetometer types (Eppelbaum et al., 2011; 

Stoll, 2013; Cunningham et al., 2015; Parvar, 2016). Throughout the late 2010s these UAV-borne 

aeromagnetic systems and technical specifications began to be investigated in more detail and applied to a 

variety of applications. In the next sections, the types of magnetometers used in manned aeromagnetic 

surveying applications will be discussed, highlighting their functionality and potential use in UAV-borne 

aeromagnetic surveying applications.  

2.1.1 Fluxgate Magnetometers  

Fluxgate magnetometers have typically been the first magnetometers integrated on new types of platforms 

including: manned aeromagnetic surveys in 1936 (Logachev et al., 1936), helicopter-borne aeromagnetic 

surveys (Lundberg, 1947), space rockets (Singer et al., 1951), spacecraft and satellites in 1958 (Siddiqi, 

2003), and rotary UAV-borne aeromagnetic surveys in 2011 (Eck and Imbach, 2011). These magnetometers 

are often chosen as the first sensor to be integrated with new platforms due to their robust design, low cost, 

light weight, and large magnetic gradient tolerance. In addition to these benefits, fluxgate magnetometers 

are unique in that they are vector magnetometers that can measure both the scalar magnitude, as well as the 

vector direction of the total magnetic field (Primdahl, 1979). Most modern fluxgate magnetometers are 

triaxial variants, which allow the three-orthogonal axes of the magnetic field to be measured at one time. 

By means of the dot product both the magnitude and direction of the total magnetic field can be calculated 

from the three orthogonal and independent measurements.  
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Each of the three axes of a fluxgate magnetometer consists of a small elongate ferromagnetic core (high 

susceptibility and high permeability) wrapped by two identical, but oppositely wound inductive coils of 

wire (Hood and Ward, 1969). An alternating electric current is passed through the coil windings, driving 

the ferromagnetic core to become magnetically saturated in opposite directions, as shown in Figure 2.1. 

This constantly fluxing magnetic field induces an electric current in the secondary detector coils that are 

wound around the induction coils (Reeves, 2005).  

 

Figure 2.1 (a) Hysteresis loop showing the relationship between the applied (AC) magnetic field and the 

field induced in the ferromagnetic material when saturation is reached during each cycle. (b) Simplified 

schematic diagram of a fluxgate magnetometer’s ferromagnetic cores, inductive coils (AC) and secondary 

detector coil (V). Modified after (Reeves, 2005). 

In the absence of an ambient magnetic field or when the coils are perpendicular to the ambient magnetic 

field, there will be zero offset in the waveform and peak amplitudes as measured by the voltage in the 

secondary coil (Ripka, 2003). However, as illustrated in Figure 2.2, when a static, ambient magnetic field 

is aligned with the ferromagnetic cores, one core will become more easily saturated when the ambient and 

induced field are of the same direction, while the other core will oppose saturation due to the oppositely 

wound induction coil. This difference in the alignment of the ambient and induced magnetic field causes a 

voltage offset in the alternating waveform detected in the secondary coil. The magnitude of this voltage 
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offset is proportional to the intensity of the magnetic field in the direction of the ferromagnetic cores (Hinze 

et al., 2013).  

The term fluxgate was originally a hyphenated as “flux-gate” referring to the mechanism within the device 

which allowed the external magnetic field to be measured. The “flux” term is in reference to the changing 

magnetic saturation within the ferromagnetic cores caused by the induction coils, while the “gate” term is 

in reference to the logic gate signal pulse mechanism that causes the flow of electrons in the induction coils 

to alternate in opposite directions, thereby creating the alternating magnetic flux (Primdahl, 1979).   

 

Figure 2.2 Illustration of the effect of the ambient magnetic total field on the magnetic saturation of the 

fluxgate’s ferromagnetic core during operation of the induction coils (alternating applied field) which 

causes an offset in the current induced in the secondary coil. Modified after (Hinze et al., 2013), adapted 

from (Hood and Ward, 1969).  
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Within Chapter 5 of this study, a Honeywell - HMR2300 fluxgate magnetometer (Figure 2.3) was used in 

a laboratory setting to characterize the electromagnetic interference of a multi-rotor UAV. This triaxial 

fluxgate magnetometer has a relatively small size (3.8 cm by 2.2 cm by 10.6 cm), a sampling rate of 60 Hz, 

a sensitivity of 7 nT, and a dynamic range of ± 200,000 nT (Honeywell, 2012), making it an appropriate 

tool for laboratory characterizations. However, the fluxgate magnetometers used as payloads within UAV-

borne aeromagnetic systems are improved variants, having a frequency bandwidth of 0.1 to 10s of kHz and 

a sensitivity of 0.1 nT at a 1 Hz sampling frequency (Hinze et al., 2013).  

 

Figure 2.3 Photograph of the Honeywell HMR2300 triaxial fluxgate magnetometer.  

Numerous UAV-borne aeromagnetic studies and surveys have been conducted with fluxgate 

magnetometers due to the magnetometer’s simplicity, light weight, good sensitivity, high sampling 

frequency, and lack of dead zones, making integration relatively straightforward. UAV-borne aeromagnetic 

studies that have used fluxgate magnetometers include: Eck and Imbach (2011), Stoll (2013) Funaki et al. 

(2014), Gavazzi et al. (2016), Macharet et al. (2016), Parvar (2016), Gavazzi et al. (2017), Gavazzi et al. 
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(2019), Jackisch et al. (2019), Jackisch et al. (2020), Luoma and Zhou (2020), Le Maire et al. (2020), Mu 

et al. (2020), Kaub et al. (2021), de Lépinay et al. (2021), and Pisciotta et al. (2021).  

2.1.2 Overhauser/Proton Precession Magnetometers 

The proton precession magnetometer was developed by Packard and Varian (1954) and despite on-going 

refinement of the fluxgate instruments, eventually replaced them in both terrestrial and manned 

aeromagnetic surveys in the late 1950s (Reeves, 2005). To this day, Overhauser proton precession 

magnetometers are still the preferred magnetic sensor for terrestrial magnetic surveys, as shown in Figure 

2.4, where they are relatively inexpensive, robust, offer adequate accuracy (0.1 nT) and a modest sampling 

frequency (up to 5 Hz) (Hinze et al., 2013).  

 

Figure 2.4 Photograph of the GEM Systems Inc. GSM-19T proton precession magnetometer. Photo 

courtesy of D. Branson. 
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The proton precession magnetometer exploits developments in nuclear physics throughout the 1940s and 

uses the tendency of a proton (H+) to align its magnetic moment with an ambient magnetic field and spin 

about that field direction when disturbed (Packard and Varian, 1954). The sensor cylinder of the proton 

precession magnetometer is filled with approximately 500 ml of a proton rich liquid such as water, kerosene 

or other alcohol and wrapped by a coil of wire, where a current can be passed (Reeves, 2005). When a 

measurement of the magnetic field is ready to be taken the sensor and proton rich fluid is subjected to a 

current passed through the wire, which induces a strong magnetic field along the long axis of the cylinder, 

as shown in Figure 2.5. All of the free protons in the cylinder align their magnetic moments with this current 

driven magnetic field. The current and induced magnetic field are then abruptly terminated, and the protons 

realign themselves with the weaker ambient magnetic field and begin precessing around it (Hovde et al., 

2013). The frequency of the proton’s precession is given by the Equation 2.1 

𝑓 =  
𝑔𝑝𝐵

2µ0
,      (2.1) 

where gp is the gyromagnetic ratio of the proton which is known to be 2.675 x 108 wb-1m2s-1 (Packard and 

Varian, 1954; Vigoureux, 1961), BT is the total magnetic field amplitude, and µo is the magnetic 

permeability of free space which is known to be 4π x 10-7 or 1.257 x 10-6 kgmA-2s-2 (Lacheisserie et al., 

2005). As shown by this equation, the frequency of the proton’s precession is a function of the scalar 

component of the ambient magnetic field at the location of the sensor.  

The instrument has a signal detector that can discretely measure the precession frequency of the proton and 

thereby calculate the total magnetic field. These observations of the scalar magnetic field are not continuous 

using a proton precession magnetometer as there is a finite amount of time required to pass the current 

through the induction coils and to measure the procession frequency of the protons. Like a fluxgate 

magnetometer, there is no need to orient the magnetometer with respect to the external magnetic field 

vector, other than to ensure that the direction of the coil’s magnetic field is not coincident with the Earth’s 
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magnetic field vector. This can be achieved by placing the sensor cell in a horizontal configuration relative 

to the ground everywhere on Earth, except near the equator.  

 

Figure 2.5 A schematic diagram of the proton precession magnetometer instrumentation with (a) the axis 

of the proton-rich cylindrical sensor oriented at a high angle to the total magnetic field, BT. (b) alignment 

of the protons in the sensor (1) when not operating (random), polarized by the applied magnetic field along 

the long axis of the sensor when current is applied (2), and in precession (measurement) mode (3) upon 

switching off the current/applied magnetic field. Modified after (Hinze et al., 2013), adapted from (Hood 

and Ward, 1969). 

The Overhauser or proton spin-precession magnetometer is an enhanced variant of the standard proton 

precession magnetometer developed to allow for the continuous measurement of the total magnetic field, 

giving the sensor a faster sampling frequency (Hovde et al., 2005). This type of proton precession 

magnetometer gets its name from the Overhauser effect first described by Overhauser, (1953). The effect 

describes the transfer of spin energy of the orbital electrons to the protons of hydrogen atoms in a fluid that 

contains a specially dissolved salt (Hinze et al., 2013). An Overhauser magnetometer uses the same 
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principles as a proton precession magnetometer except that there are added paramagnetic ions (free 

unpaired electrons) within the proton-rich fluid of the sensor cylinder. Through the use of a radio-frequency 

electromagnetic field (about 60 MHz), instead of a discrete polarizing pulse (DC current), the paramagnetic 

ions cause the protons to precess continuously, therefore allowing the nearly continuous measurement of 

the total magnetic field (Hovde et al., 2005). Overhauser magnetometers are advantageous as they require 

less power to operate, have slightly higher sensitivities (0.1-0.01 nT) and sampling frequencies (up to 5 

Hz), have an improved signal-to-noise ratio, and do not possess heading errors or dead zones (Hinze et al., 

2013).  

Within Chapter 6 of this study, a GEM systems GSM-19T Overhauser proton precession magnetometer 

(Figure 2.4) was used in a field setting as a base station magnetometer measuring diurnal variations during 

the UAV-borne aeromagnetic survey. Following the UAV-borne aeromagnetic survey the GSM-19T was 

also used to collect terrestrial magnetic data over the same aera as the UAV-borne survey was collected. 

This magnetometer has a weight of approximately 4 kg, a sampling rate of 2 Hz, an absolute accuracy of 

0.2 nT, a gradient tolerance of 10,000 nT/m, and a dynamic range of 15,000 to 120,000 nT (GEM Systems 

Inc., 2008). 

Most UAV-borne aeromagnetic studies do not use Overhauser/proton precession magnetometers due to 

their increased weight and lower sampling frequency, making them more logistically challenging to 

successfully integrate and less efficient than fluxgate and optically pumped magnetometers. UAV-borne 

aeromagnetic studies that have used proton procession magnetometers as payloads include: (Malehmir et 

al., 2017; Li et al., 2018; Parshin et al., 2018; and Ge et al., 2019).  

2.1.3 Optically Pumped Alkali Vapour Magnetometers 

Optically pumped or optical absorption magnetometers were first integrated within a manned aeromagnetic 

survey in the late 1950s by Skillman and Bender (1958), utilizing a rubidium vapour magnetometer. 

However, they did not fully replace proton precession magnetometers in manned aeromagnetic surveys 
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until the late 1980s (Reeves, 2005). Optically pumped magnetometers measure only the scalar component 

of the total magnetic field intensity using the principle of optical electron pumping combined with 

spectroscopic optical monitoring. These magnetometers are an advancement beyond proton precession 

magnetometers possessing a high sensitivity, resolution, gradient tolerance, sampling frequency, and 

dynamic range. Compared to the other standard types of magnetometers currently used in the exploration 

industry, such as fluxgate and Overhauser/proton procession magnetometers, optically pumped 

magnetometers have up to approximately 10-100 times the absolute sensitivity, with sensitivities reported 

to be in the 0.01-0.001 nT range (Hinze et al., 2013). Furthermore, the frequency at which optically pumped 

magnetometers operate, ranges from 20-1000 Hz. For these reasons, optically pumped magnetometers are 

regarded as the high-performance tool for conducting mobile magnetometry surveys including terrestrial 

magnetic surveys, manned aeromagnetic surveys, and UAV-borne aeromagnetic surveys.  

Optically pumped magnetometers operate by irradiating a cell containing a vapourized alkali metal such as 

potassium, cesium, rubidium, or the noble gas helium with a specific wavelength of polarized radio-

frequency light (Budker and Kimball, 2013). The beam of polarize radio-frequency light corresponds to a 

specific spectroscopic absorption line of the alkali metal within the sensor cell. As the polarized light passes 

through a glass chamber housing the metallic vapour, the lone electrons in the outer orbit of the vapourized 

metal absorb the light’s energy and are displaced or “pumped” to a higher energy level (Hinze et al., 2013). 

This state is shown as position (3) in Figure 2.6(b). At the far end of the gas chamber, as shown in Figure 

2.6(a), a photon receptor measures the energy intensity of the light that passes through the vapourized alkali 

metal. The measured light intensity is the light emitted by the optical lamp minus the light absorbed by the 

alkali vapour electrons as they jump to the higher energy level orbits (Hood, 1969).  

These excited electrons, now being at a higher energy level and unstable (3), spontaneously decay to the 

lower energy levels (2) and (1). These closely spaced energy levels (2) and (1) are attributed to the Zeeman 

effect, whereby a single lower energy level is split in the presence of an external magnetic field, such as the 

Earth’s magnetic field (Hinze et al., 2013). As the electrons spontaneously decay to these lower energy 
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levels, the magnetic moment of the electron is randomized as either parallel (2) or antiparallel (1). There is 

roughly an equal likelihood that the electrons magnetic moment will align in either position (2) or (1). The 

electrons that spontaneously decay to position (1) will be aligned such that they can no longer absorb this 

specific radio-frequency of light (Smith, 1997 & Gem Systems Inc, 2014). The electrons that spontaneously 

decay to position (2) reabsorb the emitted radio-frequency light and cycle back to position (3) until they 

have all spontaneously decayed and accumulated in position (1). As this process occurs, almost 

instantaneously, and position (2) becomes vacant, the vapour cell becomes “transparent” and no longer 

absorbs this specific radio-frequency of light, allowing the light intensity measured by the photodetector at 

the opposite side of the chamber to be maximized (Reeves, 2005). 

 

Figure 2.6 (a) Schematic diagram of a typical optically pumped magnetometer showing the main functional 

components. (b) Schematic of the light polarization energy levels for an alkali atom. Modified after (Hinze 

et al., 2013), adapted from (Hood and Ward, 1969). 
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Once the light intensity measured by the photodetector is maximized, the magnetometer takes a 

measurement of the magnetic field. To achieve this, a second depolarizing radio-frequency is applied 

obliquely to the electron’s polarization direction in position (1), causing their magnetic moment spin axis 

to flip back to position (2), which in turn causes the gas chamber to become “opaque”, signifying the restart 

of optical pumping and absorption of light energy at position (2). The explicit depolarizing radio-frequency 

required to displace electrons out of position (1) and repopulate position (2) is known as the Larmor 

frequency, and is a function of the ambient magnetic field’s scalar intensity. Thus, a scalar magnetic field 

measurement is taken once by cycling through a series of depolarizing radio-frequency signals and 

recording the specific radio-frequency that causes the alkali vapour electrons to start reabsorbing the 

polarized radio-frequency light. By sweeping through a large range of depolarizing radio-frequencies, a 

correspondingly large range of ambient total magnetic field values can be sensed (Budker and Kimball, 

2013). 

Once the alkali vapour electrons are depolarized and repopulate position (2), the optically pumping process 

causes the electrons to begin the cycle again and start repopulating position (1). When the light intensity 

measured by the photodetector at the opposite side of the chamber is again maximized, another sweeping, 

depolarizing radio-frequency signal is applied, and another magnetic field measurement is taken. The 

continuous process of pumping the alkali vapour electrons, applying the depolarizing radio-frequency, 

taking a measurement of the magnetic field, and repumping the alkali vapour electrons can occur at 

extremely high frequencies. The limiting physical phenomenon that governs the sampling frequency of 

optically pumped magnetometers is the Larmor frequency of the specific alkali vapour employed. For the 

alkali metal cesium, its Larmor frequency is approximately 3.498 Hz per nT leading to an applied 

depolarizing radio-frequency of approximately 175 kHz for an ambient field of 50,000 nT (Reeves, 2005). 

This can result in sampling frequencies of the magnetic field at 1 kHz as is employed on the Geometrics 

MFAM MagArrow, as shown in Figure 2.7. However, it is more common for commercial manned 
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aeromagnetic surveys employing these optically pumped magnetometers to output a sampling frequency of 

10-20 Hz. 

 

Figure 2.7 Photograph of the Geometrics MagArrow, cesium vapour magnetometer suspended under a 

multi-rotor UAV. Photo courtesy of MWH Geo-Surveys INC. 

There are several physical limitations of optically pumped magnetometers that need to be considered when 

performing aeromagnetic surveys, including inherent dead zones and heading errors (Hinze et al., 2013). 

All optically pumped magnetometers have an orientation dependency with respect to the total magnetic 

field vector at the measurement location. This dependency arises as there are certain orientations of the 

magnetic sensor’s light polarization axis/direction, relative to the magnetic field vector, for which the 

magnetometer sensitivity is either optimized or drastically reduced (Budker and Kimball, 2013). Optically 
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pumped magnetometer sensitivity (more specifically the Zeeman effect) is maximized when the 

magnetometer’s sensor axis creates a 45° angle with the total magnetic field vector in 3D space. Moving 

away from this optimal 45° angle, there is a buffer zone of approximately +/- 30° where the magnetometer 

will still be able to record measurements (GEM Systems Inc., 2014a). Dead zones are the orientation 

combinations where the magnetometer’s sensor axis is outside the 60° buffer zone and where magnetic 

measurements cannot be taken (GEM Systems Inc, 2014b). There are two dead zones that occur when 

considering a 180° field of view centered on the total magnetic field vector pointed in a downward direction 

(at the North Pole). These dead zones are named the polar dead zone, which is +/- 15° on either side of the 

total magnetic field vector (90° inclination) and the equatorial dead zone which is an orientation of less 

than 15° towards the horizon.  

These inherent sensor dead zones have been addressed in manned aeromagnetic surveys using multiple 

sensor cells at orthogonal orientations, like the Geometrics MagArrow, or by mechanically controlling the 

rotation of the magnetometer throughout the survey to maintain proper alignment. This limitation has led 

to logistical issues integrating some optically pumped magnetometers on mobile multi-rotor UAVs. An 

investigation into the attitude variations of an optically pumped magnetometer integrated on a multi-rotor 

UAV is presented within Chapter 3.  

Heading errors occur in optically pumped magnetometers when the measured magnetic field acquires a 

false dependence on the relative orientation of the sensor axis to the total magnetic field. For the sensors 

inherent heading error, this occurs due to shifts, splittings, and line asymmetries of the magnetic resonance 

energy levels caused by the Zeeman effect. Typically, the amplitude of this error will be between 1 – 5 nT 

depending on the alkali vapour employed within the magnetometer. Cesium based alkali vapour 

magnetometers are known to have particularly large heading errors (Hovde et al., 2005). These heading 

errors most commonly occur as offsets between adjacent flight lines, however, higher frequency swinging 

related heading errors can also occur. A specialized type of optically pumped magnetometer, that has a very 

low heading error (+/- 0.05 nT) is a potassium vapour magnetometer. These magnetometers, using the alkali 
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metal potassium, are unique due to the extremely narrow single spectral line of potassium atoms, leading 

to the very low heading error and an increased sensitivity (Hovde et al., 2005). For these reasons, the GEM 

Systems Inc. GSMP-35u potassium vapour magnetometer, as shown in Figure 2.8, is used throughout 

Chapters 3, 4, and 6.  

 

Figure 2.8 The GEM Systems GSMP-35u Potassium Vapour Magnetometer, sensor (black cylinder) and 

electronics box (gold). 

Numerous UAV-borne aeromagnetic studies and surveys have been conducted with optically pumped 

vapour magnetometers due to their excellent sensitivity, high sampling frequency, and light weight. These 

studies include: Versteeg et al. (2007), Samson et al. (2010), Donohue (2014), Hashimoto et al. (2014), 

Cunningham (2016), Parvar (2016), Sterligov and Cherkasov (2016), Cunningham et al. (2018), Parvar et 

al. (2018), Veloski et al. (2018), Walter et al. (2018), Tuck et al. (2019), Walter et al. (2019), Schmidt et 

al. (2020), Walter et al. (2020), Cunningham et al. (2021), Døssing et al. (2021), Krishna et al. (2021), 

Kolster and Døssing (2021), de Smet et al. (2021), Tuck et al. (2021), and Walter et al. (2021).  
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2.1.4 SQUID Magnetometers 

The superconducting quantum interference device (SQUID) magnetometer has the highest sensitivity of 

any commercially available magnetometer used in mineral exploration. SQUIDS can have sensitivities of 

the magnetic field down to approximately 10s of fT or 1 x 10-5 nT and can provide a very high sampling 

frequency of up to 50 kHz (Hovde et al., 2005). This technology for sensing the magnetic field is based on 

the works of Josephson (1962) who demonstrated that small gaps in a circulating superconducting current 

loop were sensitive to the magnetic flux perpendicular to the loop. Named the Josephson effect, this 

phenomenon of a superconducting loop occurs whereby a current continuously flows across a device known 

as a Josephson junction, (a weaken junction of two or more coupled superconductors) without any voltage 

applied (Josephson, 1974; and Hinze et al., 2013).  

Within a SQUID, these weakened junctions usually consist of a thin insulating barrier serve to amplify the 

current induced in the loop. This current periodically exceeds the critical current at which the loop takes on 

a finite electrical resistance. This contrasts with an unweakened superconducting loop which exhibits zero-

resistance within a normal superconducting state. Due to the periodic finite electrical resistance, a voltage 

appears in the loop that is a measure of the external magnetic field perpendicular to the orientation of the 

loop. A negative feedback circuit is used to detect the induced voltage and cancel the field cutting the loop, 

which results in very sensitive measurements of the magnetic field. As the superconducting loops are 

sensitive to the magnetic field in only one direction, SQUID magnetometers can measure the vector 

component of the magnetic field (Zimmerman and Campbell, 1975). Precisely positioning three 

superconducting loops orthogonally to each other can result in the measurement of the 3 vector components 

and the scalar total magnetic field (Budker and Kimball, 2013). Due to their small size and extreme 

sensitivity, multiple arrays of SQUIDS can be organized to measure the full tensor (gradients of the three 

mutually perpendicular vector components) of the magnetic field (Schmidt et al., 2004).  
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SQUIDs have many practical uses for measuring very low amplitude variations in the magnetic field for 

biomagnetism studies of the heart and brain, magnetotelluric studies of electrical currents in the Earth, and 

in paleomagnetic studies for determining a samples paleomagnetic history. However, SQUIDs have only 

recently started to be used in mobile full-tensor magnetic gradiometry (FTMG) studies (Stolz et al., 2006; 

and Schiffler et al., 2014) due to their many practical limitations.  

Often the limiting factor in conducting mobile SQUID measurements is not the functionality of the 

SQUIDs, but the extreme orientation and position tolerances of the superconducting coils that are required 

to match the extraordinary sensitivity of the SQUID (Clem et al., 2006). In principle using three orthogonal 

superconducting SQUID coils can provide scalar total magnetic field measurements. However, to realise 

the full sensitivity of the devices, the installation tolerances and geometry need to be extremely precise, and 

the platforms motions need to be accurately accounted for due to the SQUID’s extreme sensitivity to 

vibrations generated by mobile platforms (Hinze et al., 2013). 

Additionally, SQUID magnetometers require very low cryogenic temperatures (below -150 °C) to operate 

due to the need to supercool the superconducting alloys (Hinze et al., 2013). The need for cryogenic cooling 

with a specialized dewar creates logistical difficulties for deploying the SQUID sensors. One challenge has 

been developing a small horizontal and vented dewar for use on both fixed wing manned aircraft and 

helicopters that can withstand the motions of the sensor platform without compromising measurement 

quality. A second logistical challenge is that cryogenic fluids such as liquid helium are not widely available 

throughout the world, particularly in the localized region where the survey is being performed. This often 

requires specialized in-house equipment for transporting reservoirs of cryogenic liquids to the field location 

to refill the instrument on longer data collection field campaigns (Budker and Kimball, 2013). Most of the 

mobile SQUIDs require their cryogenic liquids to be topped up every 2 – 3 days depending on the ambient 

temperature at the field location and the evapouration rate of the liquids.  However, with these cryogenic 

considerations in mind, the invention of high-temperature superconductors increased the usefulness of 

SQUIDs for geophysical surveying (Clarke and Koch, 1988; Koch et al., 1992; and Leslie et al., 2008). 
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Although these devices have higher noise than low-temperature stationary laboratory SQUIDs, their ability 

to use liquid nitrogen (-196 °C, 77 K) rather than liquid helium (-269 °C, 4.15 K) has allowed for the 

procurement of cryogenic liquids more easily and cost effectively. The last consideration is that SQUID 

sensors are typically several times more expensive than other industry magnetometers, such as proton or 

alkali vapour magnetometers.  

Due to their weight, size, and numerous logistical challenges, SQUID magnetometers have not yet been 

integrated on UAV-borne aeromagnetic systems. The future development of a compact, high-temperature, 

full gradient tensor SQUID magnetometer that can be integrated into a UAV-borne aeromagnetic system 

would be a very promising endeavour as suggested by Francke et al. (2020). However, there will need to 

be another technological leap forward in SQUID sensor development required to overcome the size and 

weight discrepancy between the current SQUID systems (~100 kg) and the current payload capacities of 

most multi-rotor UAVs employed for aeromagnetic surveying (< 10 kg). 

2.2 Development and Types of Autonomous UAV Platforms 

The idea of an aircraft that could fly without a pilot on board started gaining traction almost a century ago 

and like many of our modern technologies, including manned aeromagnetic surveying, remote-controlled 

aircraft owe their development to the technological arms race that led up to and continued throughout World 

War II (Thetford, 2003). With the first purpose built and conversion aircraft carriers being completed 

throughout the interwar years in the 1920s and 1930s (Hone et al., 2009), it was becoming clear to some 

that manned aircraft would soon control the skies above the battlefields of any future war (Hobbs, 2013). 

Understanding the need to train pilots, ground crews, and sailors in realistic anti-aircraft gunnery defense 

tactics, both the British Royal Navy and Royal Air Force and the United States Navy and Army Air Force 

began experimenting with radio-controlled aircraft to be used as expendable targets during anti-aircraft 

training exercises using live ammunition (Garcia Carrillo et al., 2013).  
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The Royal Navy and Royal Air Force developed the first mass-produced, full-sized, reusable, pilotless 

aircraft called the De Havilland, DH-82B Queen Bee after preliminary trials with a prototype model, the 

Fairey, Queen in 1933 (Taylor, 1989). The radio-controlled Queen Bee, first saw service in 1935 training 

anti-aircraft personal in Britain and was used throughout the entirety of World War II (Jackson, 1987). In 

the United States, the development of target airplanes began in 1935, when Reginald Denny built the 

radioplane-1 (RP-1), a radio-controlled wooden model plane with a wingspan of 2.7 m (9 ft) (Parsch, 2003). 

The first mass-produced remote-controlled aircraft, the RP-5, was built by the Radioplane Company and 

was an improved variant of this original design and first saw service in early 1942. Later the RP-8, was 

purchased by the United States Army Air Force and Navy and redesignated as the OQ-14 radioplane, to be 

used as an expendable anti-aircraft target (Brennan, 1968; Botzum, 1985). These aircraft achieved 

controlled flight by radio-linking the conventional throttle (speed), elevators (pitch), ailerons (roll), and 

rudder (yaw) control surfaces to a remote panel located on the ground or ship. This original remote-control 

setup required the pilot to maintain a visual line of sight (VLOS). 

Following the end of World War II, the technological developments forged therein began filtering back to 

civilian populations in the form of remote-controlled model airplanes. Remote-controlled model aviation 

technology continued to develop through the 1940s and 1950s, with such advances as miniature and 

affordable radio-control servos, gas/kerosene engines, and balsa wood fuselages (Brown and Black, 1966). 

This led to the widespread adoption of model aviation as a hobby and the establishment of associations 

such as the Academy of Model Aeronautics. These associations were instrumental in setting up regulations 

with government organizations, peer-supported flight training programs, and locations where members 

could responsibly and safely fly. This first-generation model aviation community has persisted to this day 

with much of the same technologies still being used, as shown in Figure 2.9. The organization and 

popularity brought about by these model aviators has led to the incorporation of newer technologies aimed 

originally at serving the needs of these groups. However, the functionality of these newer autonomous 

technologies was quickly found to have significant utility when applied to remote sensing applications. 
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Figure 2.9 A model aviator showing off a wooden framed, kerosene powered fixed-wing model aircraft.  

The next major developments shaping modern autonomous UAVs, was the integration of Lithium Polymer 

(LiPo) batteries, brushless electric motors, and carbon fiber airframes in the late 1990s and early 2000s 

replacing kerosene engines and the wooden bodies of the conventional fixed-wing model aircraft. LiPo 

batteries, developed throughout the 1980s and made commercially available in the late 1990s are a critical 

technological advancement due to their large power to weight ratio and energy density per unit weight 

making them ideal for flight operations. The introduction of LiPo batteries as a primary power source was 

also a particular catalyst to the development of miniaturized electronics and the automated flight control 

systems. The development and integration of microcomputers, microcontrollers, and sensors, such as IMUs 

and barometers, all powered by these new LiPo batteries allowed for the development of autonomous flight 

controllers, as demonstrated by Eck (2001). The development of small-scale high-performance computing 

power required to operate the developed flight control systems was pioneered and matured by the 

smartphone industry through the late 2000s. Finally, the last major development that saw the birth of 
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modern autonomous UAVs, was the software integration of the miniaturized flight control computers with 

automated navigation systems utilizing the established GNSS (global navigation satellite system) networks 

to control flight based on input waypoint coordinates. Combining the advancements and functionality 

brought forth by these technological developments, the first fully autonomous UAV-borne system entered 

the commercial markets in the early 2010s with heavy lift varieties, capable of accommodating 2 kg 

payloads, entering service in 2015.  

Like the original use of radio-controlled aircraft to remove humans from the line of fire in combat training 

situations, one of the major attractions to using modern autonomous UAVs within geophysical exploration 

is the increased safety offered to surveying personal. The use of UAV-borne aeromagnetic systems below 

flight elevations of 100 m AGL, removes operators and crew from the “dead zone” where if an emergency 

occurs in a manned aeromagnetic survey, there is little reaction time for pilots to mitigate a crash landing 

via autorotation of helicopters or by locating an unobstructed landing area for fixed-wing aircraft. The next 

sections overview the different types of fully autonomous and semi-autonomous UAVs and their flight 

characteristics for use in UAV-borne aeromagnetic surveying.   

2.2.1 Fixed-Wing & Hybrid VTOL UAVs 

The first type of UAV platform used for geophysical surveying was a manually flown, gas powered, fixed-

wing UAV flown by Kipfinger (1998) for the USGS, using a very low-frequency (VLF) electromagnetic 

system. Although the test was largely unsuccessful, as the system crashed, this attempted integration was 

nearly a decade ahead of the next successful fixed-wing integrations, as shown by Anderson and Pita (2005) 

and Partner (2006). Presently, fixed-wing UAVs, are semi-autonomous, can run on either gas or electrical 

power sources, have long flight endurances (~ 5 hours), and provide comparatively high rates of coverage 

(30 m/s) to rotary-wing UAVs (Cunningham, 2016).  

The main advantage of this type of platform is the increase flight endurance providing the ability to cover 

larger survey areas in one flight. The main disadvantage of these platforms is the cleared and flat areas (200 
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m by 20 m) required to safely take-off and land these systems. Additionally, while these systems are semi-

autonomous and can follow pre-programmed waypoints once in the air, the take-off and landing maneuvers 

are challenging compared to rotary-wing UAVs capable of VTOL and require the skills of an advanced 

pilot. To overcome this limitation of requiring a large area to take off and land, which limits operations for 

a lot of potential mineral exploration applications, some industry providers and researchers use catapults to 

launch aircraft and large nets to recover the aircraft in a smaller footprint. Furthermore, groups such as 

Krishna et al. (2021) have investigated developing and integrating magnetometers with hybrid fixed-wing 

UAVs that are capable of VTOL, as shown in Figure 2.10. This type of platform benefits from a fixed-wing 

platform’s longer endurance, in addition to the flexibility offered by rotary-wing VTOL, without the need 

to carry ancillary launch and recovery equipment into the field.  

 

Figure 2.10 A diagram of a Kapetair hybrid fixed-wing UAV capable of VTOL flight maneuvers with three 

position adjustable electrical motors. Modified after (Krishna et al., 2021). 
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Generally, these hybrid fixed-wing systems achieve VTOL functionality in one of two ways. The first 

method developed was to have two different flight systems onboard. The first flight system usually 

consisting of three or four vertical electric motors that only operate during the VTOL maneuvers. Once the 

UAV reached the surveying altitude the second flight system would take over which consisted of either a 

single larger or two smaller horizontal motors that provide thrust for the horizontal flight. This system while 

functional, is not optimal as the additional weight of having two systems decreases the overall flight 

endurance. More recently, a second method to conduct VTOL flight maneuvers with a fixed-wing UAV is 

to incorporate articulating, position adjustable electromagnetic motors, as shown in Figure 2.10. The 

electromagnetic motors point vertically during VTOL mode and allow for hovering manoeuvres but can 

transition into a horizontal position to add to forward thrust throughout fixed-wing horizontal flight mode. 

A prototype hybrid fixed-wing VTOL system using this method was tested by Krishna et al. (2021) for use 

in aeromagnetic surveying. 

A final consideration is that while these system’s specifications (coverage rate and flight endurance) do 

allow for extensive beyond visual line of sight (BVLOS) operations, current regulations within Canada, as 

dictated by Transport Canada (2021), do not allow for such operations outside of obtaining an SFOC 

exemption. As such, the capabilities of fixed-wing UAV-borne aeromagnetic systems are largely under-

utilized in the mineral exploration industry. However, future less restrictive regulations within Canada 

could allow for large campaigns of fixed-wing and hybrid fixed-wing UAV-borne aeromagnetic surveys to 

be conducted in remote areas conventionally associated with mineral exploration districts.  

2.2.2 Multi-rotor UAVs 

Around the same time as the first autonomous fixed-wing UAVs were integrated with magnetometer 

payloads, there was a huge shift in commercial UAV technology. Specifically, the first small multi-rotor 

UAVs, such as the DJI Phantom 1 began production and commercial sale around the early 2010s. Originally 

aimed at hobbyists as an easy to fly VTOL aircraft, researchers such as Getzin et al. (2011) and Primicerio 
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et al. (2012) began attaching scientific payloads on these platforms, leading to the establishment of multi-

rotor UAVs as a remote sensing and scientific platform. The first magnetometer integrations with multi-

rotor UAVs also occurred around this time with Stoll (2013), Gavazzi et al. (2016), Macharet et al. (2016), 

and Parvar (2016) all integrating lightweight fluxgate magnetometers onto a variety of multi-rotor UAV 

platforms. With these early successes, there were endeavours integrate more sensitivity magnetometer 

payloads such as optically pumped magnetometers. This required the introduction of heavy-lift multi-rotor 

UAVs, such as the DJI S900, which was released in 2015. The first publications which successfully 

integrated ~2 kg optically pumped magnetometer payloads on multi-rotor UAVs were Cunningham (2016) 

and Parvar (2016), both of whom performed integrations and test flights apart of their master’s thesis. 

Shortly following these initial studies, multiple case studies demonstrating the utility of optically pumped 

vapour magnetometers on multi-rotor UAVs were published including: Cunningham et al. (2018), Parvar 

et al. (2018), Veloski et al. (2018), and Walter et al. (2018).  

The primary reason why operators have chosen multi-rotor UAVs as the preferred platform for 

magnetometer integrations, especially in mineral exploration applications, is their ability to perform VTOL 

maneuvers in relatively small, cleared areas, typically needing to be no greater than 10 m by 10 m. When 

in a lot of desolate mineral exploration settings, the ability of these platforms to vertically take-off and clear 

the tree line is essential for safe operations. Additionally, the stability and control offered by these systems, 

even when suspending a payload beneath the airframe, is critical as there is often little room for error in 

these frontier settings. The one major limitation of multi-rotor UAV platforms is that they have low flight 

endurances compared to the two other type of UAV platforms, typically only lasting between 15 – 25 

minutes depending on the specific model and payload weight. However, for mineral exploration 

applications the benefits offered by VTOL and constant heading command enabled multi-rotor UAV 

platforms outweighs the more restrictive performance characteristics, such as low flight endurances. Due 

to these factors multi-rotor UAVs have remained the dominant platform choice for most UAV-borne 

aeromagnetic surveys applied to mineral exploration.  
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Throughout this thesis, multi-rotor UAV platforms are the primary focus with all chapters focusing on 

specific technical considerations involving the integration of optically pumped vapour magnetometers with 

multi-rotor UAV platforms. Three of the four multi-rotor UAVs used to perform flight tests throughout this 

thesis are shown in Figure 2.11, demonstrating a clear increase in the size and performance capabilities of 

these systems with time.  The first and least capable multi-rotor UAV used was an Observer-6 (a), followed 

by a DJI S900 (b), and finally a DJI Wind 4 (c). For a 2 kg magnetometer payload these systems had a 

flight endurance of 7 minutes at 4 m/s (a), 15 minutes at 7 m/s (b), and 25 minutes at 10 m/s (c).  This 

increase in the capability and performance of multi-rotor UAVs can be expected to continue moving into 

the future as advancements in battery, propulsion, and hybrid gas-electric technologies will increase 

payload weights and flight endurances.   

 

Figure 2.11 The three multi-rotor UAVs used throughout this thesis, including the Observer 6 (a), DJI S900 

(b), and DJI Wind 4 (c), demonstrating an increase in the size and capability of these systems.  
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2.2.3 Single-rotor UAVs 

Single-rotor UAVs, also called remote-controlled helicopters were first introduced over 30 years ago as a 

hobbyist aircraft achieving powered flight using an internal combustion engine. These original systems 

were not automated and used a complex array of radio-controlled servos to mechanically actuate individual 

control surfaces and linkages. These original helicopters and their control systems were piloted under full 

manual control requiring extremely skilled pilots with years of experience. Due to this limitation only the 

most advanced pilots were able to successfully perform multiple flights with these aircraft. This legacy has 

led to the perception that all modern single-rotor UAVs are also extremely challenging to pilot, which has 

also led most researchers to avoid this type of UAV platform in favour of “easier to fly systems”, such as 

multi-rotor UAVs. The perception that modern single-rotor UAVs are exceptionally challenging to fly is 

largely unsubstantiated given recent technological advancements.  

At the same time as electrical and computer advancements in the early 2000s led to the automation of multi-

rotor UAV flight control systems, gas powered remote-controlled helicopters also transformed into 

electrically powered, autonomous UAV systems. The technology that was incorporated into multi-rotor 

UAVs, features such as LiPo batteries, self-stabilization, GPS guidance, flight control computers, and 

waypoint navigation were also integrated on single-rotor UAVs. This made the flight control system almost 

identical between the two VTOL systems after the early 2010s. One of these modern fully autonomous 

single-rotor UAVs is the Procyon 800E, designed by Robert Lefebvre and manufactured by NOVAerial 

Robotics Inc. This system operates using two LiPo batteries and a flight controller that is autonomous and 

waypoint guided. It has been successfully integrated with a 3.5 kg optically pumped magnetometer payload, 

offering flight speeds of 15 m/s and endurances of 35 minutes. Yet, these advancements in single-rotor 

systems have gone largely unnoticed compared to the newer multi-rotor UAV technologies and little 

attention has been comparatively given to single-rotor UAVs for use in aeromagnetic integrations. 
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However, single-rotor UAVs offer some unique benefits over multi-rotor UAVs, particularly in terms of 

their performance characteristics when flying with heavy payloads (> 2 kg). The first performance 

characteristic is that single rotor UAVs are more efficient and aerodynamic, allowing them to accommodate 

larger payload capacities. This is due to the greater momentum generated by the larger and heavier single 

rotor blade, in contrast to the multiple smaller blades all counter-rotating on multi-rotor UAVs (NOVAerial 

Robotics Inc., 2017). While the Procyon 800E single-rotor UAV has been shown to have a flight endurance 

of 35 minutes at 15 m/s with a suspended payload of 3.5 kg (NOVAerial Robotics Inc., 2017), a comparable 

multi-rotor UAV, the DJI Wind 4, has only demonstrated a flight endurance of approximately 20 minutes 

at 10 m/s given this same payload. Overall, this leads to a large performance gap advantage for the single-

rotor UAV, demonstrating a theoretical ~30 line-kms per flight performance, compared to a ~10 line-km 

per flight performance for the multi-rotor system. 

One critical consideration and potential limitation for single-rotor UAVs applied to UAV-borne 

aeromagnetic operations is their inability to efficiently fly down adjacent flight lines using a constant 

heading command. Single-rotor UAVs optimally operate and achieve faster forward flight speeds when 

their nose is positioned in a direction parallel to the direction of forward motion. This means that when 

navigating corners, single-rotor UAVs must complete a 180° turn to maintain a more slender and 

aerodynamic profile down the next adjacent flight line. This contrasts with multi-rotor UAVs, which are 

largely symmetrical and can fly in any direction as efficiently as any other, but are as a hole, less 

aerodynamic. The inability to perform flight maneuvers with a constant heading is a disadvantage for UAV-

borne aeromagnetic surveys that utilize directionally dependant, optically pumped magnetometers. Two 

potential solutions to this integration challenge are incorporating a gimble that mechanically maintains a 

constant magnetometer heading orientation throughout flight. This solution is more practical of single-rotor 

UAVs due to their larger payload capacity. A second solution involves integrating single-rotor UAVs with 

towed bird magnetometer systems as their faster airspeed makes them prime candidates for these 

stabilization systems that do not benefit from a constant heading command. The constant heading 
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consideration is introduced here but it is discussed in more detail in section 2.4 - UAV-borne aeromagnetic 

system integrations. 

2.3 UAV Electromagnetic Interference 

The existence of spurious electromagnetic interference that arises in an aeromagnetic survey from the 

aircraft platform has been known since the earliest aeromagnetic surveys were conducted (Reeves, 2005). 

The platforms electromagnetic interference can lead to a variety of unwanted signal forms within the 

gathered aeromagnetic data that can mask or distort the target magnetic field signals being measured. As a 

first approach, the magnetometers were mounted as far away as possible from the platform’s main sources 

of electromagnetic interference to attenuate the amplitude of the signal. Characterizations into the sources 

of these electromagnetic interference signals on both fixed-wing aircraft and helicopters and advances in 

signal processing software and computing power have led to a well-established methodology and standards 

for avoiding, filtering, or compensating these interference signals (Reid, 1980; and Luyendyk, 1997). 

Teskey et al. (1991) divided the interference signals for manned aircraft into two dominant types based on 

their wavelength and overall effect within the gathered data. These consisted of static and dynamic 

electromagnetic interference signals. Static interference is a non-oscillating magnetic field signal that 

results in a permanent or relatively long wavelength offset within the gathered magnetic data. These static 

interference signals can result from permanent and induced magnetization of ferrous components within 

the airframe and long wavelength heading error offsets. The dynamic interference is an oscillating signal 

that can be produced by short wavelength (yaw, pitch, and roll) heading errors resulting from aircraft 

maneuvers, DC and AC current fluctuations, and secondary eddy current fluctuations.  

Typically, corrections and/or filtering is conducted to remove the known offset or measured periodic 

variations, while compensation is typically performed to remove the variations in the measured magnetic 

field that arise from the yaw, pitch, and roll maneuvers of the aircraft (Leliak, 1961). More recently, as 

shown by (Noriega and Marszalkowski, 2017; Naprstek and Lee, 2017; and Tuck, 2019) compensation 
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techniques have been advanced to include other dynamic types of electromagnetic interference more 

common on UAVs, such as electromagnetic fields that arise from avionics, instrumentation, and other 

alternating current sources. UAV electromagnetic interference is a data quality issue frequently cited in 

literature by almost every publication on UAV-borne aeromagnetic systems (Funaki and Hirasawa, 2008; 

Kaneko et al., 2011; Koyama et al., 2013; Forrester et al., 2014; Funaki et al., 2014; Sterligov and 

Cherkasov, 2016; and Parvar et al., 2018). 

Like early manned aeromagnetic surveys, the first and most common method used to avoid the 

electromagnetic interference generated by a multi-rotor UAV has been to position the magnetometer away 

from the platform, most commonly by suspending the magnetometer below the UAV. Using this method, 

as shown in Figure 2.12, an optically pumped magnetometer with a sensitivity of 0.01 nT (blue outline) 

needs to be placed further outside the zone of electromagnetic interference (blue shading) surrounding the 

multi-rotor UAV platform, than a fluxgate magnetometer with a lower sensitivity of 1 nT (red outline). This 

is due to the halo of electromagnetic interference having a higher amplitude closer to the multi-rotor UAV 

source and attenuating with distance. Note that the attenuation of the electromagnetic interference is 

nonlinear and decreases at a 1/r3 relationship away from the individual dipolar signal sources on the multi-

rotor UAV that can be on the order of 100s nT (Parvar et al., 2018; and Tuck et al., 2018; 2021). 
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Figure 2.12 A simplified diagram depicting the halo of electromagnetic interference surrounding a multi-

rotor UAV in flight. Note: the electromagnetic interference signal has a higher amplitude closer to the 

individual signal sources on the multi-rotor UAV, such as the avionics, wires, and electromagnetic motors. 

The diagram in Figure 2.12 provides an overly simplified and static view of what the magnetic interference 

amplitude halo would look like in 2D space surrounding the UAV in flight, dark blue for higher amplitude 

sources closer to the platform. This diagram assumes that there are several point dipole sources originating 

from the avionics, permanent magnets in the motors, electronic speed controller (ECS), and DC electrical 

cables on the platform and that these interference signal amplitudes attenuate with distance from the UAV. 

In the simplest form, this is a good approximation to aid in visualizing how these electromagnetic 

interference signals attenuate moving away from the UAV and where the magnetometer should be placed 

to target specific interference amplitude levels. However, when the full 3D electromagnetic interference 

halo of a UAV is mapped, there is undoubtedly a much more complex and interrelated electromagnetic 
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interference system present consisting of static, low-frequency, high-frequency, and dynamic 

electromagnetic interference signals. Studies such as Versteeg et al. (2007; 2010), Forrester (2011), Kaneko 

et al. (2011), Parvar (2016), Sterligov and Cherkasov (2016), Cherkasov and Kapshtan (2018), Parvar et 

al. (2018), Tuck et al. (2018; 2021), and Krishna et al. (2021) have all mapped the low-frequency (< 10 

Hz) magnetic interference signals that originate from the different components of various UAV platforms 

(fixed-wing, single-rotor, and multi-rotor). Each publication has demonstrated high-amplitude 

electromagnetic interference signals originating from point sources distributed around the UAV platform. 

Specifically, Forrester (2011) mapped a 95 kg gas-powered fixed-wing UAV using a fluxgate 

magnetometer and identified three dominant sources of electromagnetic interference on the platform, which 

included the servos ~100 nT, the engine ~60 nT, and the avionics 30 nT. Sterligov and Cherkasov (2016) 

mapped a 10 kg electrical fixed-wing UAV and demonstrated that there are high-amplitude electromagnetic 

sources such as the electric motor ~800 nT, servos ~600 nT, and other ferromagnetic elements ~300 nT, as 

visualized in Figure 2.13.   

 

Figure 2.13 Representative diagram of the measured magnetic interference of a fixed-wing UAV due to 

three unique signal sources including the electric motor ~800 nT, servos ~600 nT, and other ferromagnetic 

elements ~300 nT. Modified after (Sterligov and Cherkasov, 2016). 
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Parvar (2016) conducted a 3D mapping of the underside of an 8 kg multi-rotor UAV and concluded that 

the maximum amplitude reached was ~350 nT. Tuck et al. (2021) mapped four different types of UAVs 

and demonstrated that the size and amplitude of the electromagnetic interference halo is linearly dependent 

on the amount of constant DC electrical current being drawn by the ESCs to power the UAV’s electric 

motors. Figure 2.14, modified from Tuck et al. (2021), shows a dipole anomaly generated when the multi-

rotor UAV is powered. This anomaly shape measured 30 cm above the UAV by Tuck et al. (2021) is 

attributed to the DC current flowing to the ESCs to power the electromagnetic motors. Figure 2.14 presents 

a diagram of both the top and side view of the DC electromagnetic interference halo.  

 

Figure 2.14 Representative diagram of the measured DC electromagnetic interference halo of a hexa-rotor 

UAV from a top view (left) and side view (right) with a maximum amplitude of ~350 nT measured 30 cm 

above the UAV. Modified after (Tuck et al., 2021). 

These studies mapping the electromagnetic interference also demonstrate that there are differences between 

conducting these mappings when the UAV is off (mainly static and permanent magnetization components) 

or powered on (dynamic electromagnetic interference due to DC currents and other alternating sources). 

Ultimately, these two types of lab characterizations should be cross-referenced with in-flight 

characterizations of the electromagnetic interference, while the magnetometer is in a surveying 
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configuration and sampling at the anticipated frequency appropriate for UAV-borne aeromagnetic 

operations. This dual approach to characterizing interference signals allows both the lab and in-flight 

measurements to be compared to isolate which interference components will require the most attention in-

flight given the chosen integration method and flight characteristics of the UAV-borne aeromagnetic 

system.  

Chapter 5 of this thesis, published as Walter et al. (2021) adds to the previous investigations by 

characterizing the high-frequency electromagnetic interference signals generated by a multirotor UAV both 

in a lab setting, as well as throughout flight using the Geometrics MagArrow operating at 1 kHz. This 

investigation is novel as it provides an in-depth analysis of these high-frequency electromagnetic 

interference signals and their relationships to specific sources on the UAV platform during an aeromagnetic 

survey. This study augments the growing numbers of publications that have focused on mapping the static 

and lower-frequency (< 10 Hz) electromagnetic interference signals. This type of investigation is 

particularly important for applications that require higher sensitivity measurement or have well defined 

standards, like aeromagnetic data collected for mineral exploration. 

2.4 UAV-borne Aeromagnetic System Integrations  

The issue of magnetic interference has played the largest role in determining how magnetometers are 

integrated on multi-rotor UAVs. Like early manned aeromagnetic surveys, the most common method used 

to avoid the electromagnetic interference generated by a multi-rotor UAV has been to position the 

magnetometer away from the platform using a variety of mounting systems and approaches. These systems 

attempt to balance the flight stability of the system, attenuation of the magnetic interference, and simplicity 

of the design (minimizing weight and mounting components). Multi-rotor UAV-borne aeromagnetic 

systems use one of three primary mounting techniques, which include: (a) a towed bird system, (b) a towed 

semi-rigid system (solution investigated throughout this thesis), or (c) a rigid boom system fastened to the 

UAV frame, as shown in Figure 2.15. 
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Figure 2.15 Three representative multi-rotor UAV aeromagnetic mounting systems - (a) towed bird system, 

(b) towed semi-rigid sensor system (solution investigated throughout this thesis), (c) rigid boom system. 

Modified after Døssing et al. (2021). 

For the first two methods (a) a towed magnetometer bird system and (b) a towed semi-rigid system, the 

magnetometer is drawn below the UAV throughout flight, ideally at a suspension length where the 

magnetometer is no longer sensitive to the electromagnetic interference of the UAV. This specific distance 

can vary from 2-5 m depending on the size of the UAV and its sources of electromagnetic interference but 

is most frequently reported as ~ 3 m (Koyama et al., 2013; Malehmir et al., 2017; Cherkasov and Kapshtan, 

2018; Parvar et al., 2018, and Døssing et al., 2021). The primary function of these two systems is similar, 

with both suspending the magnetometer payload via either a flexible tether (a) or a semi-rigid cable (b) 

from the UAV’s center of mass to maintain stability. If designed comprehensively, the benefits of these 

mounting systems are a reduction in the electromagnetic interference from the UAV, while minimizing 

stresses on flight stability. However, suspending the magnetometer introduces some unique stabilization 

issues for these systems. Specifically, the introduction of lower frequency periodic variations in the 

magnetometer’s location, reduced flight stability in windy conditions, increased drag, and an increased risk 

of damage to the magnetometer upon landing (Kaneko et al., 2011).  
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The need to stabilize the magnetometer leads to the main differences between these two systems. For the 

towed magnetometer bird system (a), the main form of magnetometer stability is achieved using 

aerodynamic fins placed on the trailing end of the bird. The system stabilizes the magnetometer in yaw, 

pitch, and roll by creating drag as air passes over the fins during flight. However, this requires the 

magnetometer to maintain a relatively high airspeed (> 10 m/s) throughout flight. An additional challenge 

with this system is that the magnetometer will always change heading depending on the direction of the 

UAV’s forward motion, as is demonstrated in Figure 2.16. For systems employing optically pumped 

magnetometers, a heading error correction is generally applied to mitigate the magnetometers changing 

heading. Last, the change in the sensor’s orientation in the corners of the survey can lead to the 

magnetometer becoming misaligned with the external magnetic field vector, resulting in data omissions.  

For the towed semi-rigid system, magnetometer stability is achieved by rigidly fixing the magnetometer’s 

yaw axis to the axis of the UAV, while allowing gravity to stabilize the pitch and roll axes. This system 

does not require air flow to maintain stability and therefore is not dependent on the flight direction. This is 

a major benefit when integrating this type of system with a multi-rotor UAVs, as they are the only platforms 

that can fly down adjacent flight lines while maintaining a constant heading, as shown in Figure 2.16. By 

fixing the yaw axis of the magnetometer to the yaw axis of the UAV, the magnetometer’s heading variations 

can be controlled, reducing the chance that the magnetometer will experience heading errors or loss of lock. 

The towed semi-rigid system of integrating a magnetometer with a multi-rotor UAV is investigated through 

all chapters of this thesis. 
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Figure 2.16 Comparison between alternating and constant flight heading capable UAVs - (a) alternate 

heading orientations of a fixed-wing and single-rotor UAV with any magnetometer mounting system, (b) 

constant heading multi-rotor UAV with an alternate heading, towed bird system, (c) constant heading multi-

rotor UAV with a constant heading, towed semi-rigid system. 

Another option is to rigidly mount the magnetometer on a boom or fixed implement (stinger) extending 

from the UAV’s airframe, ideally at a distance greater than 1.5 m (Eck and Imbach, 2012; Funaki et al., 

2014; Cunningham et al., 2018; 2021). This integration method often leads to the magnetometer being 

positioned within an area of higher amplitude electromagnetic interference, especially for the more sensitive 

optically pumped magnetometers. However, meaningful aeromagnetic data results can still be obtained 

depending on the targeted application, particularly if operators understand the target sources, signal sources, 

and apply the correct filtering and compensation algorithms to the gathered magnetic data (Naprstek and 

Lee, 2017; Tuck et al., 2019; Le Maire et al., 2020; Cunningham et al., 2021). The main drawback of this 

system is the higher inherent electromagnetic interference signals that need to be adequately characterized, 

understood, and processed, leading to a large dependence on specialized software and knowledge. An 

additional major limitation with this system is that the UAV typically must alternate its heading orientation 

down adjacent flight lines to keep the magnetometer positioned in front of the UAV. Due to this, a rigidly 
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mounted magnetometer cannot take advantage of constant heading capabilities offer by multi-rotor UAVs, 

resulting in particularly large heading errors due to both the magnetometer’s inherent heading error and the 

heading error associated to being within the platforms electromagnetic interference. 
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Chapter 3 

Impact of 3D Attitude Variations of a UAV 

Magnetometry System on Magnetic Data Quality 

Chapter 3 has been published as: 

Walter, C., Braun, A., and Fotopoulos, G., 2018, Impact of 3D attitude variations of a UAV 

magnetometry system on magnetic data quality: Geophysical Prospecting, 67, no. 2, pp. 465-479. DOI: 

10.1111/1365-2478.12727. 

 

3.1 Abstract  

Optically pumped vapour magnetometers have an orientation dependency in measuring the scalar 

component of the ambient magnetic field which leads to challenges for integration with mobile platforms. 

Quantifying the 3D attitude variations (yaw, pitch, and roll) of an optically pumped vapour magnetometer, 

while in-flight and suspended underneath a rotary unmanned aerial vehicle (UAV), aids in the successful 

development of reliable, high-resolution unmanned aerial vehicle magnetometry surveys. This study 

investigates the in-flight 3D attitude characteristics of a GEM Systems Inc. GSMP-35U potassium vapour 

magnetometer suspended 3 m underneath a Dà-Jiāng Innovations (DJI) S900 multi-rotor UAV. A series of 

UAV-borne attitude surveys quantified the 3D attitude variations that a simulated magnetometer payload 

experienced while freely (or semi-rigidly) suspended underneath the UAV in fair weather. Analysis of the 

compiled yaw, pitch and roll data resulted in the design of a specialized semi-rigid magnetometer mount, 

implemented to limit magnetometer rotation about the yaw axis. A subsequent UAV-borne magnetic survey 

applying this specialized mount resulted in more than 99% of gathered GSMP-35U magnetic data being 
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within industry standards. Overall, this study validates that maintaining magnetometer attitude variations 

within quantified limits (± 5 degrees yaw, ± 10 degrees pitch and roll) during flight can yield reliable, 

continuous, and high-resolution UAV-borne magnetic measurements.  

3.2 Introduction 

Magnetometry is a principal form of field-based site investigation used in numerous geophysical 

applications such as mineral exploration, unexploded ordnance detection, and infrastructure detection. 

Traditional platforms for collecting magnetic data include high coverage, but low resolution manned 

airborne surveys (Hood and Ward, 1969; and Luyendyk, 1997), and high resolution, but low coverage 

terrestrial surveys (Everett, 2013; and Hinze et al., 2013). For manned airborne surveys, magnetic data is 

characteristically collected at or greater than an elevation of 100 m above the ground; while for terrestrial 

surveys, magnetic data collection is limited to the Earth’s surface. As such, an observational gap persists, 

extending from the ground surface up to an elevation of approximately 100 m. This is typically where 

neither traditional magnetic surveying platform can safely nor physically operate. Unmanned Airborne 

Vehicles (UAVs) equipped with magnetometers have the potential to fill this observation gap.  

Advancements in platform technology allow UAVs, also known as unmanned aerial systems (UASs) or 

drones, to successfully operate between the ground and 100 m elevation, as shown in the studies of Samson 

et al. (2010), Stoll (2013), Cunningham et al. (2015), Parvar (2016), Wood et al. (2016), Walter et al. 

(2017), and Parvar et al. (2018). In doing so, this platform can exploit a higher rate of coverage than 

terrestrial magnetic surveys, i.e. speeds greater than 5 km/h (Cunningham, 2016), at a higher resolution 

than manned airborne surveys, i.e. closer than 100 m from the target (Malehmir et al., 2017). This new 

spatial and temporal scale provides a more desirable balance between the existing two end-members of 

coverage and resolution in magnetic surveys, especially for smaller to medium scale projects on the order 

of 1-10s km2 (Cunningham, 2016; Parvar, 2016; Malehmir et al., 2017; and Parvar et al., 2018). Reliable 

integration of a high-resolution, industry standard magnetic sensor with compatible UAV platform 
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technologies is a very promising endeavour. Previous studies have used UAV-borne magnetometry systems 

with mixed success (Samson et al., 2010; Cunningham et al., 2015; Cunningham, 2016; Parvar, 2016; 

Wood et al., 2016; Malehmir et al., 2017; Walter et al., 2017; and Parvar et al., 2018). The main obstacle 

in UAV magnetometry is separating the magnetometer from the UAV platform to minimize the UAV’s 

magnetic field influencing the observations. The technical realization of separating the sensor from the 

airframe leads to additional challenges which are related to the magnetometer attitude during flight (Walter 

et al., 2017). Herein, we focus on quantifying the impact of yaw, pitch and roll of a suspended 

magnetometer on the magnetic data quality towards achieving industry standard magnetic measurements 

based on 4th difference values (Coyle et al., 2014). 

Single-rotor and multi-rotor UAVs are specifically attractive due to their ability to perform spatially 

unrestricted take-off, landing and hovering manoeuvres (Cunningham, 2016), making piloting them in 

remote areas or tight spaces more practical (Malehmir et al., 2017). In addition, rotary UAVs can readily 

accommodate unconventional payload schemes, such as suspending a magnetic sensor away from airframe 

components. Their flight flexibility and 3D surveying capability are additional advantages towards the 

acquisition of magnetic gradient observations. Unwanted magnetic field contributions from the UAV 

platform can be reduced by suspending the magnetic sensor payload below the rotary UAV platform (Caron 

et al., 2013; Cunningham, 2016; and Parvar, 2016).  This technique is employed to avoid using complex 

compensation algorithms; a practice commonly used in manned airborne surveys (Hood and Ward, 1969; 

Hinze et al., 2013; and Camara et al., 2016) to filter out the unwanted magnetic signals emanating from the 

platform’s airframe (Forrester, 2011). In addition, suspending the magnetometer below the UAV platform 

at a predetermined offset distance aids in achieving airborne magnetic data quality standards (Parvar et al., 

2018). Studies such as Wells (2008), Cunningham (2016), and Parvar (2016) have investigated the magnetic 

signals produced by various UAVs and their on-board components and provided guidelines for sensor 

placement. Studies such as Cunningham (2016), Parvar (2016), Malehmir et al. (2017), and Parvar et al. 
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(2018) have all concluded that minimal platform magnetic signal interference occurs when a magnetic 

sensor is suspended greater than 3 m below a DJI S900 UAV platform.  

Presently, three types of mobile magnetic sensors (magnetometers) have been integrated with rotary UAV 

platforms for geophysical surveys. These studies include: fluxgate magnetometers (Stoll, 2013), proton 

precession magnetometers (Malehmir et al., 2017) and optically pumped vapour magnetometers 

(Cunningham, 2016; Parvar, 2016; Walter et al., 2017; and Parvar et al., 2018). Of these three 

magnetometer types, optically pumped magnetometers are more favourable for integration with rotary UAV 

platforms, based on their high sensitivity (0.0003 nT/Hz), high sampling frequency (up to 20 Hz) and light 

weight (~ 2 kg) (Smith, 1997; and GEM Systems Inc., 2013, 2014a). Yet, the reliable integration of these 

high-performance, optically pumped vapour magnetometers with rotary UAV platforms is challenging due 

to the specific physical processes employed to measure the magnetic field. Herein, we investigate the 

performance of optically pumped vapour magnetometers suspended under a UAV. 

Optically pumped magnetometers have an orientation dependency of measuring the magnetic field based 

on the Zeeman Effect (Smith, 1997; Billings and Wright, 2009; GEM Systems Inc., 2013, 2014a). The 

optimal angle in 3D space that maximizes the Zeeman Effect is a 45° angle (Smith, 1997; Billings and 

Wright, 2009; GEM Systems Inc., 2013, 2014a, 2014b), measured between the optically pumped 

magnetometer’s sensor axis and the external total magnetic field vector (�⃗� -field), as shown in Figure 3.1.  
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Figure 3.1 2-D North-South cross-sectional diagram demonstrating the ideal in-line angle of 45° (dashed 

black arrows) between the sensor axis of the GSMP-35U magnetometer (inclination of 25° - yellow dashed 

line) and the Earth’s magnetic field at Kingston, Ontario, Canada (inclination of 70° - solid black arrow). 

In the same plane as the optimal 45° angle, and extending out symmetrically, is an approximate ± 30° 

operational window where the Zeeman Effect remains sufficiently strong. As such, keeping the 

magnetometer sensor axis within this ± 30° angle allows the magnetometer to gather reliable magnetic field 

measurements (the operational window between the sensor axis and magnetic field vector (�⃗� -field) is 

shown with green shading in Figure 3.1). However, variance of the sensor axis outside of the ± 30° 

operational window (also called magnetometer dead zones, shown with red shading in Figure 3.2) reduces 

the strength of the Zeeman Effect, subsequently reducing the accuracy and reliability of recorded magnetic 

measurements. Therefore, when using an optically pumped magnetometer, the sensor axis must remain 

oriented within the ± 30° operational window in 3D space to collect industry standard data. If the sensor 

axis moves outside of the 3D operational window, the data quality is either compromised or the 
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magnetometer may become misaligned (lose lock) to the external magnetic field resulting in no valid 

observations. 

 

Figure 3.2 Illustrated diagram demonstrating the ideal angle of 45° between the sensor axis of an optically 

pumped magnetometer (yellow dot) and the magnetic inclination of the Earth’s field at Kingston, Ontario, 

Canada (inclination 70°, declination 12° W - black dot) in both 2-D cross-section and 3D stereonet view. 

For relatively stationary magnetic applications using optically pumped magnetometers, maintaining the 

sensor axis attitude within the ± 30° operational window can be achieved by optimally orienting the 

magnetometer prior to the survey and limiting magnetometer axis rotations throughout the survey (Smith, 

1997, Billings and Wright, 2009; GEM Systems Inc. 2013, 2014a, 2014b). However, when mounting an 

optically pumped magnetometer underneath a mobile UAV platform, there is an inherent, non-trivial design 

challenge of keeping the sensor axis correctly oriented with respect to the primary magnetic field vector. A 

suspended magnetometer will experience periodic, sinusoidal rotations about all three orthogonal axes 

(Cunningham, 2016; Parvar, 2016; and Malehmir et al., 2017) as a rotary UAV navigates during flight. The 

extent of these periodic axis rotations given parameterized inputs such as flight speed, wind speed and 
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suspended length, have yet to be well documented. As such, quantifying these rotations and predicting the 

attitude interactions between a rotary UAV platform and a suspended optically pumped vapour 

magnetometer, given an initial set of flight and surveying parameters, is highly relevant. 

Two experiments were conducted towards quantifying the impact of sensor yaw, pitch, and roll variations 

on magnetic data quality: i) an attitude survey and ii) an aeromagnetic survey. The main objective of this 

study was to quantify the impact of sensor attitude variations on magnetic data quality given the initial 

design constraint of having the magnetometer suspended 3 m below the DJI S900 UAV. The UAV-borne 

magnetic data collected by the potassium vapour magnetometer was compared with the airborne magnetic 

data standard, a fourth difference of ± 0.05 nT (Coyle et al., 2014). 

First, the 3D attitude variations of a simulated optically pumped vapour magnetometer freely suspended 3 

m underneath an Observer-6 multi-rotor UAV were quantified, given an initial and consistent set of flight 

and payload parameters. The gathered attitude variations during nine flights were plotted on both 2-D and 

3D diagrams to determine how they relate to the theoretical ± 30° operational window of an optically 

pumped magnetometer.  

Secondly, a magnetic survey was conducted using a GSMP-35U UAV magnetometer provided by GEM 

Systems Inc. The sensor was suspended 3 m below a DJI S900 multi-rotor UAV. The attitude variations of 

the magnetometer were controlled by a semi-rigid mounting system, which restricted the yaw variations, 

while leaving the pitch and roll variations free. It is worth noting that fixing the pitch and/or roll axes of the 

suspended magnetometer could result in decreased flight stability of the UAV. The calculated fourth 

difference of the gathered magnetic data was analysed to determine which navigational manoeuvres caused 

a decrease in magnetic data quality. 
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3.3 Materials and Methods 

3.3.1 Attitude Variation Survey 

The UAV platform employed for the attitude surveys was an Observer-6 (OB-6) multi-rotor UAV 

manufactured by Kildir Technologies, as shown in Figure 3.3. The OB-6 UAV platform equipped with a 

Pixhawk flight controller is compatible with the open-source Mission Planner software, which allows for 

detailed flight missions to be planned at a ground station prior to taking off. The OB-6 has a maximum 

payload of 2 kg and a corresponding flight endurance of approximately 5-7 minutes using two 4500 mAh 

batteries. 

The simulated magnetometer payload used to measure attitude variations in flight was comprised of the 

functioning internal navigation components of an OB-6 UAV. This payload system was assembled from 

spare OB-6 parts including: a GPS antenna, inertial measurement unit, power distribution board, 

microcontroller board, radio transmitter and receiver and a 4S 4500 mAh LiPo battery power supply. The 

internal navigation components of the OB-6 were retrofitted and positioned securely inside of a compact 

payload container. The payload container was suspended 3 m underneath the OB-6 UAV via an unrestricted 

and freely rotating cable. This setup mimicked the suspension of the optically pumped magnetometer via 

its electrical cable with no rotational restrictions about any axis (Figure 3.3). The rotational and positional 

data of the payload container (simulated optically pumped magnetometer) was recorded at 1 Hz with the 

internal navigation system and recovered via the telemetry logs. 
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Figure 3.3 Photograph (a) and diagram (b) of the OB-6 UAV platform, electrical cable and freely 

suspended, simulated magnetometer payload used throughout the attitude surveys. 

3.3.2 UAV-borne Magnetic Survey 

The platform used for the UAV-borne magnetic surveys was a DJI S900 heavy lift multi-rotor UAV, as 

shown in Figure 3.4. The UAV platform was equipped with an A2 flight controller, compatible with the 

DJI Ground Station 4.1 software. This allowed the magnetic surveys to be planned at a ground station prior 

to take-off. In addition to the platform and main payload, a data acquisition system was used to collect and 

store magnetic and positional measurements. The developed data acquisition system included an on-board 

computer (Raspberry Pi 2), an additional global positioning system (GPS) receiver (ublox EVK-7), laser 

altimeter (Lightware SF-11) and an external 5 V battery pack.  

(a) (b) 
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Figure 3.4 Photograph of the DJI S900 UAV platform and data acquisition system used throughout the 

February 2017 UAV-borne aeromagnetic survey. 

The primary payload of the DJI S900 UAV was a GEM Systems GSMP-35U potassium vapour 

magnetometer. The magnetometer was composed of two main parts: (i) the magnetometer electrical console 

and (ii) the magnetometer sensor.  The magnetometer electrical console was used to store the magnetic 

measurements and was secured directly to the frame of the multi-rotor UAV. The magnetometer sensor 

head was used to measure the magnetic field. The sensor head was semi-rigidly mounted to the UAV and 

suspended 3 m below the airframe. The components of the semi-rigid mount, which contained the electrical 

cable of the magnetometer sensor head, are presented in Figure 3.5. Overall, the combined magnetometer 

payload, specialized semi-rigid mount, and data acquisition system weighed a total of 2.2 kg. Magnetic data 

collection with the potassium vapour magnetometer took place at 10 Hz, resulting in approximately two 

observations per meter along the flight trajectory (nominal surveying speed was ~ 6 m/s). 
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Figure 3.5 The semi-rigid mounting system, which includes: a set of lightweight, stiff plastic tubes (clear) 

and semi-rigid electrical conduit (black) encasing the sensor cable. Both components are fixed in the yaw. 

However, the black electrical conduit is flexible in the pitch and roll axes, allowing the mount to collapse 

upon landing. 

3.4 Surveys and Results 

3.4.1 Attitude Survey 

The attitude variation study was conducted over a two-day period in August 2016, Southwest of Thunder 

Bay, Ontario, Canada. The test site was the McCluskey Corners UAV flying field. Conditions on the first 

day of surveying, August 24, were fair (sunny and calm, with negligible wind). Conditions on the second 

day, August 25, were sunny but with a noticeable and consistent wind from the west. According to historical 

weather data gathered at the Thunder Bay International Airport (Government of Canada, 2017) 12 km away 

from the flying site, the wind speed averaged less than 1 m/s from the south on August 24, 2016 and ~ 5 

m/s from the west on August 25, 2016. The historical weather data affirms the empirical observations from 

the field notes and gives a reasonable estimate for the wind speeds each day.  

The pre-programmed flights were conducted at a speed of approximately 6 m/s with two 150 m long 

traverse lines, trending roughly Northwest separated by a 50 m diameter turn on each end, as shown in 

Figure 3.6. This programmed flight speed was chosen to correspond with the known maximum flight speed 
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of the DJI S900 when towing the suspended 2.2 kg GSMP-35U magnetometer system. Flights were 

conducted in both a clockwise and counter clockwise direction around this circuit with a constant heading 

command applied to the multi-rotor UAV platform. The flight elevation for all attitude surveys was set to 

10 m above the ground, ensuring a reasonable offset over the relatively flat grassy terrain.  

 

Figure 3.6 Google Earth image created from the UAV telemetry log depicting the flight path used 

throughout the Thunder Bay, Ontario, survey. 

The orthogonal sensor axis variations actively monitored for each of the nine UAV-borne attitude missions 

were the yaw, pitch, and roll axes, as shown in Figure 3.7. The names of these axes described throughout 

the study are taken from general aviation terms commonly used throughout UAV and airborne studies 

(Hood and Ward, 1969; Luyendyk, 1997; Camara et al., 2016; and Cunningham, 2016), where yaw refers 

to rotations about the vertical axis in 360° (also known as heading). Pitch refers to rotations about the lateral 

horizontal axis (between +180° and -180°). Roll refers to rotations about the longitudinal horizontal axis 

(between +180° and -180°).  
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Figure 3.7 The in-flight 3D orientation axes (yaw, pitch, and roll) of a simulated optically pumped vapour 

magnetometer payload while freely suspended 3 m underneath a UAV. 

Prior to each flight, the simulated magnetometer payload was levelled to orient the pitch and roll attitude 

of the inertial measurement unit about 0° pitch and 0° roll. This process is analogous to optimally orienting 

a potassium vapour magnetometer with the Earth’s magnetic field vector at the surveying site prior to take-

off (Smith, 1997; Billings and Wright, 2009; GEM Systems Inc., 2013, 2014a, 2014b). This procedure 

minimizes the chances that the magnetometer rotates outside of the operational window of ± 30°. 

3.4.2 Attitude Survey Results 

The gathered yaw, pitch and roll attitude variations of the simulated magnetometer are presented in 2-D 

and 3D plots. The pitch and roll axes are compared, representing the horizontal swinging of the 

magnetometer in flight, both back and forth and side to side. Likewise, the yaw axis attitude is plotted 

against the pitch axis attitude, together representing the lateral rotations about the vertical vector (yaw) and 

the vertical rotation about the horizontal, lateral axis (pitch). Overall, there were approximately 3200 data 
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points collected from nine flights during this survey. The data was gathered from both the corners and the 

main 150 m long traverse lines trending approximately Northwest and Southeast. 

3.4.2.1 Payload Pitch and Roll Variations 

The compiled pitch and roll attitude variations of the payload from all nine flights are presented in Figure 

3.8(a). The variations demonstrate that 95% of the data are within approximately ± 10° from the mean. The 

largest pitch axis variation was approximately ± 22°, while the largest roll axis variation was approximately 

± 25°. These larger attitude variations were recorded as the UAV navigated the corners. The mean for this 

data (yellow data point) is centred around the origin (0, 0) and represents when the magnetometer is 

suspended directly below the UAV (in-line with the gravity vector). The border of the diagram represents 

the limits of the potassium vapour magnetometer operational window at ± 30° variation from the mean 

(optimal orientation).  

The quantified pitch and roll attitude variations (light blue envelope) are plotted on the 3D operational 

window diagram in Figure 3.8(b). From this diagram, the attitude variations in pitch and roll remain inside 

the operational window of the potassium vapour magnetometer (green envelope), if the magnetometer is 

optimally oriented to the ideal 45° angle (dashed line/yellow dot) prior to the survey. 
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Figure 3.8 (a) Compiled pitch and roll attitude variations of the freely suspended payload (~ 3200 blue data 

points). Approximately 95% of the data points fall within ± 10° from the mean (yellow data point). (b) 3D 

diagram showing the pitch and roll attitude variations (± 10°) of the simulated magnetometer during flight. 

Note: these unrestricted attitude variations do not exceed the ± 30° envelope of the operational window 

(green), when the magnetometer is optimally oriented about the optimal 45° angle (yellow dot) prior to 

flight. 

3.4.2.2 Payload Yaw Variations 

The combined yaw and pitch attitude variations are depicted in Figure 3.9. The yaw axis data indicates that 

the magnetometer is freely rotating 360° around the vertical axis during flight. Given this unrestricted yaw 

attitude variation, the magnetometer will rotate outside of the ± 30° operational window during flight, as 

shown in Figure 3.10. An envelope (light blue rectangle) depicts the calculated two standard deviations of 

the data. The calculated mean (yellow data point) is centred about 189.81° yaw and 0.21° pitch. 
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Figure 3.9 The compiled yaw and pitch axis data points (~ 3200 blue) from two days of surveying, 

representing an unrestricted rotation about the yaw axis of the simulated magnetometer. 

 

Figure 3.10 3D diagram demonstrating the unrestricted variations in pitch, roll and yaw of the simulated 

magnetometer sensor axis during flight. Note: the 360° unrestricted attitude variations about the yaw axis 

results in orientations outside the ± 30° operational window (purple), even when the magnetometer is 

optimally oriented (yellow dot) prior to the survey. 
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3.4.2.3 UAV Yaw Variations 

For UAV-borne aeromagnetic surveys conducted in Canada (Earth’s magnetic field inclination of ~ 70° or 

more) and other regions of high (> 65° and < -65°) or low (< 25° and > -25°) magnetic field inclinations, it 

is not desirable to have 360° of magnetometer yaw rotation throughout a UAV-borne magnetic survey. 

Consequently, this yaw rotation must be limited to remain within the ± 30° operational window of the 

magnetometer in 3D space. To stabilize the magnetometer in flight, the magnetometer yaw axis was fixed 

to the yaw axis of the UAV. This stabilization technique was developed by observing the relatively stable 

yaw axis of the UAV throughout flight when a constant heading command was applied to the platform. An 

aerodynamic approach to stabilizing the yaw axis of the magnetometer was not implemented due to the low 

flight speed of the DJI S900 multi-rotor UAV (~ 6 m/s), the additional payload weight, and the subsequent 

reduced flight times. Rigidly fixing the magnetometer and UAV yaw axes together, while applying a 

constant heading command to the multi-rotor UAV will result in the magnetometer pointing in one constant 

heading throughout the entire survey (with a slight ± yaw axis variation). However, if a constant heading 

command is not applied to the platform, then there will be two dominant yaw headings 180° apart from 

each other, with the same small ± variation. As such, the ± variation of the OB-6 UAV yaw axis was 

recorded throughout flight and quantified.  

The combined UAV yaw and payload pitch attitude variations from four flights on August 25th, 2016, 

totalling 1300 data points, are depicted in Figure 3.11(a). The variations experienced in the UAV yaw axis 

show that two standard deviations (95% of the data) are equal to approximately ± 2.84° from the mean, 

when a constant heading command (307°) is applied. This is a significant reduction from the unrestricted 

yaw variations experienced by the freely suspended magnetometer (Figure 3.10).  

The theoretically restricted magnetometer yaw attitude variations are plotted on the 3D operational extent 

diagram in Figure 3.11(b), with the previously established pitch and roll variations of ± 10° (light blue 

envelope).  This demonstrates that attitude combinations about all three axes remain inside the operational 
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window of a potassium vapour magnetometer (green envelope), provided that: (1) the magnetometer has 

been optimally oriented to the ideal 45° angle (dashed line/yellow dot) prior to the survey and (2) that the 

magnetometer yaw axis has been rigidly fixed to the UAV. The UAV yaw attitude variations were observed 

to be more stable in flight than the yaw attitude variations of the freely suspended payload. Consequently, 

the payload yaw axis was rigidly coupled with the UAV airframe to limit the yaw attitude variations during 

flight. This aided in stabilizing the magnetometer payload and restricted all attitude variations to within the 

operational window of the magnetometer. 

 

Figure 3.11 (a) Compiled data points (~1300 blue), representing the yaw axis rotation variations of the 

OB-6 UAV plotted against the pitch axis variations of the simulated magnetometer. The yaw scale has been 

adjusted to represent the ± 30° operational window. (b) 3D diagram demonstrating the unrestricted 

variations in pitch and roll of the simulated magnetometer during flight, combined with restricted variations 

in the yaw rotation axis (if magnetometer yaw attitude variations are fixed to the UAV yaw). Note: these ± 

10° (pitch and roll) and ± 5° (yaw) sensor axis variations do not exceed the ± 30° envelope of the operational 

window, if the magnetometer is optimally oriented about the mean prior to the survey (yellow dot). 
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3.4.3 UAV-borne magnetic survey 

A magnetic data collection campaign was conducted on February 28th, 2017 Northeast of Kingston, 

Ontario, Canada. The test site is an isolated vegetation-covered lake within the Queen’s University 

Biological Station, underlain by marble of the Grenville Province. Conditions on February 28th, 2017 were 

sunny, cool and relatively calm, with low winds. According to historical weather data gathered at the 

Kingston/Norman Rogers Airport (Government of Canada 2017), 40 km away from the flying site, the wind 

speed averaged approximately 3 m/s from the Southeast and the temperature was on average 5° C.  

Pre-programmed flights were conducted at a surveying speed of ~ 6 m/s along ~ 300 m long lines. This was 

the fastest flight speed possible with the UAV’s A2 flight controller during autonomous flight, given the 

total payload weight of 2.2 kg (~ 75% maximum payload). The automated flight speed restriction occurs 

due to the relative workload of the electric motors and the pitch angle of the airframe needed to balance 

platform lift and forward motion. Eight traverse lines trending 025/205 were flown parallel to one another, 

separated by 10 m. A flight elevation of approximately 10 m above the ground/semi-frozen vegetated lake 

was used. This flight elevation was chosen to maximize the sensitivity of the magnetometer while also 

flying at a safe height above obstructions. Overall, an average flight lasted between 10-12 minutes using a 

10000 mAh battery and ~ 15 minutes using a 16000 mAh battery.  

Prior to each flight, the magnetometer payload was optimally oriented at a 45° angle with respect to the 

ambient magnetic field vector. A constant heading command applied to the UAV flight path, coupled with 

the semi-rigid magnetometer mount would have limited the yaw attitude of the magnetometer to one 

constant heading throughout the entire survey; the main advantage to using a multi-rotor UAV platform. 

However, the DJI Ground Station 4.1 software that is compatible with the A2 flight controller, does not 

accommodate such constant heading commands. Instead, at the end of each flight line the UAV conducted 

a 180° turn, subsequently resulting in an unavoidable 180° turn of the semi-rigidly mounted potassium 

vapour magnetometer. As such, to keep the magnetometer ideally aligned with the Earth’s magnetic field 
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in both adjacent survey lines (a heading change of 180°), the magnetometer yaw was optimally oriented 

facing an approximate East-West direction.  

At the Queen’s University Biological Station, the Earth’s magnetic field vector has an approximate 

inclination of 70° dipping towards the North and an approximate declination of 12° West (International 

Geomagnetic Reference Field 2017). The angle created between the sensor axis of the potassium vapour 

magnetometer and the Earth’s magnetic field is symmetrical about the axis of declination, resulting in the 

magnetometer sensor axis being oriented in an approximately East (78°) and West (258°) azimuth. Given 

the Earth’s magnetic field inclination (~ 70°), declination (~ 12° W), and the approximate East and West 

azimuth of the magnetometer sensor axis, the ideal sensor inclination (pitch) angle was calculated to be ~ 

49° from the horizontal plane. This relationship resulted in the optimal ‘q’ angle of 45° between the 

magnetometer sensor axis and the Earth’s magnetic field vector in 3D space using Equation 3.1 (GEM 

Systems Inc. 2014a). In this equation, ‘a’ is the sensor azimuth (the angle in the horizontal plane between 

the magnetometer sensor axis and the direction of magnetic north), ‘b’ is the magnetometer sensor 

inclination (the angle in the vertical plane between the horizontal and the magnetometer sensor axis), and 

‘i’ is the Earth’s magnetic field inclination. 

𝑞 = arccos (cos 𝑎  × cos 𝑏  × cos 𝑖 + sin 𝑏 × sin 𝑖)    (3.1) 

3.4.4 UAV-borne Magnetic Survey Results 

A UAV-borne magnetic survey carried out with a semi-rigid magnetometer mount resulted in the reliable 

collection of industry standard UAV-borne magnetic data. The semi-rigid mount was incorporated in the 

UAV-borne magnetic survey to reduce yaw attitude variations to approximately ± 5° (estimated to be twice 

the observed UAV yaw variation), subsequently keeping the magnetometer within the operational window 

down traverse lines. Stabilization is achieved by rigidly fixing the yaw axis of the magnetometer, to the 

yaw axis of the UAV via the semi-rigid mount. However, the pitch and roll axes remain unrestricted for 

two reasons: (1) based on the attitude survey, the pitch and roll attitude variations were not found to deviate 
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outside the magnetometer operational window (i.e. the force of gravity was sufficient to stabilize the 

magnetometer in pitch and roll given these flight speeds), and (2) the UAV pitch and roll axes need to be 

unrestricted to allow the UAV to manoeuvre efficiently without reducing flight stability. Hence, this design 

is a semi-rigid mount, depicted in-flight in Figure 3.12, with one axis restricted (yaw) and two axes free 

(pitch and roll).  

 

Figure 3.12 DJI S900 multi-rotor UAV platform carrying the data acquisition system and semi-rigidly 

mounted potassium vapour magnetometer during the February 28, 2017 survey at the Queen’s University 

Biological Station 40 km north of Kingston, Ontario, Canada. 
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There are some instances within the UAV-borne magnetic survey where the attitude of the magnetometer 

exceeded the ± 30° operational window. These instances resulted in the magnetometer losing lock, further 

causing the omission of magnetic data collection. The occurrences are depicted in Figure 3.13(a) and 

typically transpired as the UAV rounded the tight corners at the end of the traverse lines, causing the 

magnetometer to rotate 180° about the yaw axis and out of lock. However, once the UAV begins to travel 

down the next surveying line, the magnetometer attitude stabilizes and regains lock. Data points that are 

locked onto the magnetic field are plotted in green, while data points indicating the loss of magnetic lock 

are plotted in red.  

 

Figure 3.13 (a) Binary plot of the lock status of the magnetometer throughout flight (green = locked), (red 

= unlocked). (b) Binary plot of the fourth difference data depicting data within the industry standard 

threshold of ± 0.05 nT (Coyle et al., 2014) (green) and outside the industry standard threshold (red). 
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Further analysis found that over 99% of the 6552 locked magnetic data points fell within the industry 

standard for airborne magnetic measurements (a fourth difference of ± 0.05 nT) (Coyle et al., 2014). The 

fourth difference calculation data are depicted in Figure 3.13(b), where 29 of the 6552 magnetic data points 

fall outside the industry standard envelope (shown in red). The regions where the magnetic data was not of 

industry standard quality dominantly occur when the UAV exited the corners at the end of traverse lines. 

Overall, the reliable collection of industry standard UAV-borne magnetic data was proven by employing a 

semi-rigid UAV magnetometer mount to limit magnetometer attitude variations throughout flight. 

Overall, two flights were required to gather the nine survey lines (~ 300 m in length) and one flight was 

required to collect the ten tie lines (~ 90 m in length). Figure 3.14(a) shows the residual magnetic intensity 

of the locked magnetic data, demonstrating smooth variations and comparable measurements between 

adjacent survey lines and at cross-overs. Figure 3.14(b) shows the flight elevation of the UAV throughout 

the survey. Noticeably, the tie lines were flown at an elevation ranging between 3-5 m above the main 

survey lines, independently verified by both GPS elevation measurements and an on-board laser altimeter. 

In some cases, this is almost an additional 50% of the targeted flight elevation relative to the ground surface. 

The flight elevation varied between surveys and throughout the day due to a weather front moving through 

the region. This changed the relative barometric pressure which is what the UAV uses to determine its flight 

elevation. The gridded residual magnetic field data from the survey, including the tie lines are presented in 

Figure 3.15(a), demonstrating undulations in the gridded surface due to the varying acquisition height of 

up to 5 m between the tie lines and the main survey lines. In Figure 3.15(b), where the tie lines have been 

removed and only the survey lines are considered, the gridded data is smooth, demonstrating the magnetic 

data quality potential of UAV-borne magnetic surveys.    
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Figure 3.14 (a) A scattered plot of the residual magnetic field data gathered during flight, including tie 

lines. (b) A scattered plot of the UAV flight elevation throughout the subsequent surveys. 

 

Figure 3.15 (a) The gridded residual magnetic field data including ~ 90 m long tie lines flown at ~ 3-5 m 

above the main surveying lines. (b) The gridded residual magnetic field data without tie lines all within an 

approximate 2 m flight elevation. 
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3.5 Discussion 

The attitude surveys conducted between August 24 and 25, 2016 indicate that the unrestricted 

magnetometer pitch and roll variations are within the theoretical ± 30° operational window of a potassium 

vapour magnetometer. For a flight speed of ~ 6 m/s, a wind speed not exceeding 5 m/s, and a suspended 

cable length of 3 m, the majority (95%) of the pitch and roll attitude variations are within ± 10° from the 

mean (gravity vector). As such, the force of gravity was sufficient to stabilize the magnetometer in pitch 

and roll during flight and there was no justification to limit, restrict or further stabilize these two axes with 

aerodynamic means. In addition, multi-rotor UAVs navigate primarily by performing a combination of 

pitch and roll manoeuvres. Keeping these axes free and unrestricted relative to the UAV is vital so that 

UAV navigational performance and flight stability are not hindered. In converse, coupling these two axes 

could cause excessive torques on the UAV due to the swinging payload, subsequently decreasing stability, 

increasing power consumption, and potential for mission failure.    

Analysis of the yaw attitude surveys shows that the magnetometer sensor axis variations, when unrestricted, 

fall outside the theoretical ± 30° operational window. The initial tests in August 2016 demonstrated that the 

magnetometer yaw variations spanned a full 360° and required restriction. As such, a semi-rigid 

magnetometer mount was designed to limit the yaw variations of the suspended magnetometer. This was 

achieved by coupling the magnetometer yaw axis directly to the UAV yaw axis. Thus, by fixing the 

magnetometer yaw to the UAV’s yaw, the stability in the UAV yaw axis is transferred into the 

magnetometer. Since the UAV stabilizes itself in-flight through manoeuvres in pitch and roll, a fixed yaw 

axis of the payload does not interfere with flight performance.  

The total combined axis variations of the magnetometer from the attitude surveys were inferred to be within 

the theoretical operational envelope of the magnetometer through incorporating the semi-rigid UAV 

magnetometer mount. This was empirically proven in the subsequent UAV-borne magnetic survey where 

reliable industry standard airborne magnetic measurements were consistently achieved along traverse lines. 
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More than 99% of the gathered magnetic data was acquired within the industry standard fourth difference 

calculation. As such, the reliable collection of magnetic data via a multi-rotor UAV platform and optically 

pumped vapour magnetometer was demonstrated herein.  

To limit the need for real-time magnetic compensation of the gathered UAV-borne aeromagnetic data, the 

magnetometer was suspended below the UAV platform and outside the measurable influence of the 

platform’s multiple electromagnetic motors. An offset distance of 3 m below the DJI S900 multi-rotor UAV 

was found to be sufficient in attenuating the amplitude of the magnetic field produced by the UAV platform 

while carrying a 2.2 kg payload. As such, the magnetic field contributions emanating from the UAV 

platform were not observed in the gathered UAV-borne aeromagnetic data. Subsequently, compensation of 

the platforms magnetic field was not required. Independent investigations should be conducted to determine 

the minimum offset distance (possibly larger than 3 m) required for other UAV platform and payload 

combinations using the suspended semi-rigid mounting technique. Furthermore, magnetic compensation 

should be applied to gathered UAV-borne aeromagnetic data in accordance to industry standards when the 

magnetometer is known to be within the influence of the magnetic field generated by the platform. 

However, the compensation mechanism will contribute to increased uncertainties in the data as the 

compensation is never perfect. As long as a reasonable and functioning suspension mechanism can be 

implemented, it is the preferred option.  

A traditional aerodynamic method (tow-bird) was not considered to stabilize the payload mainly due to the 

DJI S900’s relatively low airspeed of ~ 6 m/s (~ 22 km/h). At this airspeed, the beneficial aerodynamic 

effects of a tow-bird system are not sufficient to stabilize the payload in flight. Tow-bird systems employed 

on UAVs have been shown to be effective at a minimum airspeed of 10 m/s. The second issue when 

integrating a tow-bird system with a UAV platform is the additional weight added to the payload system 

(already 2.2 kg). A principle design challenge when working with multi-rotor UAVs, is issues arising from 

increasing payload weight and subsequently reducing flight endurance. Realizing this, the incorporated 

design focused on the simplest, lightest, and most functional solution, which for this platform and payload 
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setup was a semi-rigidly mounted payload. As larger, more powerful, and faster UAV platforms enter the 

market in future years, it is conceivable that tow-bird aerodynamic stabilization techniques, will be widely 

adopted; as is currently conducted with manned airborne surveys. Until this technological advancement 

takes place, the semi-rigid mount provides a viable stabilization technique for applications of UAV-borne 

magnetometry that require lightweight payloads and can only navigate at lower air speeds (< 10 m/s). 

For regions that have magnetic inclinations between ~ 65° – 25° (Australia, USA, Central America, Asia) 

optically pumped vapour magnetometers can be effectively stabilized in flight by orienting the sensor axis 

vertically (parallel to the gravity vector). By doing this, variations in azimuth throughout flight are not 

transmitted into the sensor axis orientation of the magnetometer (the largest variation typically being the 

180° turn at the end of every flight line). Therefore, if the sensor axis experiences pitch and roll variations 

less than +/- 30° throughout flight (assuming an external field inclination of 45°), the magnetometer will 

remain locked. However, for regions which have inclinations below ~ 25° (parts of South America, Africa, 

India, Indonesia) and above ~ 65° (Canada, Russia, United Kingdom, and Scandinavia), a vertically 

oriented sensor stabilization technique cannot be used because the sensor axis will be near (less than 10° 

away from) the equatorial and polar dead zones, respectively. As such, small variations in pitch and roll 

(e.g. 10° as was observed in the attitude survey) can cause the sensor axis to point within the polar dead 

zone, causing a lapse in data quality and/or data collection.  

To combat the polar dead zone issue in Canada (as the entire country is above 70° inclination) optically 

pumped magnetometers are set at an optimized angle to the vertical vector, which is dependent on the 

inclination and declination of the magnetic field at the surveying site, as well as the azimuth(s) of the 

magnetometer/surveying lines. Any changes in azimuth (180° rotation at the end of a flight line) throughout 

the survey will cause a precession of the magnetometer sensor axis around the vertical gravity vector (and 

potentially out of magnetic lock). To resolve this issue when flying down adjacent survey lines in opposite 

directions, the magnetometer is oriented in an East-West direction (assuming 0° declination at the surveying 

site), as the optimal angles created with the magnetic field vector in 3D space are symmetrical around the 
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axis of declination. By taking these precise steps in polar regions (different actions in equatorial regions) 

operators can reliably retain magnetic lock when using optically pumped vapour magnetometers.  

An additional benefit to using a semi-rigid mount coupled with a multi-rotor UAV is that multi-rotor UAVs 

can fly an entire survey at one constant heading and transmit this yaw axis stability to the magnetometer, 

negating the 180° rotations of the magnetometer at the end of flight lines. This would not be the case when 

using single rotor UAVs, helicopters, or fixed wing aircraft, which are all required to make 180° turns to 

navigate adjacent surveying lines efficiently. The interaction that the multi-rotor UAV and semi-rigid 

mount setup provides is essential in polar and equatorial regions, but it not as relevant for mid latitudes 

(close to 45° inclination), where yaw variations can also be mitigated through orienting the sensor vertically 

and a semi-rigid mount could potentially not be required to collect data. 

3.6 Conclusions 

In this study, the attitude variations (yaw, pitch, and roll) of a simulated optically pumped vapour 

magnetometer freely suspended 3 m underneath a multi-rotor UAV are quantified. The objective was to 

isolate excessive magnetometer attitude variations leading to the magnetometer losing lock. From the 

acquired data, it was concluded that the unrestricted attitude variations in pitch and roll are not a significant 

contributor to magnetic data loss if the magnetometer sensor axis has been optimally oriented with respect 

to the Earth’s magnetic field. However, given the same surveying conditions, the yaw axis variations, if 

unrestricted, contribute to magnetic data loss. The first attitude survey highlighted the yaw axis as the 

limiting factor in deploying a freely suspended, multi-rotor UAV-borne optically pumped magnetometer.  

A semi-rigid magnetometer mount was incorporated to fix the magnetometer yaw axis to the UAV yaw 

axis, while allowing the pitch and roll axes to remain free. The UAV yaw axis is known to be stable 

throughout flight especially when a constant heading command is applied by the flight controller. In the 

subsequent UAV-borne magnetic survey, this hypothesis was proven using a developed semi-rigid UAV 

magnetometer mount and a GSMP-35U potassium vapour magnetometer. Results demonstrated that more 
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than 99% of the acquired magnetic data lies within the industry standard. The benefit of quantifying rotation 

axis variations of a payload suspended under a UAV is proven herein and has been applied to develop a 

reliable UAV-borne optically pumped magnetometer system. For any new UAV platform and 

magnetometry system, such as single-rotor and fixed wing systems, the methodology used herein should 

be applied to the magnetometer payload to assess attitude variations during flight. This two-step process 

includes setting the optimal orientation of the magnetometer prior to take-off and then quantifying the 

attitude variations during flight given expected flight speeds, wind speeds and the magnetometer suspension 

length. This process of investigation should be undertaken prior to blindly attempting data collection. 

Otherwise, poor data quality will likely result in wasted surveying time. A further investigation and case 

study could be conducted to determine the degree to which wind speed, wind direction, UAV airspeed and 

UAV heading affect attitude variations, magnetometer lock and data quality. The procedures used herein 

can be applied to other platform and sensor combinations that require stabilization to collect industry 

standard magnetic data in the observation gap between terrestrial and manned airborne systems. 
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Chapter 4 

Spectral Analysis of Magnetometer Swing in High-

Resolution UAV-borne Aeromagnetic Surveys 

Chapter 4 has been published as: 

Walter, C., Braun, A., and Fotopoulos, G., 2019, Spectral analysis of magnetometer swing in high-

resolution UAV-borne aeromagnetic surveys, IEEE - Systems and Technologies for Remote Sensing 

Applications Through Unmanned Aerial Systems, pp. 1-4. DOI: 10.1109 /STRATUS.2019.8713313. 

 

4.1 Abstract 

Electromagnetic interference produced by multi-rotor UAVs has the potential to compromise the integrity 

of UAV-borne total magnetic field (TMI) measurements collected with high-resolution optically pumped 

magnetometers. One method to overcome this challenge involves suspending the magnetometer sensor 

below the zone of electromagnetic interference via a semi-rigid mount. The semi-rigid mount allows the 

magnetometer payload to freely move in the pitch and roll axes, while rigidly fixing the yaw of the 

magnetometer to that of the multi-rotor UAV. The swinging motions of the magnetometer suspended below 

the UAV have the potential to introduce periodic variations in the collected magnetic field data. Within this 

study, spectral analysis was applied to UAV-borne TMI measurements to assess contributions to the signal 

from the swinging, semi-rigidly mounted magnetometer payload. Overall, it was concluded that when the 

magnetometer was placed outside the zone of electromagnetic interference created by the UAV, 

compensation and filtering was not required to achieve industry standard measurements. This result was 

due to the magnetometer swinging through the relatively low-amplitude geomagnetic field gradient. 

However, when the magnetometer was placed within the zone of UAV-induced electromagnetic 
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interference, a periodic, high-frequency signal was apparent in the TMI measurements. This was 

determined to be caused by the swinging of the suspended magnetometer payload within the high-gradient 

electromagnetic field produced by the multi-rotor UAV. The periodic signal (~ 0.35 Hz) was successfully 

identified and removed with a low-pass filter in the frequency domain, resulting in TMI measurements of 

industry standard quality. Filtering is a necessary step to avoid contaminating the magnetic field signals 

originating from sub-surface targets with unwanted signals related to the swinging of the magnetometer. 

Filtering can be applied when the targeted signal frequencies and the swinging signal frequencies do not 

spectrally overlap. This relationship must be considered in order to avoid removing important target signals 

during the filtering process. 

4.2 Introduction 

The development of commercially available multi-rotor unmanned aerial vehicles (UAVs) over the past 

decade has led to numerous sensors and payload systems being integrated onboard these platforms. One of 

these innovative sensors includes high-resolution, optically pumped magnetometers. These magnetometer 

payloads are dominantly used in geophysical surveys for mineral exploration and infrastructure detection 

applications (Malehmir et al., 2017). Three main payload integration methods have been developed that 

allow for the collection of high-resolution UAV-borne magnetic data. These methods are: (i) suspending 

the magnetometer via a semi-rigid boom below the UAV (Parvar, 2016; and Walter et al., 2018), (ii) 

suspending the magnetometer via a cable and an aerodynamic casing below the UAV (GEM Systems Inc., 

2016a) and (iii) fixing the magnetometer to a rigid boom in front, behind, or directly below the UAV 

(Cunningham, 2016; Tuck et al., 2018). Each method attempts to balance three critical design 

considerations. These include: (i) reducing electromagnetic interference emanating from the UAV, (ii) 

keeping the attitude of the optically pumped magnetometer stable during flight, and (iii) balancing the 

weight of the payload system on the UAV (Walter et al., 2018).  
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Presently, one of the most widely used integration methods for conducting UAV-borne magnetometry 

surveys in Canada is method (i), semi-rigidly suspending the magnetometer below the UAV. This method 

will henceforth be the focus of this investigation. The semi-rigid mount is effective due to its relatively 

simple design and few physical interactions required to functionally balance the three design considerations 

(Walter et al., 2017; and Walter et al., 2018). To maintain industry quality TMI measurements, the semi-

rigid mount must extend the magnetometer outside the region of electromagnetic interference that is 

generated by the multi-rotor UAV in flight. For a DJI S900, the distance below the UAV where the 

electromagnetic interference has attenuated below the sensitivity threshold (0.1 pT/Hz) of an optically 

pumped magnetometer is ~ 3 m (GEM Systems Inc., 2016b; Parvar, 2016) However, this multi-rotor UAV 

has a relatively low flight endurance of approximately 15 minutes when carrying the 2.2 kg suspended 

magnetometer payload (Walter et al., 2017). As UAV platforms with larger payload capacities and flight 

endurances enter the market, there will be a transition to exploit their increased surveying efficiency. The 

challenge this poses for UAV-borne magnetometry is that the larger and heavier multi-rotor UAV platforms 

will produce larger regions of electromagnetic interference. These regions have the potential to be sensed 

by the magnetometer at greater distances below the UAV. This advancement in platform endurance has the 

potential to compromise the integrity of the collected TMI data via a semi-rigid mount for two reasons: (i) 

the magnetometer may be positioned within the zone of electromagnetic interference from the larger UAV, 

or (ii) placing the magnetometer outside the larger zone of electromagnetic interference may cause 

excessive swinging in the magnetometer. This has the potential to either degrade flight efficiency of the 

system or cause the magnetometer to become unlocked with the magnetic field, voiding measurements. To 

date, little research has been conducted to quantify the signal produced by a swinging, semi-rigidly 

suspended magnetometer in flight below a multi-rotor UAV. Herein, the time and frequency domain of 

UAV-borne TMI data are investigated using spectral analysis. TMI data were collected both within and 

outside the zone of electromagnetic interference produced by the multi-rotor UAVs. 
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4.3 Materials and Method 

Two heavy-lift multi-rotor UAV platforms (a DJI S900 and a DJI Wind 4) were used to collect the UAV-

borne TMI data. Both were equipped with autonomous flight controllers (A2 & A3, respectively) and were 

compatible with the DJI Ground Station software. This allowed for autonomous flights to be conducted at 

a speed of ~ 10 m/s, along 500-1500 m long lines. The flight elevation used for each survey was 

approximately 35 m above the ground. The magnetic sensor used throughout all tests was a GEM Systems 

Inc. GSMP-35U potassium vapour magnetometer. It is composed of an electrical console and a 

magnetometer sensor, weighing 2.2 kg altogether. The magnetometer electrical console was secured 

directly to the frame of the multi-rotor UAV. However, the magnetometer sensor, used to passively measure 

the TMI, was semi-rigidly mounted to the UAV and suspended ~ 3-5 m below each UAV platform, as 

demonstrated in Figure 4.1. All on-board sensors collected data at or above 10 Hz resulting in an 

observation density of approximately one point per meter along the flight lines. 

 

Figure 4.1 DJI Wind 4 data acquisition system and semi-rigidly mounted potassium vapour magnetometer 

during a test flight of the system on June 21, 2018. 
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The periodic swinging of the magnetometer below the UAV in 3D space was approximated to be an 

imperfect pendulum. The estimated frequency of this procession was calculated to be between 0.4-0.2 Hz, 

using cable lengths ranging from 3-5 m. Equation 4.1 estimates the swinging frequency f, where L is the 

length of the pendulum cable and 𝑔  is the gravity acceleration vector. 

f = 1 / (2π √(L/𝑔 ))                               (4.1) 

Following data acquisition, the TMI measurements were processed to calculate the residual magnetic field 

intensity (RMI) in accordance to industry standards and were visualized in time domain, frequency domain, 

and spectrogram plots. The RMI data were analyzed to determine if signal variations within the expected 

bandwidth of 0.4-0.2 Hz occurred. An RMI dataset that had a measurable signal within this bandwidth was 

cross-correlated with data collected from an inertial measurement unit (IMU) that was fixed to the semi-

rigid mount. If the measured frequency of the swinging semi-rigid mount matched the frequency observed 

in the RMI data, the RMI data were low-passed within the frequency domain to remove this component of 

the signal. 

4.4 Results 

4.4.1 Case 1 - DJI S900 Multi-rotor UAV, 3 m Suspension  

The UAV-borne aeromagnetic survey conducted within Case 1 used a DJI S900 multi-rotor UAV and a 

magnetometer offset distance of ~ 3 m below the airframe. This offset distance was chosen based on the 

work of Parvar (2016), where the magnetic field produced by a DJI S900 multi-rotor UAV was shown to 

attenuate sufficiently at a 3 m distance. Analysing the collected RMI data in the time domain revealed that 

no measurable UAV-induced electromagnetic interference was sensed by the magnetometer within the 

expected swinging bandwidth or at higher-frequencies above 0.4 Hz, as shown in Figure 4.2. However, 

upon close inspection of the data in the frequency domain, a small increase in the power spectral density 

(PSD) is present in the 0.4 – 0.2 Hz bandwidth, highlighted by the blue dashed line. 
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Figure 4.2 Case 1 - TMI data collected 3 m below the DJI S900 Multi-rotor UAV, where the magnetometer 

is outside the electromagnetic influence of the platform. 

This was further analysed by identifying when the signals in the 0.4 – 0.2 Hz bandwidth (frequency domain) 

occurred throughout the survey (time domain) using a spectrogram plot. It was determined that the 0.4 – 

0.2 Hz signals were the result of the magnetometer swinging at the end of the survey lines, as the UAV 

rounded each 180° corner. This flight manoeuvre caused the most agitation in the suspended magnetometer 

due to the rapid changes in acceleration and attitude. This swinging-related RMI signal was recorded at less 

than 1 nT peak-to-peak and was not significant in amplitude compared to the dominant geological signals 

of 700 nT within the survey area. A second occurrence of 0.4 – 0.2 Hz signals was also observed in the 

dataset. These occurred as the UAV traversed regions with a relatively high horizontal geomagnetic field 

gradient at the edges of the geologic targets at the site. At these locations, the swinging of the magnetometer 

caused an amplitude change of 0.5 nT, peak-to-peak. These observations confirm that suspending an 

optically pumped vapour magnetometer ~ 3 m below a DJI S900, with a 2.2 kg payload, places it outside 
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the zone of UAV-induced electromagnetic interference. This resulted in no significant signal contributions 

within the 0.4 – 0.2 Hz bandwidth (expected swinging frequencies) within the recorded TMI data. 

4.4.2 Case 2 - DJI Wind 4 Multi-rotor UAV, 3 m Suspension 

The UAV-borne aeromagnetic survey conducted within Case 2 used a DJI Wind 4 multi-rotor UAV and a 

magnetometer offset distance of ~ 3 m below the airframe.  At this distance, it was assumed that the 

electromagnetic field produced by a DJI Wind 4 would be sensed by the magnetometer. The reason for this 

is two-fold: (i) the Wind 4’s brushless DC electromagnetic motors are significantly larger and are therefore 

able to produce more powerful alternating electromagnetic fields, and (ii) the total platform weight 

increased by 5 kg compared to Case 1, causing the UAV to produce an increased amount of power to 

maintain flight. These two factors both cause the DJI Wind 4 UAV to produce a larger 3D region of 

electromagnetic interference. 

Analyses of the collected RMI data revealed that there was significant platform-induced electromagnetic 

interference sensed by the magnetometer. The time and frequency domain plots in Figure 4.3 demonstrate 

this periodic signal which is centred around ~ 0.35 Hz. The observed swinging frequency of ~ 0.35 Hz is 

slightly higher than the expected swinging frequency derived from Equation 4.1 for a 3 m long pendulum 

(~ 0.29 Hz). This is likely caused by three factors: (i) the magnetometer is not a perfect pendulum, (ii) the 

swinging of the magnetometer is not confined to a 2D plane and (ii) there is an additional energy source 

besides gravity in the system, which is the forward motion of the magnetometer through the air. The 

measured swinging frequency was also correlated with the IMU that was placed on the semi-rigid mount 1 

m above the magnetometer. From these results, Equation 4.1 gave a reasonable estimate of the measured 

swinging frequency of the magnetometer. A low-pass Butterworth filter, with a cut-off frequency of 0.2 

Hz, was applied within the frequency domain to preserve the lower frequencies likely related to geological 

targets. The results of applying this filter are presented in Figure 4.4, where the periodic swinging related 

signal has been removed. 
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Figure 4.3 Case 2 - TMI data collected 3 m below the DJI Wind 4 Multi-rotor UAV where the 

magnetometer is within the electromagnetic influence of the platform. 

 

Figure 4.4 Low-pass filtered TMI data preserving the frequencies below 0.15 Hz, collected from Case 2. 
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4.4.3 Case 3 - DJI Wind 4 Multi-rotor UAV, 5 m Suspension 

The UAV-borne aeromagnetic survey conducted within Case 3 used a DJI Wind 4 multi-rotor UAV and a 

magnetometer offset distance of ~ 5 m below the airframe. This offset distance was determined based on a 

series of platform-related tests conducted within this study. These tests demonstrated that the 

electromagnetic field produced by a DJI Wind 4, under load, was not sensed by the GSMP-35U 

magnetometer at a 5 m distance away from the motors. The time and frequency domain plots in Figure 4.5 

confirm this through flight, revealing little swinging related signal amplitude in the estimated 0.4 – 0.2 Hz 

bandwidth. 

 

Figure 4.5 Case 3 - TMI data collected 5 m below the DJI Wind 4 Multi-rotor UAV where the 

magnetometer is outside the magnetic influence of the platform. 

After correlating the time domain and frequency domain signals using a spectrogram, it was confirmed that 

there was a small amount of signal present within the 0.4 – 0.2 Hz bandwidth, with an amplitude between 

0.5 – 1 nT peak-to-peak. This signal is centered around a slightly lower frequency of 0.3 Hz, compared to 

Case 1 & 2, due to the longer cable length of 5 m. Again, the observed swinging in the signal was primarily 
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the result of the same two occurrences concluded in Case 1: (i) the magnetometer was swinging with a large 

relative amplitude at the end of the survey lines, as the UAV rounded each 180° corner, and (ii) the 

magnetometer was swinging a standard amount through areas where the horizontal geomagnetic field 

gradient was relatively high at the edges of anomalies. This confirms that the technique of suspending an 

optically pumped vapour magnetometer 5 m below a standard DJI Wind 4, with a 2.2 kg payload, is a viable 

solution to mitigate electromagnetic interference generated by the UAV. The results of Case 3 compliment 

the results of Case 1, even though Case 3 was flown with a different platform, cable length, and at a different 

location. This demonstrates the versatility and robustness of suspending the magnetometer outside the zone 

of electromagnetic interference generated by the UAV. 

4.5 Discussion 

Within this study, the RMI signals produced by a swinging, semi-rigidly suspended magnetometer were 

quantified for a range of magnetometer offset distances below a multi-rotor UAV. To achieve industry 

standard RMI measurements while surveying, one of two conditions needs to be met: (i) the magnetometer 

needs to be suspended outside the zone of electromagnetic interference produced by the UAV platform 

(Cases 1 & 3), or (ii) when the magnetometer is suspended within the zone of electromagnetic interference, 

the RMI measurements need to be low-pass filtered to remove the swinging component of the signal (Case 

2).  For the second condition, the frequencies of the targeted geologic signals must also not spectrally 

overlap with the frequencies of the swinging signals being removed by the low-pass filter.  

Cases 1 and 3 demonstrated that suspending the magnetometer outside the region of electromagnetic 

interference produced by a multi-rotor UAV can result in industry standard RMI measurements. This was 

confirmed for two different UAV models at two unique offset distances throughout the study. For Case 1, 

the offset distance between the optically pumped magnetometer and the DJI S900 multi-rotor UAV was 

confirmed to be ~ 3 m. For Case 3, the offset distance below the DJI Wind 4 multi-rotor UAV was 

confirmed to be ~ 5 m. Overall, this demonstrates that using a semi-rigid mount to suspend the 
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magnetometer below the UAV is a viable solution if the correct offset distance is determined and applied 

for each unique multi-rotor UAV. 

Case 2 demonstrated that low-pass filtering the RMI data can remove signals related to the swinging of the 

magnetometer when it is positioned within the zone of electromagnetic interference produced by the UAV. 

This low-pass filtering method could be applicable for larger multi-rotor UAVs, where suspending the 

magnetometer at distances greater than 5 m may become impractical. Yet, within Case 2, the filtered RMI 

data were not directly validated with independent measurements gathered from outside the UAV’s zone of 

electromagnetic interference. A more robust and complete conclusion would be to directly compare the 

low-pass filtered RMI data with independently observed RMI observations that do not include the UAV’s 

electromagnetic interference. This full comparison would determine if low-pass filtering the UAV-induced 

electromagnetic interference is a truly viable solution to compensate the UAV-borne RMI measurements 

when the magnetometer is placed within the UAV’s magnetic field. 

4.6 Conclusions 

In this study, spectral analysis was applied to RMI measurements collected via multi-rotor UAVs to assess 

the noise contribution of a swinging magnetometer payload. When the magnetometer was suspended 

outside the zone of electromagnetic field interference produced by the UAVs, there were negligible signals 

within the expected swinging frequency bandwidth (0.4 – 0.2 Hz). Therefore, suspending the magnetometer 

outside of each platform’s unique zone of electromagnetic interference was proven to be a viable integration 

method. A low-pass filter was able to effectively remove signals within the expected swinging frequency 

bandwidth when the magnetometer remained within the zone of electromagnetic interference. Filtering 

could be a viable option for larger UAVs where the required suspension length cannot be achieved. In order 

to ensure that the filtering method does not remove targeted geological signals, the surveying speed of the 

UAV needs to be known. This allows both the wavelength and frequency of the geological targets and the 

swinging effect of the magnetometer to be analysed and separated. Pre-emptively changing the surveying 
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speed of the UAV can help ensure that the recorded geological signals do not spectrally overlap with the 

swinging signals of the magnetometer and are therefore not removed by the low-pass filter. 
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Chapter 5 

Characterizing Electromagnetic Interference Signals 

for Unmanned Aerial Vehicle Geophysical Surveys 

Chapter 5 has been published as: 

Walter, C., Braun, A., and Fotopoulos, G., 2021, Characterizing electromagnetic interference signals for 

unmanned aerial vehicle geophysical surveys: Geophysics, 86, no. 6, pp. 1-12. DOI: 10.1190/geo2020-

0895.1 

 

5.1 Abstract 

The development of a functional unmanned aerial vehicle (UAV) mounted aeromagnetic system requires 

integrating a magnetometer payload onboard a UAV platform in a manner that preserves the integrity of 

the total magnetic field measurements. One challenge when developing these systems is accounting for the 

sources of in-flight magnetic and electromagnetic interference signals that are greater than the resolvability 

threshold of the magnetometer. Electromagnetic interference generated by the platform has the potential to 

be mitigated using several techniques such as magnetic shielding, filtering, or compensation, and can be 

attenuated by strategically positioning the magnetometer at a distance from the UAV. The integration 

procedure and selection of a mitigation strategy can be informed by characterizing the electromagnetic 

interference generated by the platform. Scalogram analysis was employed to characterize the high-

frequency electromagnetic signals generated by a multi-rotor UAV’s electromagnetic motors. A low 

sensitivity (7 nT) vector, fluxgate magnetometer was used to measure the electromagnetic interference 

generated by two unique multi-rotor UAVs in a controlled lab setting. Results demonstrated three spectrally 
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distinct electromagnetic signals, each with unique frequency and amplitude, generated by each UAV 

platform. The frequency of these electromagnetic interference signals was found to be directly proportional 

to the applied rotation frequency of the electromagnetic motor. The aforementioned knowledge was applied 

to UAV field surveys to assess the high-frequency electromagnetic interference signals experienced. This 

was achieved by using a high sensitivity (0.01 nT), scalar optically pumped magnetometer with a 1000 Hz 

sampling frequency. The results show that adequate sensor placement and pre-flight evaluation of the 

platform-sensor interactions provide useful mitigation strategies, which can compensate for 

electromagnetic interference signals generated by the UAV platform during aeromagnetic surveys. 

5.2 Introduction 

Advances in aeromagnetic sensor and unmanned aerial vehicle (UAV) technologies have allowed 

lightweight magnetometers to be integrated with UAV platforms for several applications including mineral 

exploration (Malehmir et al., 2017; Parvar et al., 2018; Parshin et al., 2018; and Walter et al., 2020), 

infrastructure detection (Veloski et al., 2018; Nikulin and de Smet, 2019; and de Smet et al., 2021), and 

unexploded ordinance detection (Stoll, 2013; Nikulin et al., 2020; and Kolster and Døssing, 2021). 

Numerous UAVs including multi-rotor (Tuck et al., 2018; and Walter et al., 2018), single-rotor (Tuck et 

al., 2019), and fixed-wing platforms (Samson et al., 2010; Wood et al., 2016; and Jackisch et al., 2020) 

have been used to collect magnetic data with varying degrees of effectiveness and quality. The prospect of 

integrating a UAV-borne aeromagnetic system capable of surveying to industry standard quality (Nabighian 

et al., 2005) and a fourth difference noise threshold of +/- 0.05 nT (Coyle et al., 2014) is a promising 

development for many applications of near-surface geophysics. However, the reliable collection of high-

resolution UAV-borne aeromagnetic data requires careful consideration and regard for the numerous 

physical relationships and dynamic interactions that occur between the UAV platform and the 

magnetometer payload, as even small magnetic interference signal variations of 1 nT can contaminate total 

magnetic field measurements and obscure targets. The goal of this study is to characterize those physical 

interactions and propose mitigation strategies to avoid adverse effects on data quality. It is important to 
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note that the proposed procedures should be conducted for every unique combination of platform and sensor 

prior to flight. This is recommended to maximize data quality and to optimize the survey design parameters 

(flight time, trajectories, elevation, orientation) based on the measured interference signals (frequencies and 

amplitudes), as well as the expected target anomalies (wavelength and amplitude). 

One principle consideration is to mitigate the electromagnetic interference generated by the UAV’s 

electromagnetic motors, ensuring it does not decrease the quality of the total magnetic field measurements. 

Examples of this approach include the separation of platform and magnetometer through suspension. 

Another consideration is to characterize and remove the interference signals. Examples of this approach are 

shown herein. Some studies, such as Wells et al. (2012), Forrester et al. (2014), Jung et al. (2018), Tuck et 

al. (2019), and Krishna et al. (2021) investigate the electromagnetic interference considerations of UAV 

platforms for magnetic surveying. However, little research has been reported that specifically describes, 

quantifies, and explains the high-frequency electromagnetic interference signals produced from brushless 

permanent magnet synchronous (BPMS) electromagnetic motors during in-flight aeromagnetic surveying. 

This study investigates the high-frequency electromagnetic interference signals produced by the UAV’s 

electromagnetic motors and proposes strategies to minimize their impact on magnetic data quality. The 

understanding developed herein will also be of importance to the successful implementation of unmanned 

aerial vehicle electromagnetic surveys (Smith, 2018; and Lin et al., 2019). 

When referring to three-phase brushless electromagnetic motors, the term used to describe all variants with 

concentrated windings are brushless permanent magnet synchronous electromagnetic motors (Mevey, 

2009). BPMS motors contain two main components, the stator, made of armatures (electromagnetic coils), 

and the rotor hub, composed of permanent magnets. When the rotor hub is positioned on the outside of the 

stator coils, as is the case for UAV electromagnetic motors, this is referred to as an out-runner configuration 

(Sahdev, 2018). There is a misconception that all brushless electromagnetic motors that operate via a DC 

electrical current source are called brushless direct current (BLDC) electromagnetic motors. This acronym 

has been applied ambiguously to describe a UAV’s electromagnetic motors when technically BLDC 
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electromagnetic motors operate on very specific electrical and mechanical properties that are not employed 

on commercially available UAVs. Within the literature, BLDC is used to describe a subsection of BPMS 

electromagnetic motors that produce a trapezoidal back electromotive force and require trapezoidal 

commutation currents to rotate (Gieras et al., 2008).  

Conversely, a BPMS electromagnetic motor that generates a sinusoidal back electromotive force is referred 

to as a permanent magnet synchronous motor (PMSM). It should be clarified that the brushless 

electromagnetic motors used on most commercially available UAVs are three-phase PMSM variants and 

require sinusoidal commutation currents to achieve rotation (Derammelaere et al., 2016). This sinusoidal 

current is provided by the electronic speed controller (ESC), which converts the direct current battery input 

into a three-phase alternating current, that is then used to electrically commutate the permanent magnet 

rotor of the three-phase PMSM. The PMSM – BLDC electromagnetic motor distinction is important to 

clarify for this study, as it can be expected that the electromagnetic interference signals generated by a 

UAV’s PMSMs will be sinusoidal, and not trapezoidal (Montesinos et al., 2005). This distinction has yet 

to be widely established in the literature when discussing multi-rotor UAVs for geophysical applications 

and is vital for understanding the electromagnetic interference signals generated from multi-rotor UAVs 

while conducting total magnetic field and electromagnetic surveys. In this study, spectral analysis 

(scalogram analysis) was applied to characterize the electromagnetic interference signals generated by 

UAV’s PMSMs and to demonstrate how these signals are embedded in the recorded total magnetic field 

measurements. 

5.3 Materials and Methods 

This section describes two test scenarios to determine the electromagnetic interference signals, (1) in the 

laboratory, and (2) in a UAV magnetometry field survey. Three different UAVs with three different motor 

configurations are assessed by analyzing the recorded data through a scalogram analysis. 

5.3.1 Laboratory electromagnetic interference characterization – Tests 1-3 
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Two multi-rotor UAV platforms, a Tarot T960 and a DJI S900 were used to characterize the high-frequency 

electromagnetic interference signals generated by two uniquely configured PMSMs in a lab setting. The 

Tarot T960’s three-phase PMSM was a MultiStar Elite 5010-KV274-12N14P, with a configuration of 12 

armature coils in the stator (12N) and 14 permanent magnets in the rotor (14P), as shown in Figure 5.1. The 

DJI S900’s three-phase PMSM was a DJI Pro 4114-KV400-24N22P, with a configuration of 24 armature 

coils in the stator (24N) and 22 permanent magnets in the rotor (22P).  

 

Figure 5.1 Photograph of the MultiStar Elite 5010-KV274-12N14P PMSM (a) and winding diagram (b) 

(modified after Niessen 2013). The number of capital and lower-case letters equals the number of stator 

armatures, capitals mean winding clockwise, lower case means winding counter clockwise, all “A or a” 

refers to the first phase wire (red), all “B or b” refers to the second phase wire (blue), all “C or c” refers to 

the third phase wire (green). Positioned on the inside of the rotor hub are the permanent magnets, where the 

alternating inward facing blue and red colors refer to the alternating inward orientations of the north and 

south poles.  

The total magnetic field signatures generated by the PMSMs during low-frequency manual rotation of the 

rotor hub were measured to a sensitivity of 7 nT with a Honeywell HMR2300, fluxgate vector 

magnetometer. The relatively low-sensitivity vector magnetometer was used for the lab-based 
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characterization tests due to its high sampling rate (up to 60 Hz), large magnetic gradient tolerance, and 

compact size. It is worth noting that the sampling frequency of 60 Hz is high relative to the low manual 

rotation frequency applied during the lab tests, which allows for the characterization to occur. This contrasts 

with the field tests, which requires a higher sampling frequency magnetometer due to the higher motor 

rotation frequencies required in-flight.The fluxgate magnetometer was mounted on a non-magnetically 

susceptible tripod and was kept stationary throughout all characterization tests, limiting the magnetic-signal 

variations related to positional changes of the magnetometer in the ambient field. The series of lab tests 

took place in a magnetically quiet area, where ambient magnetic-field variations over the test duration 

(diurnal variations, background anthropogenic variations, and 60 Hz electrical current variations) were 

below the 7 nT sensitivity of the magnetometer and not resolved. The instrumentation setup of the lab tests 

was conducted at a distance of 0.2 m as illustrated in Figure 5.2.  

 

Figure 5.2 Set up of the stationary electromagnetic interference characterization test showing the fluxgate 

magnetometer, multi-rotor UAV, and PMSM. The distance used for the stationary characterization tests 

was held constant at 0.2 m. 
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Throughout the stationary lab-based tests, the rotation speed of the PMSM and the magnetic interference 

signals were recorded. The stationary magnetic interference tests were divided into three stages, to 

distinguish between the two different PMSM configurations used, as well as the different mechanical 

rotation frequencies applied. The Tarot T960 12N14P PMSM was characterized in tests 1 & 2, while the 

DJI S900 24N22P PMSM was characterized in test 3. During test 1, a single 12N14P PMSM from the Tarot 

T960 was manually rotated at a constant frequency of ~ 0.1 Hz for 5 rotations. For test 2, the same 12N14P 

PMSM was manually rotated through a range of higher rotation frequencies up to ~ 4.5 Hz. For the final 

stationary characterization test 3, the Tarot T960 was swapped for the DJI S900 and the procedure for test 

1 was repeated, where a single 24N22P PMSM was manually rotated at a constant frequency of ~ 0.1 Hz 

for five rotations. 

5.3.2 In-flight electromagnetic interference characterization – Test 4 

The UAV platform used for the in-flight test was the DJI M600, comprised of six 18N20P PMSMs. The 

electromagnetic interference signal generated by the PMSMs during high-frequency (~ 50 Hz) electrical 

commutation was measured using a Geometrics MagArrow, employing a dual sensor micro-fabricated 

atomic magnetometer system with a sampling frequency of 1000 Hz (Geometrics Inc., 2019). The 

Geometrics MagArrow, an optically pumped alkali vapour magnetometer, provided an infield total 

magnetic field sensitivity of up to ~ 0.01 nT, making it ~ 1000 times more sensitive than the HMR2300 

fluxgate magnetometer used in the laboratory tests. This high-sensitivity and high-sampling frequency 

optically pumped magnetometer was chosen to demonstrate the high-frequency electromagnetic 

interference signals generated during a UAV-borne aeromagnetic survey. Results are shown for the UAV’s 

take-off procedure and while in-flight with the magnetometer suspended at a distance of ~ 3 m below the 

UAV, as shown in Figure 5.3. 
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Figure 5.3 Diagram of the in-flight electromagnetic interference test 4 and general setup with a photo 

showing the optically pumped magnetometer and the DJI M600 multi-rotor UAV. 

5.4 Results 

The results are shown for each of the four tests through a scalogram analysis which aims at identifying three 

different sources of electromagnetic interference signals, due to (1) mechanical rotation of the field 

associated with the rotor and permanent magnets in the rotor, as a whole, FMR, (2) the field of the permanent 

magnets or pairs of permanent magnetics, FPM, and (3) the magnetic field, induced in the armatures by the 

permanent magnets, FIMF. These fields could be induced by the earth’s field due to susceptible material in 

the rotor, permanent magnets, and armatures, or could be remanent field in the permanent magnets and 

cores of the electromagnets. Although these signals are explained in more detail in the Discussion section; 

for the purposes of our tests, their existence is an empirical observation. Tests 1-3 were conducted in the 
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laboratory, and test 4 in-flight in a field survey. Table 5.1 summarizes the parameters of the four test 

scenarios. 

Table 5.1 Parameters and equipment used throughout interference characterization tests 1-4. 

 Venue UAV Motor 
Rotation Frequency 

(Hz) 
Varying parameter 

Test 1 Lab Tarot T960 12N14P 0.055 N/A 

Test 2 Lab Tarot T960 12N14P 0.055 – 4.5 
Rotation  

Period 

Test 3 Lab DJI S900 24N22P 0.048 N/A 

Test 4 Field DJI M600 18N20P 50 N/A 

 

5.4.1 Interference characterization Test 1 – 12N14P PMSM constant rotation frequency 

The first electromagnetic interference characterization test took place with the Tarot T960, 12N14P PMSM 

manually rotated for five revolutions at a constant frequency of 0.055 Hz. The sampling frequency of the 

fluxgate magnetometer remained constant at 60 Hz. A scalogram analysis was applied to the time series of 

the total field amplitude recorded at the fluxgate magnetometer. The scalogram analysis was implemented 

within the software program MATLAB using a Morse wavelet (Olhede and Walden, 2002) and a 

continuous wavelet transformation algorithm (MathWorks Inc., 2021). The continuous wavelet 

transformation algorithm computes a wavelet amplitude matrix as a function of time and frequency given 

an input time series and sampling frequency. The wavelet amplitude matrix was colourized and plotted as 

a scalogram in Figure 5.4(b) to visualize the specific wavelet amplitudes at any given time and frequency. 

Additionally, the frequency domain (Figure 5.4(a)) and time series (Figure 5.4(c)) components of the 

measured total magnetic field are plotted adjacent to the scalogram in Figure 5.4.   
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Figure 5.4 Frequency domain (a), scalogram (b), and time series (c) of the measured interference signals 

in test 1 produced by the 12N14P permanent magnet synchronous motor during constant, manual rotation. 

The PMSM rotation starts at approximately 10 s and stops just after 100 s. The specific frequencies are FMR 

= 0.055 Hz (red dashed line), FPM = 0.39 Hz (blue dashed line), FIMF = 1.93 Hz (green dashed line). 

The frequency and amplitude components of the three observed interference signals are summarized in 

Table 5.2. The specific magnetic interference frequencies observed were FMR = 0.055 Hz, FPM = 0.39 Hz, 

FIMF = 1.93 Hz, where FPM is related to FMR by a factor of 7.0, and FIMF is related to FMR by a factor of 35.0. 

The relationships between these factors are explained in the Discussion section and is dependant on the 

specific configuration of the PMSM. 
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Table 5.2 Summarized frequency and magnetic field amplitude data of the 12N14P permanent magnet 

synchronous motor test 1. 

Interference Signal  
Mechanical Rotation 

FMR 

Permanent Magnets 

FPM 

Induced Magnetic Field 

FIMF 

Frequency (Hz) 0.055 0.39 1.93 

Frequency Ratio 

Relative to FMR 
1:1 7:1 35:1 

Amplitude (nT) 250 100 700 

 

One mechanical rotation is defined as a complete 360° rotation of the rotor hub and was found to be directly 

proportional to the lowest frequency interference signal observed. In the frequency domain plot shown in 

Figure 5.4(a), these three specific frequencies are identified as peaks in amplitude, while in the color 

scalogram shown in Figure 5.4(b), they are identified as areas of high magnitude (red or orange shading). 

Each of the three frequencies are highlighted in the frequency domain plot using dashed lines and specific 

colors, red for the FMR component, blue for the FPM component, and green for the FIMF component.  

A time series of the 12N14P PMSMs three magnetic interference signals are presented in Figure 5.5. The 

data were obtained from bandpass filtering the recorded time series to isolate the three interference signals. 

The lowest frequency component FMR, is shown in red, the combination of FMR and FPM, highlighting the 

FPM component, is shown in blue, and the measured total magnetic field, highlighting the FIMF component, 

is plotted in black. The total magnetic field amplitude was measured at ~ 1000 nT (2000 nT, peak-to-peak). 

The largest magnetic signal amplitude observed was FIMF (~ 700 nT), the second largest FMR (~ 250 nT), 

and the smallest was FPM (~ 100 nT). Figure 5.5(a) shows a magnified portion of the time series between 

60 s and 80 s, representing one FMR cycle. Every fifth FIMF cycle is highlighted and labeled with a green 

arrow, demonstrating the 35 cycles that take place during each mechanical revolution of the motor. The 

dashed vertical purple lines show where the beginning and end of the one FMR cycle occur. This confirms 
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that the ratio between FIMF:FMR is 35:1. The seven FPM cycles in blue can also be observed over the course 

of one FMR cycle confirming the ratio of 7:1 between FPM:FMR. 

 

Figure 5.5 Magnified time series (a) and full time series (b) of the three magnetic field interference signals 

in test 1 generated by the 12N14P PMSM highlighting one FMR cycle (~ 62-78s), outlined by two dashed 

vertical purple lines. The total magnetic field (black) includes all interference signal components (FMR, FPM, 

and FIMF) but dominantly highlights the FIMF component.  

5.4.2 Interference characterization Test 2 – 12N14P PMSM variable rotation frequency 

During the second electromagnetic interference characterization test 2, a 12N14P PMSM was manually 

rotated through a series of five unique mechanical rotation frequencies. The specific mechanical rotation 

frequencies used for sections A-E were: (1) 0.055 Hz, (2) 0.12 Hz, (3) 0.46 Hz, (4) 0.91 Hz, and (5) 4.5 Hz. 

A summary of the observed and inferred magnetic interference signals recorded in test 2 are presented in 

Table 5.3. The PMSM was rotated at a constant rate, allowing for five or more full rotations of the rotor at 

a specific mechanical rotation frequency. The motor was then held stationary for a period of approximately 

15 s prior to beginning rotation at the next higher mechanical rotation frequency. The recorded total 
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magnetic field variations throughout this test are plotted as a colored scalogram (Figure 5.6(a)) and time 

series (Figure 5.6(b)).  

Table 5.3 Frequencies and total magnetic field amplitude observed during the manual rotation 

characterization test 2 of a 12N14P PMSM with varying rotation frequencies. 

 

Within sections A and B, the full frequency character of the magnetic interference signals is resolved, and 

results in a total interference amplitude of ~ 1000 nT (2000 nT, peak-to-peak) being captured over a range 

of approximately 51500 – 53500 nT. However, with increasing rotation frequency of the rotor, the higher 

magnetic interference frequencies are pushed past the 30 Hz Nyquist frequency of the fluxgate 

magnetometer. This results in the aliasing of these signals and is represented by a decrease in the total 

interference amplitude present in sections C-E. In section C, a partial reduction in the total magnetic 

intensity (TMI) amplitude from ~ 1000 nT to ~ 750 nT is the result of the FIMF signal being partially aliased. 

In section D, a partial reduction in the amplitude to ~ 400 nT is the result of the FIMF signal being aliased, 

leaving only the components from FMR at and FPM. In section E, a reduction in the total interference 

amplitude to ~ 250 nT is the result of both the FIMF and FPM signals being aliased, leaving only the amplitude 

of the FMR component.  

Time Stamp 

Mechanical 

Rotation  

FMR (Hz) 

Permanent 

Magnets 

 FPM (Hz) 

Induced 

Magnetic Field  

FIMF (Hz) 

Total Magnetic 

Field Amplitude 

(nT) 

A 0 - 110 s 0.055 0.39 1.93 1000  

B 110 - 180 s 0.12 0.85 4.15 1000  

C 180 - 245 s 0.46 3.18 
16.1  

(Partially Aliased) 
750  

D 245 - 290 s 0.91 6.34 
31.85  

(Aliased to 28.15) 
400  

E 290 - 330 s 4.5  
32 

(Aliased to 28) 
157.5 

(Aliased to 22.5) 
250  
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Figure 5.6 Scalogram (a) and time series (b) of the measured interference signals generated by the 12N14P 

permanent magnet synchronous motor in test 2 during a series of five unique mechanical rotation 

frequencies A-E (see Table 5.3). The vertical dashed black lines break the test into five sections A-E of 

increasing mechanical rotation frequency, while the black dotted horizontal lines highlight the interference 

signals observed. 

5.4.3 Interference characterization Test 3 – 24N22P PMSM constant rotation frequency 

The third electromagnetic interference characterization test took place with the DJI S900, 24N22P PMSM 

manually rotated for five revolutions at a constant frequency of 0.048 Hz. This third test setup is analogous 

to the first electromagnetic interference characterization test, apart from employing a uniquely configured 

24N22P PMSM. The frequency domain (Figure 5.7(a)) and the time series (Figure 5.7(c)) of the recorded 

total magnetic field are shown adjacent to the colored scalogram (Figure 5.7(b)). The specific interference 

frequencies observed in the third characterization test are FMR = 0.048 Hz, FPM = 0.53 Hz, and FIMF = 5.8 

Hz. Here FPM is related to FMR by a factor of 11 and FIMF is related to FMR by a factor of 121. The frequency 

and amplitude components of these three observed signals are summarized in Table 5.4. Note that the largest 
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magnitude signals originate from the mechanical rotation and the smallest from the induced field, therefore 

opposite to the 12N14P motor shown in Table 5.2. 

Table 5.4 Summarized frequency and magnetic field amplitude relationships of test 3 with a 24N22P 

permanent magnet synchronous motor. 

 

 

Figure 5.7 Frequency domain (a), scalogram (b), and time series (c) of the measured magnetic interference 

signals produced by the 24N22P PMSM during manual rotation in test 3. The specific frequencies are FMR 

= 0.048 Hz (red dashed line), FPM = 0.53Hz (blue dashed line), FIMF = 5.8 Hz (green dashed line).  

A time series of the 24N22P PMSMs three magnetic interference signals is presented in Figure 5.8. The 

lowest frequency component FMR (red), the combination of FMR and FPM, highlighting the FPM component 

Interference Signal  

Mechanical 

Rotation 

FMR 

Permanent 

Magnets 

FPM 

Induced Magnetic 

Field 

FIMF 

Frequency (Hz) 0.048 0.53 5.8 

Ratio Relative to FMR 1:1 11:1 121:1 

Amplitude (nT) 750 400 80 
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(blue), and the TMI highlighting the FIMF component (black). A magnified section of the time series is 

presented in Figure 5.8a, between 77 s and 82 s over the course of two FPM cycles. Every second, FIMF cycle 

is highlighted and labeled with a green arrow, demonstrating the 22 cycles that take place over the course 

of two FPM cycles. This confirms that the ratio between FIMF:FPM is 11:1, therefore making the FIMF:FMR ratio 

121:1.  

 

Figure 5.8 Magnified time series (a) and full time series (b) of the three magnetic field interference signals 

in test 3 generated by the DJI S900 24N22P PMSM highlighting two FPM cycles (77.6-81.7 s), outlined by 

two dashed vertical purple lines.  

5.4.4 In-flight interference Test 4 – 18N20P PMSM constant rotation frequency 

Building on the lab-based characterization tests 1-3, an in-flight magnetic interference test 4 is presented 

using data from two adjacent flight lines, within a larger 1 km by 1 km UAV-borne aeromagnetic survey. 

The UAV-borne aeromagnetic survey, making up test 4, took place with a DJI M600 multi-rotor UAV 

employing a 18N20P PMSM configuration. The PMSM was electrically commutated at an operational 
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frequency of ~ 50 Hz throughout flight and remained stable with only slight variations occurring due to 

navigational maneuvers in the corners. The TMI was recorded via a Geometrics MagArrow employing a 

sampling frequency of 1000 Hz. The unprocessed, 1000 Hz TMI data from these two flight lines are 

presented to demonstrate the high-frequency magnetic interference signals that are generated by the multi-

rotor UAV in-flight and while in a surveying configuration. The MagArrow was suspended approximately 

3 m below the UAV throughout the duration of the flight. The UAV flew at a flight speed of 10 m/s down 

the two adjacent flights line at a nominal flight elevation of 15 m draped over the topography. The line 

spacing between the two adjacent flight line was 25 m.  

To link the results from the lab-based characterization tests with the flight-based tests, the power-on and 

spin-up sequence of the multi-rotor UAV prior to takeoff and conducting the in-flight test is shown in Figure 

5.9. The UAV started in an off position, with all rotors being stationary and the magnetometer only 

recording the background magnetic field variations, while sitting on the ground. At approximately 2 s, 

within the time series plot (Figure 5.9(b)) the power was turned on and the rotors begin to spin-up via 

electrical commutation. The rotors continue to increase their rotation frequency until approximately 4.5 s 

at which point the operational mechanical rotation frequency of ~ 50 Hz is achieved. 

 During the spin up of the rotors between 2 s and 4.5 s, the total field magnetometer was located ~ 1.5 m 

away from the UAV and recorded five unique magnetic interference signal frequencies, these included FMR, 

FPM, FDC1, FDC2 and FIMF. Three of these signals (FMR, FPM, and FIMF) were present in the lab-based manual 

rotation tests, while two new signals (FDC1, FDC2) are only present in the flight-based tests. These two signals 

(FDC1 and FDC2) are related to the applied, alternating electrical current, called the duty cycle, and are the 

result of the rotors being spun via electrical commutation. Taking a snapshot of these five signals at 3 s 

from the color scalogram in Figure 5.9(a), the recorded frequencies are 7 Hz, 70 Hz, 140 Hz, 280 Hz, and 

560 Hz, respectively. These magnetic interference signals are summarized in Table 5.5.  
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Table 5.5 Frequency and magnetic field amplitude relationships of the DJI M600-18N20P test 4 during the 

spin up process at 3 s after the motors started. 

Interference 

Signal 

Mechanical 

Rotation 

FMR 

Permanent 

Magnets 

FPM 

Duty 

Cycle 1 

FDC1 

Duty 

Cycle 2 

FDC2 

Induced Magnetic 

Field 

FIMF 

Frequency (Hz) 7 70 140 280 
560  

(Aliased to 440) 

Ratio Relative to 

FMR 
1:1 10:1 20:1 40:1 80:1 

Amplitude (nT) 1.25 < 0.25 0.5 < 0.25 < 0.25 

 

Figure 5.9 Scalogram (a) and time series (b) of the measured magnetic field interference signals produced 

by the DJI M600 -18N20P PMSM during electrical commutation of the rotors prior to test 4. The specific 

interference frequencies observed at 3 s represent FMR = 7 Hz (red circle), FPM = 70 Hz (blue circle), FDC1 

= 140 Hz (dark purple circle), FDC2 = 280 Hz (light purple circle), and FIMF = 560 Hz (aliased to 440 Hz - 

off plot).  
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At approximately 4 s all interference signals, except for the FMR signal, exceed the 500 Hz Nyquist 

frequency of the magnetometer and become aliased. During the spin up process (2-4.5 s) with the 

magnetometer approximately 1.5 m away from the UAV’s PMSM, the amplitude of the FMR component 

was ~ 1 nT, while the next highest amplitude signal, FDC1, is ~ 0.5 nT. At approximately 4.5 s, the UAV 

takes off and the amplitude of the FMR signal begins to attenuate as the UAV platform climbs away from 

the magnetometer and the ground. At approximately 7.5 s, the magnetometer reaches the end of its 3 m 

tether and takes off from the ground, completing the full takeoff process. Once the multi-rotor UAV is 

airborne, the only remaining high-frequency magnetic interference signal that is not aliased (above 500 

Hz), is the FMR component. Throughout the takeoff process and the subsequent in-flight characterization 

test, the FMR component remains constant at ~ 50 Hz. Given the 3 m suspension length (offset distance) of 

the magnetometer employed by this UAV-borne aeromagnetic system, the FMR component produces an 

attenuated magnetic interference signal amplitude of ~ 0.25 nT.   

Following this takeoff procedure, the UAV-borne aeromagnetic system conducted the 1 km by 1 km survey 

over a sample geologic target (mafic dyke). Two flight lines, each 800 m long, have been chosen from this 

survey to highlight the high-frequency electromagnetic interference signals that are generated by the multi-

rotor UAV in-flight and compare them to the frequency (wavelength) and amplitude of a standard geologic 

target. The frequency domain (Figure 5.10(a)) and time series (Figure 5.10(c)) of the measured total 

magnetic field gathered throughout test 4 are plotted adjacent to a colored scalogram (Figure 5.10(b)).  
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Figure 5.10 Frequency domain (a), scalogram (b), and time series (c) of two adjacent flight lines 

demonstrating the two interference signals generated by the DJI M600 18N20P PMSM during test 4. The 

specific frequencies observed included FMR = ~ 50 Hz (red dashed rectangle), FSW = ~ 0.38 Hz (yellow 

dashed rectangle), and FGEO < 0.25 Hz (purple dashed rectangle). A magnified section of the time series, 

highlighting the two interference signals along the edge of the mafic dyke, is presented from 40-80 s in 

Figure 5.11. 

Two unique interference signals were observed within the gathered in-flight magnetometer data, these 

included the ~ 50 Hz mechanical rotation signal and a magnetometer swing signal, denoted as FSW. The 

geological target signal, denoted as FGEO, was represented by a mafic dyke with a signal frequency 

remaining below 0.25 Hz. This frequency is a result of both the UAV flight speed and the target size. For 

instance, a 20 m sized target in the ground, T, observed by a UAV surveying at a speed of 10 m/s, S, will 

have a target frequency, of 0.25 Hz, as shown in Equation 5.1  

Target Frequency =   
S

2 × T
 .      (5.1) 
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The mafic dyke was flown over twice in opposite directions using adjacent flight lines and resulted in a 

signal amplitude of approximately 400 nT. The frequency and amplitude components of these two 

interference signals (mechanical rotation and magnetometer swing) and one target signal (geological target) 

are summarized in Table 5.6. The specific frequencies observed for each signal were FMR = 50 Hz, FSW = 

0.38 Hz, and FGEO < 0.25 Hz.   

Table 5.6 Frequency and magnetic field amplitude relationships of the in-flight test 4 using a 1000 Hz 

sampling frequency total field magnetometer. 

Signal 

Geologic 

Target 

FGEO 

Magnetometer 

Swing 

FSW 

Mechanical 

Rotation 

FMR 

Permanent 

Magnets 

FPM 

Induced Magnetic 

Field 

FIMF 

Frequency 

(Hz) 
< 0.25 0.38 50 500 

4000 

(Aliased to 0) 

Amplitude 

(nT) 
400 2 0.25 < 0.25 < 0.25 

 

Two magnified sections of the TMI time series from test 4 are presented in Figure 5.11 between 40-80 s 

(Figure 5.11(a)) and 55-75 s (Figure 5.11(b)) to demonstrate the interference signal amplitudes of both the 

mechanical rotation component and the magnetometer swing component along a flight line where the 

geologic signal (purple) is relatively constant. These interference signal amplitudes are FMR = 0.25 nT and 

FSW = 2 nT. Given the UAV-borne aeromagnetic system configuration, the 3 m magnetometer offset 

distance, and the relatively constant horizontal gradient of the measured geomagnetic field, the 

magnetometer swing signal amplitude is attributed to the change in the magnetometer’s sensor axis 

orientation. The swinging (roll and pitch) and longitudinal rotation (yaw) of the magnetometer’s sensor axis 

orientation throughout flight produces periodic interference signals much in the same way as longer 

wavelength heading errors are produced at the end of flight lines. The swinging signal amplitude varies 

from 1 – 5 nT through the test and is most pronounced as the UAV performs the 180° turns. This flight 

maneuver takes place from approximately 80-100 s and has an associated amplitude increase to 5 nT. 
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Within the scalogram, there are two additional orientation related swinging signals that occur in the data 

due to the UAV performing this maneuver. These signals are slightly higher and lower than the dominant 

swinging frequency of 0.38 Hz and are related to the longitudinal rotation (yaw) and the induced heading 

error within the magnetometer, respectively. 

 

Figure 5.11 Two magnified sections of the test 4 TMI time series (a) 40-80 s and (b) 55-75 s demonstrating 

the two interference signals (FMR - red dashed rectangle and FSW - yellow dashed rectangle) generated in-

flight. The geologic component, FGEO, is highlighted by the low-pass filtered (< 0.25 Hz) and parsed (10 

Hz) total magnetic field data (purple). 

5.5 Discussion 

Results from the stationary magnetic interference characterization tests 1-3 indicate that there are three 

magnetic interference signals FMR, FPM, and FIMF, generated by a manually rotated PMSM motor while in a 

generator configuration. The lowest frequency magnetic interference signal (FMR) observed throughout all 

tests, was determined to be synchronous to the mechanical rotation of the rotor. This magnetic interference 

signal is produced from the combined vector components of all permanent magnet pairs, the induced 
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magnetic field generated in the metallic, magnetically susceptible rotor guard, and the induced magnetic 

field of the susceptible permanent magnets. As these magnets are imperfectly positioned and/or have 

slightly non-identical field strengths, and the metallic rotor guard does not have a perfectly symmetric 

distribution of susceptibility, the rotation of this combined, slightly non-symmetric, permanent magnetic 

field produces a magnetic interference signal equal to the mechanical rotation frequency of the rotor.  

The next higher frequency magnetic interference signal (FPM) is related to the rotation of the permanent 

magnet pairs within the PMSM rotor. Each adjacent permanent magnet of the rotor is oriented in an opposite 

polarity configuration, as shown in Figure 5.1(b). As the rotor, permanent magnets, the associated magnetic 

field domains produced by the permanent magnets, and any induced fields spin during manual rotation or 

electrical commutation, an alternating magnetic interference signal is produced.  The frequency of the 

permanent magnet magnetic interference signal (FPM) can be expressed as  

FPM = (
P

2
) × FMR,      (5.2) 

where FMR is the rotors mechanical rotation frequency and P is the number of permanent magnet poles 

incorporated in the design of the PMSM. The observed frequency ratio FPM:FMR for the Tarot T960 - 

12N14P PMSM (7:1), the DJI S900 - 24N22P PMSM (11:1), and the DJI M600 - 18N20P PMSM (10:1) 

were found to match Equation 5.2.  

The third and highest frequency magnetic interference signal (FIMF) observed during the lab-based magnetic 

interference tests, is related to an induced magnetic field generated within the ferromagnetic cores of the 

stator’s armature teeth. During rotation of the rotor hub, the alternating permanent magnet poles rotate past 

the stator armatures (made from highly magnetically susceptible material) and result in an induced magnetic 

field response. As opposite polarity magnets rotate past the stator armatures, the polarity of the induced 

magnetic field within the armatures also alternates to remain in phase with the magnetic field of the 

permanent magnet pairs. The strongest induced magnetic field response occurs whenever there is an 
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alignment of two permanent magnet and two stator armature pairs, as is shown by the orientation of 

permanent magnet pairs 1 and 8, and the stator pairs 1 and 7 in Figure 5.1(b). To reconcile the dynamic 

relationship between the rotating, opposite polarity permanent magnets and the stationary, alternating 

polarity of the induced magnetic field within the armatures, as observed from the stationary magnetometer’s 

frame of reference, a geometric correction factor is required. The frequency of the induced magnetic 

interference signal (FIMF) can be expressed as 

FIMF = (
P

2
) × (

N

2
− (

|P−N|

2
)) × FMR,     (5.3) 

and is a function of the mechanical rotation of the rotor (FMR), the number of permanent magnet poles in 

the rotor (P), the number of armatures in the stator (N), and the geometric correction factor taking into 

account the rotating permanent magnet poles and alternating induced magnetic field of the stator armatures. 

The observed frequency ratio FIMF:FMR for the Tarot T960 – 12N14P PMSM (35:1), the DJI S900 – 24N22P 

PMSM (121:1), and the DJI M600 – 18N20P PMSM (80:1) were found to match Equation 5.3.  

The expected magnetic interference signal relationships (FMR, FPM, and FIMF) for several common PMSM 

configurations are summarized in Table 5.7. The mechanical rotation of a PMSM can be approximated 

under no-load conditions by multiplying the applied voltage (VA) by the PMSMs voltage constant (KV) 

rating (McKeever et al., 2007). However, for this example, an operational mechanical rotation frequency 

of 50 Hz is assumed for all PMSM configurations to demonstrate relative differences between the generated 

interference frequencies. The FPM and FIMF magnetic interference signal relationships are given based on 

the 50 Hz mechanical rotation frequency and Equations 5.2 and 5.3. Depending on the configuration of 

PMSM employed by the UAV, the high-frequency magnetic interference signals can range from 1 to 10s 

of kHz. These kHz frequency magnetic interference signals generated by the multirotor UAV are well above 

the typical frequencies of investigation for aeromagnetic surveys. However, they do potentially pose a 

significant logistical challenge for the development of UAV-borne electromagnetic surveys if proper 

mitigation strategies are not employed.  
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Table 5.7 Frequency relationships FPM and FIMF given a series of common permanent magnetic synchronous 

motor configurations and an assumed in-flight mechanical rotation frequency of ~ 50 Hz. 

Permanent Magnet 

Synchronous Motor 

Configuration 

Mechanical 

Rotation  

FMR (Hz) 

Permanent 

Magnet  

FPM (Hz) 

Induced 

Magnetic Field  

FIMF (Hz) 

Tarot T960 (12N14P) 
≈ VA x KV 

≈ 50  
7 x FMR 

≈ 350 
35 x FMR 

≈ 1,750 

DJI M600 (18N20P) 
≈ VA x KV 

≈ 50 
10 x FMR 

≈ 500 
80 x FMR 

≈ 4,000 

DJI S900 (24N22P) 
≈ VA x KV 

≈ 50 
11 x FMR  

≈ 550 
121 x FMR 

≈ 6,050 

DJI Wind 4 (36N42P) 
≈ VA x KV 

≈ 50 
21 x FMR 

≈ 1,050 
315 x FMR 

≈ 15,750 

An illustration demonstrating the characterized UAV-borne interference signals frequencies superimposed 

with the transmitter, receiver, and standard target frequency ranges of typical UAV-borne magnetic, 

electromagnetic (time domain, frequency domain, very low frequency) and ground penetrating radar 

surveys is presented in Figure 5.12. The transmitter, receiver, and target frequency ranges of UAV-borne 

magnetic, electromagnetic, and ground penetrating radar surveys are compile based on the combined works 

of Eppelbaum and Mishne (2011), Legault (2015), Šipoš and Gleich (2020), Walter et al. (2020), and 

Kolster and Døssing (2021). 
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Figure 5.12 Illustration demonstrating the characterized UAV-borne interference signals frequencies (FMR, 

FPM, FIMF, and FSW) superimposed with the transmitter, receiver, and standard target frequency ranges of 

typical UAV-borne magnetic, electromagnetic (e.g., time domain, frequency domain, very low frequency), 

and ground penetrating radar surveys. 

Throughout the lab-based interference tests the total amplitude of each magnetic interference signal was 

found to be proportional to the specific configuration, geometry, and material properties of the permanent 

magnet pairs and the stator armatures. For both configurations of PMSM tested, the total peak amplitude 

of the magnetic interference was approximately 1000 nT, (2000 nT, peak-to-peak). However, the magnetic 

interference amplitude contributed to the total field by the individual components differed between the 

specific PMSM configurations. For the 12N14P PMSM within tests 1 and 2, the larger ferromagnetic 

armature core of the stator produced a relatively large induced magnetic interference signal (700 nT) when 

compared to the magnetic interference signal produced by the permanent magnet pairs (100 nT). This was 

contrasted by the 24N22P PMSM in test 3, where the permanent magnet pairs produced a larger amplitude 

magnetic interference signal (400 nT) than the induced magnetic interference signal (80 nT). This difference 

is attributed to the smaller and more elongate ferromagnetic armature cores of the 24N22P PMSM and was 
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also observed for the 18N20P PMSM employed in-flight throughout test 4. This demonstrates that the 

amplitude of individual signal components is dependant on the specific configurations, geometries, and 

material properties of the PMSM. For both the 24N22P PMSM (lab-based) and 18N20P PMSM (in-flight), 

which employ similar configurations, geometries, and material properties, the mechanical rotation 

interference signal produced the largest amplitude. For the 24N22P PMSM this signal amplitude was 750 

nT measured at 0.2 m, while for the 18N20P PMSM this signal amplitude was 0.25 nT measured at 3 m.  

Low-frequency mechanical rotations of less than 0.1 Hz were used throughout the lab-based 

characterization tests to distinguish the relationships between the three magnetic interference signals (FMR, 

FPM, and FIMF) that are produced by a PMSM in a motor configuration. The in-flight rotation frequencies of 

PMSMs are ~ 50 Hz, and lead to a full characterisation of the high-frequency electromagnetic interference 

signals. However, the increasing frequencies are difficult to measure as the magnetometer sampling 

frequency is often below the signal frequency. During the fourth in-flight characterization test, the only 

high-frequency magnetic interference signal fully resolved was the ~ 50 Hz mechanical rotation frequency. 

Given the 3 m suspension length of the magnetometer and the specific UAV-borne platform employed, this 

magnetic interference signal had an attenuated amplitude of 0.25 nT. The other magnetic interference signal 

components FPM, FDC1, FDC2 and FIMF were aliased and above the 500 Hz Nyquist frequency. This is in part 

why these high-frequency signals and their relationships have not been understood or explained in previous 

UAV-borne aeromagnetic studies. Most previous in-flight interference characterizations and aeromagnetic 

surveys (Malehmir et al., 2017; Cunningham et al., 2018; Parshin et al., 2018; Parvar et al., 2018; Tuck et 

al., 2019; Walter et al., 2020, and Krishna et al., 2021) were conducted at typical PMSM operational speeds 

(~ 50 Hz), while using total field magnetometers sampling at 10 to 20 Hz. This results in all four magnetic 

interference signals (FMR, FPM, FDC, and FIMF) being inadvertently undersampled, low-pass filtered, and 

aliased in the recorded data. The only magnetic interference signal that can be fully resolved when 

surveying with these lower sampling frequency optically pumped magnetometers, is the magnetometer 
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swinging signal FSW. A full description and method for filtering the magnetometer swinging signal from 

gathered aeromagnetic data was investigated and described in Walter et al. (2019).  

During test 4, a fourth type of electromagnetic interference signal was recorded in the total magnetic field 

data that was not observed in the lab-based characterization tests. This magnetic interference signal is the 

duty cycle (FDC) component and is only observed when the PMSM is in a motor configuration. During the 

in-flight characterization tests the PMSM was electrically commutated by passing an AC current through 

the PMSM solenoids and inducing a magnetic field in the stator armatures. The interaction of this 

electrically induced, rotating magnetic field and the magnetic field produced by the permanent magnets in 

the rotor is the mechanism for driving the PMSM motor. As the permanent magnet synchronous motors’ 

name suggests, the rotating magnetic field generated by the duty cycle, is synchronous to the rotation of the 

rotor (Derammelaere et al., 2016). By alternating the three-phase sinusoidal currents within the stator 

armature and positioning the waveforms 120 electrical degrees apart, a rotating magnetic field is produced 

that drives the synchronous rotation of the rotor (Sahdev, 2018). This duty cycle results in a fourth magnetic 

interference frequency (FDC) that is only present during electrical commutation (motor mode) of the PMSM. 

The reason why this signal was not observed in the lab-based tests 1-3, is because the PMSM was manually 

rotated, in a generator configuration, instead of being electrically commutated by an applied duty cycle in 

a motor configuration.  

The fourth magnetic interference signal frequency produced by the electromagnetic motor’s duty cycle was 

not fully characterized within this study. This was because at the operational mechanical rotation 

frequencies of ~ 50 Hz used during flight, the duty cycle signal(s) was aliased and above the 500 Hz Nyquist 

frequency of the magnetometer. Due to the duty cycle being synchronous to the rotation of the permanent 

magnets and rotor, it is expected that the frequency of the FDC signal is between FPM and FIMF. During the 

spin-up of the PMSMs prior to takeoff as is shown in Figure 5.9, additional magnetic interference signals 

are observed over the course of approximately 2 s before they become undersampled and aliased. These are 

interpreted to be the duty cycle components being direct multiples of the FPM interference signal and below 
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the FIMF interference signal. However, these duty cycle frequency ratios with respect to the mechanical 

rotation frequency (FDC:FMR), still need to be fully characterized using the high sampling rate (1 kHz) total 

field magnetometer, while the UAV’s PMSMs are idling via electrical commutation at a lower rotation 

frequency of ~ 10 Hz. The FDC interference signals would be of more concern to future electromagnetic 

sensor systems incorporated on UAV platforms as opposed to the present aeromagnetic sensors, as these 

FDC signals will be aliased in-flight even when employing a 1 kHz sampling frequency magnetometer. 

Aliasing of the high-frequency magnetic interference signals is inevitable during UAV-borne aeromagnetic 

surveying, but the aliasing effect can be predicted. Throughout characterization tests 2 and 4, where aliasing 

of high-frequency signals occurred, the perceived lower frequency signal was calculated and included in 

Tables 3, 5 and 6. Throughout test 2, the amplitudes of these signals were observed to significantly 

diminished when they became aliased. Notably in test 4, the 4,000 Hz FIMF signal, sampled at 1000 Hz, was 

aliased down to a perceived signal with no amplitude being a direct multiple of the sampling frequency 

employed. The aliasing effect of the higher frequency signals within the gathered data can be predicted 

prior to surveying by applying the relationships developed herein. 

5.6 Conclusions 

Three magnetic interference signals, FMR, FPM, and FIMF, were found to be generated by a permanent magnet 

synchronous motor during manual commutation in a lab setting. The frequency of the PMSMs’ generated 

magnetic interference signals were concluded to be directly proportional to the mechanical rotation 

frequency of the rotor. The lowest-frequency magnetic interference signal observed (FMR) was directly 

synchronous to the rotors mechanical rotation frequency, while the highest-frequency magnetic interference 

signal observed (FIMF) was between one or two orders of magnitude greater than the mechanical rotation 

frequency, depending on the PMSM configuration. It was determined that as more stator armatures and 

permanent magnet pairs are incorporated in the design of UAV PMSMs, there are proportionally higher-

frequency magnetic interference signals that are generated. This relationship was determined through 

experimental observations and mathematically characterized. These two mathematical relationships can be 
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used to determine the expected frequencies of the generated magnetic interference signals for any given 

PMSM configuration and applied mechanical rotation frequency. The mathematical relationships were 

found to hold true at higher, operational frequencies (~ 50 Hz) of the PMSMs.  

During the in-flight magnetic interference characterization tests employing a 1 kHz sampling frequency 

magnetometer, only the FMR component was resolved, with all other magnetic interference signals (FPM, 

FDC, and FIMF) generated by the PMSMs being above the magnetometers 500 Hz Nyquist frequency and 

consequently aliased to lower frequencies. This aliasing effect is why these high-frequency magnetic 

interference signals have not been characterized in detail for UAV-borne aeromagnetic surveying 

applications up until this investigation. Given a magnetometer suspension length of 3 m and the specific 

UAV-borne platform employed throughout this test, the amplitude of the FMR component was attenuated to 

approximately 0.25 nT. In summary, the evaluation shown herein should be conducted to characterize the 

interference signals of specific UAV-borne aeromagnetic systems prior to conducting surveys. In addition, 

the high-frequency interference signals observed have the potential to impact towed UAV-borne 

electromagnetic receivers. Hence, characterization tests like these are recommended for characterizing such 

UAV-borne electromagnetic systems. 
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Chapter 6 

High-Resolution Unmanned Aerial Vehicle 

Aeromagnetic Surveys for Mineral Exploration Targets 

Chapter 6 has been published as: 

Walter, C., Braun, A., and Fotopoulos, G., 2020, High-resolution unmanned aerial vehicle aeromagnetic 

surveys for mineral exploration targets: Geophysical Prospecting, 68, no. 1, pp. 334-349. DOI: 

10.1111/1365-2478.12914. 

 

6.1 Abstract 

Recent advancements in geophysical exploration have been realized through reliably integrating unmanned 

aerial vehicle platforms with lightweight, high-resolution magnetometer payloads. Unmanned aerial vehicle 

aeromagnetic surveys can provide a contemporary data product between the two end-members of coverage 

and resolution attained using manned airborne and terrestrial magnetic surveys. This new data product is 

achievable because unmanned aerial vehicle platforms can safely traverse with magnetometer payloads at 

flight elevations closer to ground targets than manned airborne surveys, while also delivering an increased 

coverage rate compared to walking conventional terrestrial surveys. This is a promising new development 

for geophysical and mineral exploration applications, especially in variable terrains. A three-dimensional 

unmanned aerial vehicle aeromagnetic survey was conducted within the Shebandowan Greenstone Belt, 

northwest of Thunder Bay, Ontario, Canada, in July 2017.  A series of two-dimensional grids (~ 500 m x 

700 m) were flown at approximate elevations of 35 m, 45 m and 70 m above ground level using a Dà-Jiāng 

Innovations multi-rotor unmanned aerial vehicle (S900) and a GEM Systems, Inc. Potassium Vapour 

Magnetometer (GSMP-35U). In total, over 48 line-km’s of unmanned aerial vehicle aeromagnetic data 
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were flown with a line spacing of 25 m. The collected aeromagnetic data were compared to a regional 

heliborne aeromagnetic survey flown at an elevation of approximately 85 m above the terrain, with a line 

spacing of 100 m, as well as a follow-up terrestrial magnetic survey. The first vertical derivative of the 

gathered unmanned aerial vehicle total magnetic field data was calculated both directly between each of 

the different flight elevations, and indirectly by calculating the values predicted using upward continuation. 

This case study demonstrates that low flight elevation unmanned aerial vehicle aeromagnetic surveys can 

reliably collect industry standard total magnetic field measurements at an increased resolution when 

compared to manned airborne magnetic surveys. The enhanced interpretation potential provided by this 

approach also aided in delineating structural controls and hydrothermal fluid migration pathways (a pair of 

adjacent shear zones) related to gold mineralization on site. These structural features were not clearly 

resolved in the regional manned airborne magnetic data alone, further demonstrating the utility of applying 

high-resolution unmanned aerial vehicle aeromagnetic surveys to mineral exploration applications. The 

conclusions and interpretations drawn from the unmanned aerial vehicle aeromagnetic data, coupled with 

historical data, were applied to make a new gold mineralization discovery on the site, assayed at 15.7 g/t. 

6.2 Introduction 

Magnetic surveys applied in the mineral exploration industry passively sense the total magnetic intensity 

(TMI) of an area of interest and are regarded as one of the most cost effective and widely used methods for 

discovering and delineating potential economic mineral deposits (Airo, 2015). The traditional exploration 

platforms used to collect total magnetic field data include high coverage, but low resolution manned 

airborne surveys, and high resolution, but low coverage terrestrial surveys (Everett, 2013). Since the second 

world war, there have been relatively few innovative advancements with respect to these magnetic 

exploration platforms, as ships, manned aircraft, and terrestrial vehicles were all used for magnetometry. 

The surveying design parameters of these traditional platforms have also remained fixed due to their 

physical constraints to a 2-D surveying space, where manned aircraft survey at one flight elevation above 

the ground (~ 100 m) and terrestrial surveys take place on the ground. This results in both traditional 
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surveying platforms providing unique magnetic data products at opposite ends of the resolution and 

coverage spectrum that do not overlap. Newly proven unmanned aerial vehicle (UAV) aeromagnetic 

surveys have the potential to bridge these gaps in both resolution and coverage, while also increasing the 

safety of surveying personnel and providing a more economically viable solution within a diverse market.  

Within the past decade, the development of UAV-borne aeromagnetic surveys has demonstrated a higher 

rate of coverage than terrestrial magnetic surveys i.e., at speeds of 10 m/s (Cunningham, 2016), while also 

providing a higher resolution than manned airborne surveys i.e., < 35 m from the target surface (Walter et 

al., 2019), as depicted in Figure 6.1. This new spatial and temporal scale can provide a contemporary data 

product between the existing two end-members of coverage and resolution in current magnetic surveys, 

especially for smaller to medium scale projects on the order of 1-10s km2.  

 

Figure 6.1 Diagram showing the coverage and resolution capabilities of manned airborne and terrestrial 

magnetic surveys compared to the capabilities of UAV-borne aeromagnetic surveys. The yellow line 

represents the possible coverage and resolution ranges of UAV-borne aeromagnetic surveys, depending 

primarily on the flight elevation (resolution) and flight speed (coverage). 

Instances where magnetometer payloads have been integrated with a UAV platform are shown in the studies 

of: (Parvar, 2016; Wood, 2016; Malehmir et al., 2017; Walter et al., 2017; Cunningham et al., 2018; Parvar 

et al., 2018; and Walter et al., 2019). However, there are limited case studies published to date that directly 
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compare the resolution capabilities between manned airborne, UAV-borne and terrestrial magnetic data 

over a known mineral exploration target. Within this realization, a UAV-borne aeromagnetic case study 

was flown to quantify and assess the achievable resolution and data quality at different flight elevations, 

comparing these with a regional scale, manned heliborne aeromagnetic survey previously flown over the 

same site. An additional terrestrial magnetic survey was conducted to verify and ground truth the magnetic 

features sensed by the UAV-borne aeromagnetic survey. Herein, the surveying methodology, logistics and 

gathered UAV-borne aeromagnetic data are discussed to outline the potential benefits and applications of 

conducting low flight elevation, high-resolution, UAV-borne aeromagnetic surveys.  

6.3 Field Site 

6.3.1 Geology of the Survey Area 

The UAV-borne aeromagnetic survey was conducted throughout the week of July 10 to 14, 2017, 120 km 

Northwest of Thunder Bay, Ontario, Canada. The survey area, shown with a purple outline in Figure 6.2, 

is located approximately 1 km west of Moss Lake, hosted within the Shebandowan Greenstone Belt and 

separated from the Quatico Subprovince (metasedimentary belt) to the North by the Boundary Fault Zone 

(Chorlton, 1987; Osmani, 1993). The dominant geologic units within the survey area include: intermediate 

to mafic metavolcanic rocks, intermediate to felsic metavolcanic rocks, chemical metasedimentary rocks 

(banded iron formation), clastic metasedimentary rocks and mafic to ultramafic intrusive rocks. On a 

regional scale, the steeply dipping (> 75°) metamorphosed geologic units of the Shebandowan Greenstone 

Belt and the Quatico Metasedimentary Belt dominantly strike Northeast-Southwest (40°/220°), as described 

by (Osmani, 1997). Regional and local scale shear zones a part of the Shebandowan Greenstone Belt also 

dominantly strike approximately (40°/220°). A secondary set of shear zones is known to crosscut this 

dominant structural trend within the area. These secondary shear zones range in their orientation, striking 

between approximately East-West (90°/270°) to Southeast-Northwest (135°/305°). Late intrusive rocks 
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within the Shebandowan Greenstone Belt are felsic to mafic in composition, with an example being the 

stock of granite-syenite surrounding Moss Lake in the Northeast.  

 

Figure 6.2 A 4 km x 4 km regional geologic map of the Moss Lake area modified after (Osmani, 1997). 

The 500 m x 700 m survey area where the UAV-borne aeromagnetic survey occurred is outlined by the 

purple rectangle. The coordinates (0 ,0) correspond to UTM zone 15 U, coordinates of (663000 m E, 

5377000 m N).  

The Shebandowan Greenstone Belt exhibits numerous occurrences of gold and silver mineralization which 

are dominantly hosted in vein/replacement type deposits, closely related to primary and secondary structural 

trends. The area of interest occurs within the Huronian Gold Project, a mineral exploration target presently 

owned by Kesselrun Resources Ltd. Previous mining operations on this site were conducted under the 

names of Kerry, Moss and Ardeen Mines, as well as many other smaller ventures since 1871 when gold 

was first discovered on the site (Watson, 1929; Harris, 1970). Extensive exploration and mining activities 
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have been conducted surrounding the Moss Lake area since the 1930s, when industrialized production of 

the site began. The previous mineralization occurred within a gold bearing quartz vein hosted by a heavily 

sheared zone of intermediate to mafic metavolcanic rocks (Harris, 1970; Chorlton, 1987). In general, the 

quartz vein is parallel to the structure of the shear zone and the schistosity of the altered intermediate to 

mafic metavolcanics (chlorite schist). The vein is not continuous, but forms lenses within the shear zone, 

from ~ 1-60 m long that are arranged in an en echelon manner with ends over lapping (Harris, 1970).  The 

strike length of the mined auriferous vein system extended laterally for ~ 750 m and extend vertically down 

to depths of ~ 375 m in the mine workings. The approximate gold grade of the mined ore ranged between 

1.7 g/t to 5.5 g/t according to compiled assays in Harris (1970).   

6.3.2 Regional Aeromagnetic Data 

A regional aeromagnetic survey was conducted in 2004 by Geotech Ltd. throughout the western extent of 

the Shebandowan Greenstone Belt for the Ontario Geological Survey. The data were published as part of 

the Ontario Geological Survey– Geophysical Data Set 1241 (Ontario Geological Survey 2014). A 4 km x 

4 km gridded section of the residual magnetic field data is presented in Figure 6.3. The Northeast-Southwest 

trend of warmer colors, with a positive residual magnetic field intensity (RMI), approximately outlines the 

extent of the mafic and ultramafic metavolcanic units within the Shebandowan Greenstone Belt. The 

northern section of negative RMI values is due to the sharp transition into the Quatico Metasedimentary 

Belt, crossing the Boundary Shear Zone. The southern section of negative residual field values is due to a 

transition into the intermediate to felsic metavolcanic rocks, a part of the Shebandowan Greenstone Belt. 

The dominant positive RMI feature within the Moss Lake area is a discontinuous banded iron formation 

(BIF) observed extending from approximately (0 m E, 1000 m N) in the southwest to (3000 m E, 4000 m 

N) in the Northeast. The extent of the UAV-borne aeromagnetic survey (outlined in purple) is located north 

and west of the iron formation, targeting a relatively lower amplitude, positive RMI anomaly trend also 

striking approximately (40°/220°). This magnetic anomaly trend occurs adjacent and parallel to the known 
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gold mineralization zone. Resolving this magnetic feature at a higher resolution, aids in better 

understanding the primary and secondary structural controls of mineralization on site.  

 

Figure 6.3 The 4 km x 4 km gridded regional heliborne aeromagnetic survey modified after Ontario 

Geological Survey, Geophysical Data Set 1241. The 500 m x 700 m survey area of the UAV-borne 

aeromagnetic survey is outlined by the purple rectangle. The coordinates (0 ,0) correspond to UTM zone 

15 U, coordinates of (663000 m E, 5377000 m N). 

The magnetic sensor used throughout the regional-scale heliborne survey was a cesium vapour optically 

pumped magnetometer which provided a sampling frequency of 10 Hz and a sensitivity of 0.02 nT (Ontario 

Geological Survey, 2014). The magnetometer used in the heliborne aeromagnetic survey and the UAV-

borne aeromagnetic survey (a potassium vapour magnetometer) are both optically pumped vapour 
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magnetometers, providing similar specifications and limiting variability when comparing measurements 

between the two data sets. The helicopter platform flew over the area of interest at approximately 100 m 

flight elevation (standard deviation of 6.5 m) with the magnetometer suspended 15 m below the aircraft, 

making the nominal flight elevation of the magnetometer approximately 85 m AGL. The flight lines of the 

survey were conducted perpendicular (310°/130°) to the dominant regional trend in the area. The flight 

speed of the helicopter was approximately 30 m/s, which provided a sampling interval of approximately 3 

m along the survey lines. The survey was conducted with a line spacing of 100 m and no tie lines where 

flown over the 500 m x 700 m UAV-borne aeromagnetic surveying area (Ontario Geological Survey, 2014). 

6.4 Materials, Methods, and Survey Design 

6.4.1 Unmanned aerial vehicle platform and survey parameters 

The platform used for the UAV-borne aeromagnetic survey was a DJI S900 multi-rotor UAV, as shown in 

Figure 6.4. It was equipped with an A2 flight controller and compatible with the DJI Ground Station 4.1 

software, allowing for flight lines to be planned prior to take-off at the ground station. The pre-programmed 

flights were conducted at a speed of ~ 7.5 m/s along ~ 700 m long lines. Three individual grids (~ 500 m x 

700 m) of magnetic data were flown at elevations of 70 m, 45 m, and 35 m AGL. Twenty parallel survey 

lines trending North - South were flown with an approximate 25 m line separation at each elevation. The 

survey lines were flown in an approximate (0°/180°) orientation attempting to resolve secondary structural 

features to the main regional trend (40°/220°), suspected by the property owners and mentioned in 

(Chorlton, 1987; Osmani, 1997) to be striking approximately (90°/270°) in the area.  

Five individual flights were required per elevation level to gather the TMI data, totalling fifteen flights for 

all three elevations. In addition, two flights were required to gather the tie lines at the lowest flight elevation 

of 35 m using a line spacing of 50 m. The standard deviation of the flight elevations ranged from 

approximately 2 to 2.5 m depending on the wind conditions. This included whether the UAV was flying 

upwind, downwind or through a crosswind. The UAV flight elevation was independently verified with an 
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onboard GPS and with laser altimeter measurements during the takeoff and landing maneuverers over flat 

ground. Overall, the flight endurance of the UAV was approximately twelve minutes, using a 10,000 mAh 

battery and approximately fifteen minutes, using a 16,000 mAh battery. In total, over 48 line-km of data 

were collected within a 7-hour period.  

 

Figure 6.4 UAV-borne platform, data acquisition system and semi-rigidly mounted potassium vapour 

magnetometer during a test flight on February 22, 2017. 
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6.4.2 Potassium Vapour Magnetometer and Payload 

The magnetic sensor used during surveying was a GEM Systems Inc. GSMP-35U potassium vapour 

magnetometer composed of an electrical console and magnetometer sensor.  The magnetometer electrical 

console was balanced and rigidly secured directly to the frame of the multi-rotor UAV. The magnetometer 

sensor head was semi-rigidly mounted to the UAV, as described in (Walter et al., 2019), and suspended 3 

m below the airframe. The semi-rigid mount ensures that the yaw axis of the magnetometer is rigidly fixed 

to the yaw axis of the UAV in flight, aiding in magnetometer stability. The semi-rigid mount also preserves 

the rotation independence between the pitch and roll axes of the magnetometer and UAV, protecting the 

flight stability and efficiency of the UAV. Previous studies such as (Wells, 2008; Forrester, 2011; 

Cunningham, 2016; Parvar, 2016; and Tuck et al., 2018) have investigated the magnetic signals produced 

by various UAVs and provide guidelines and considerations for sensor placement. Studies such as (Parvar, 

2016; Malehmir et al., 2017; Walter et al., 2017; Parvar et al., 2018; and Walter et al., 2019) have all 

concluded that minimal platform magnetic signal interference occurs when a GSMP-35U potassium vapour 

magnetometer is suspended at or greater than 3 m below a DJI S900 multi-rotor UAV. To build upon these 

generic offset distance guidelines, a refined methodology was applied to specifically quantify the 

magnetometer offset distance at which the magnetic interference signals generated by the DJI S900 

multirotor UAV attenuated below the GSMP-35U magnetometer’s sensitivity threshold. 

This methodology involved conducting background magnetic field noise tests with the GSMP-35U in a 

fixed position and away from sources of magnetic interference. These measurements consistently 

demonstrated that the achieved resolvability threshold of the GSMP-35U in the field setting was 

approximately 0.014 nT, Root Mean Square Deviation (RMSD) at 10Hz. This achieved resolvability is an 

order of magnitude less sensitive than the manufacture’s datasheet sensitivity specification of 0.3 pT/Hz 

(0.003 nT at 10Hz). Multiple offset tests conducted using this methodology determined that the magnetic 

interference signal generated by the DJI S900, hovering with a simulated 2.2 kg magnetometer payload, 

had sufficiently attenuated below the measured resolution threshold of the GSMP-35U (0.014 nT) at 3 m. 
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Therefore, the magnetometer was suspended at this established offset distance of 3 m and an RMI correction 

used specifically for the UAV’s magnetic interference signal was not required. If the magnetometer was 

placed closer to the UAV and within the determined offset distance (within the magnetometers resolvability 

threshold of 0.014 nT) a magnetic compensation methodology would have had to be applied to correct for 

the permanent, induced and eddy current components of the magnetic interference generated by the UAV. 

It is important to note that this offset distance is only valid for the DJI S900 and the GSMP-35U 

magnetometer combination with a 2.2 kg payload, as other platform and sensor combinations must be 

assessed prior to the survey to determine their minimum offset distance. 

In addition to the main magnetometer payload, a data acquisition system was incorporated to collect and 

store the magnetic field and positional measurements. The data acquisition system included a real-time, 

single-frequency (L1) GPS receiver (U-blox EVK-7), laser altimeter (Lightware SF-11), on-board 

computer (Raspberry Pi 2) and external 5 V battery pack. In total, the combined magnetometer payload, 

specialized mount and data acquisition system weighed 2.2 kg. Most of the payload weight (~ 1.5 kg) is 

accounted for by the magnetometer and electrical cabling. All on-board sensors collected data at or above 

10 Hz resulting in an observation density of over one point per meter along survey lines. A base station 

magnetometer (GEM Systems Inc. GSM-19T) was set up in a magnetically quiet location, to measure the 

diurnal variations of the Earth’s magnetic field. Following acquisition, the magnetic data were processed 

to calculate the residual magnetic field and first vertical derivative. 

To keep the optically pumped magnetometer correctly oriented with respect to the Earth’s magnetic field 

vector (Inclination: 74° N, Declination: 2.5° W) at the surveying site (International Geomagnetic Reference 

Field 2018) and to ensure that continuous magnetic measurements were collected, the procedure and 

conclusions outlined in (Walter et al., 2019) was applied. This resulted in ~ 95% of the collected magnetic 

data points being locked and within the industry standard 4th difference cut-off of ± 0.05 nT (Coyle et al., 

2014).  
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6.4.3 Conditions of Survey Area 

The Moss Lake area is densely vegetated being on the southern edge of the boreal forest, with the tallest 

trees in the area reaching approximately 20 m – 25 m AGL. A minimum flight elevation of 35 m for the 

magnetometer was maintained to ensure these naturally occurring obstructions were avoided. Topography 

of the site is typical of shield terrain and includes steep cliffs, broad hills and elongated valleys filled with 

flowing and/or standing bodies of water. The topographic relief in the area ranged from approximately 435 

m to 475 m above sea level (ASL). The end of the access road to the survey area culminated in a trench off 

area (~ 15 m x 30 m) on top of a ridge acting as an ideal take-off and landing location from which to conduct 

flight operations. The relatively high elevation of this point, coupled with the lack of vegetation on the 

horizon, allowed for a visual line-of-sight to be maintained out to approximately 700 m to the North. 

Keeping the UAV within a visual line-of-sight in densely forested and remote areas is presently one of the 

major regulatory challenges and limitations hindering these types of non-invasive operations within 

Canada.  

Weather conditions on the principal surveying day (July 14, 2017) were calm, warm, and sunny, 

transitioning into an overcast sky with a gradual westerly wind throughout the day. Historical weather data 

gathered at the Thunder Bay International Airport (Government of Canada, 2018) recorded an average wind 

speed of 3.5 m/s from the West, with gusts up to 5 m/s on July 14, 2017. 

6.4.4 Follow-up Terrestrial Magnetic Survey 

A terrestrial magnetic survey was conducted in early April 2019 to compare with the previously flown 

manned airborne and UAV-borne aeromagnetic data. A diagram comparing the relative elevations above 

the ground for each of the five magnetic surveys is presented in Figure 6.5. A GEM Systems Inc. GSM-

19T walking magnetometer, with an absolute accuracy of +/- 0.2 nT was used to conduct the survey, while 

a second GSM-19T was used as a base station. The terrestrial magnetic survey took place in early April so 

that the various marshes, swamps and standing bodies of water, accounting for approximately 50% of the 
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landcover on site, would be frozen and snow covered. This allowed the water bodies of the site to be 

traversed with relative ease by the operators. Cut survey lines were not provided, so accessing the site 

during a time of limited vegetation growth and without swarming insects was another benefit. Even with 

the benefits of conducting the survey during this time of the year, there were numerous steep cliff faces 

running parallel to the dominant structural trend which prevent the use of properly spaced grid lines and 

resulted in a wondering traverse throughout most of the surveying area.  

 

Figure 6.5 Diagram showing the elevation above the ground where each of the manned airborne (85 m), 

UAV-borne (70 m, 45 m, & 35 m) and terrestrial (2 m) magnetic surveys were conducted.   

Site conditions throughout the two weeks of terrestrial surveying (April 1-14, 2019) varied drastically day 

to day. Original ground conditions saw 1 m of snowpack with an icy cap layer that allowed for ideal 

surveying conditions when temperature remained around -10 C°. Operators during these times could remain 

on top of the snowpack and traverse with relative ease over the frozen water bodies. A warm front (10 C°) 

with heavy rain moved through the area towards the end of the first week and drastically changed site 

conditions. Due to this warm front, snowpack no longer held operators’ weight and most frozen low-lying 

areas began to fill with runoff and melt water, effectively ceasing terrestrial operations over a large area of 
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the site. Overall, the varying terrain, steep cliffs, lack of cut lines, dense vegetation, unfavourable weather 

conditions and need to circumnavigate numerous water bodies made it a challenge to plan and conduct the 

terrestrial magnetic survey. This type of terrain and surveying conditions exemplify where UAV-borne 

aeromagnetic surveys can provide a logistical advantage for exploration projects. 

6.5 Results 

6.5.1 Unmanned Aerial Vehicle Total Magnetic Intensity Data Quality 

Throughout the UAV-borne aeromagnetic survey, a DJI S900 multi-rotor UAV, a magnetometer 

suspension length of 3 m below the platform, and a total payload weight of 2.2 kg were used. For these 

surveying parameters, the electromagnetic interference generated by the UAV was not sensed by the 

suspended magnetometer throughout all flight maneuvers, as the magnetic field produced by the UAV had 

sufficiently attenuated below the achieved resolution threshold of the GSMP-35U magnetometer, measured 

to be 0.014 nT during background magnetic field noise tests prior to the survey. This is demonstrated within 

a profile of the gathered TMI data as shown in Figure 6.6, where high-frequency TMI variations are not 

present in either the flight lines or the corners. The calculated fourth difference of the TMI also demonstrates 

a low overall noise level in the collected data, where all values are within the ± 0.05 nT industry standard 

cut-off (green rectangle) (Coyle et al., 2014).  
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Figure 6.6 Profile of the UAV-borne total magnetic field data at a flight elevation of 35 m, demonstrating 

the TMI obtained along two adjacent 700 m long survey lines (blue) and throughout two corners (red). The 

calculated fourth difference of the magnetic data is plotted below with the green rectangle highlighting the 

industry standard of ± 0.05 nT for aeromagnetic surveys (Coyle et al., 2014). 

6.5.2 Unmanned Aerial Vehicle Residual Magnetic Intensity Data 

Residual magnetic intensity maps of the Moss Lake area were produced for the manned airborne flight 

elevation of 85 m and the three UAV flight elevations of 70 m, 45 m, and 35 m. These respective 

aeromagnetic maps are shown in Figure 6.7(a), (b), (c), and (d), presented in local grid coordinates, where 

(0 m E, 0 m N) corresponds to NAD 83 UTM Zone 15 U, coordinates of (664200 m E, 5378600 m N). The 

colorscale range is identical in all maps to highlight the changes in resolution and sensitivity between each 

flight elevation. The flight lines for each survey are plotted using dots with a red center and black outline. 

The magnetic feature targeted from the regional heliborne aeromagnetic map was a broad, positive magnetic 

anomaly striking approximately 40°/220°, as shown in Figure 6.7(a). The larger, positive amplitude 

magnetic signal located in the lower Southeast corner of the study area is due to a section of the banded 

iron formation and was not the target of this survey. The residual amplitude of the main targeted anomaly 

sensed during the 85 m flight elevation was approximately 425 nT. When comparing this to the spatially  
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(a)                                                                      (b) 

  

(c)                                                                      (d) 

  

Figure 6.7 (a) RMI map produced from the regional heliborne survey conducted at an 85 m flight elevation 

AGL and a 100 m line spacing. (b) UAV-borne RMI map produced from a flight elevation of 70 m AGL, 

(c) 45 m AGL, and (d) 35 m AGL, all using an approximate line spacing of 25 m. The crosslines at the 35 

m flight elevation were flown with a line spacing of approximately 60 m. The flight lines of each survey 

are plotted using dots with a red center and black outline.  
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corresponding magnetic signature sensed at the flight elevations of 70 m, 45 m and 35 m, there was an RMI 

amplitude increase to approximately 450 nT, 600 nT, and 725 nT, for each respective decrease in flight 

elevation.  

The 45 m and 35 m UAV-borne RMI maps (Figure 6.7(c) and Figure 6.7(d)) were able to resolve two 

distinct positive RMI anomaly trends separated by a relatively negative trend in between. The more northern 

RMI trend extends throughout the entire map area, while the second adjacent, positive RMI trend, located 

approximately 200 m south of the first, attenuates around (200 m E, 200 m N).  This contrasts the magnetic 

data sensed at the 85 m and 70 m flight elevations, where the observed magnetic signal amplitude is reduced, 

and the anomaly shapes have broadened such that the two independent anomaly peaks are fused together. 

The resolution of the magnetic data collected at these higher elevations (both the 25 m line spacing UAV-

borne data and the 100 m line spacing heliborne data) makes a precise interpretation of the anomaly(ies) 

more uncertain. Hence, gathering UAV-borne aeromagnetic data closer to targets increased the resolution 

and amplitude of the measured magnetic field values, leading to higher-quality data products and allowing 

for improved interpretations.  

6.5.3 Geologic, Topographic, and Optical Data 

Additional data from the 500 m x 700 m UAV-borne magnetic survey area were compiled including 

simplified local geology, a digital elevation model (DEM) and satellite imagery. The simplified local 

geology, modified after (Osmani, 1997), is presented in Figure 6.8, showing intermediate to mafic 

metavolcanic rocks, mafic and ultramafic intrusive rocks and chemical metasedimentary rocks. A pair of 

adjacent shear zones (A and B) striking approximately (40°/220°) marks the boundary between the 

intermediate to mafic metavolcanics and the mafic and ultramafic intrusive rocks in the area. The southern 

shear zone is known to be spatially correlated and hosting the mineralization structure (gold-bearing quartz 

vein) on site as discussed in detail within (Watson, 1929; Harris, 1970; and Chorlton, 1987).  
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Figure 6.8 Local geological map of the Moss Lake area modified after (Osmani, 1997), showing a pair of 

shear zones (A & B), separated by approximately 200 m, striking 40°/220° through the study area.   

The two shear zones have clear topographic expressions, appearing as lineaments in the UAV-borne DEM, 

shown in Figure 6.9(a). The DEM was derived from the processed UAV-borne laser altimeter data and was 

comparable to both the regional ~ 30 m DEM from the Canadian Digital Elevation Data (CDED) and the ~ 

100 m heliborne DEM. The UAV-borne laser altimeter data was processed to remove non-ground returns 

(treetop canopy, branches, and other foliage) and low-intensity returns over open bodies of water. The two 

shear zones (dashed purple lines) and their topographic depressions are visible in the DigitalGlobe 

WorldView-1 satellite imagery of the Moss Lake area taken in August 2016, as shown in Figure 6.9(b). 
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            (a)                                                                  (b)  

   

Figure 6.9 (a) The UAV-born DEM of the Moss Lake area showing the topographic depressions of the two 

shear zones. The topography of the area varied from approximately 435 m to 475 m ASL. (b) Satellite 

imagery of the UAV-borne survey area with the interpreted shear zone outlines (A & B, purple dashed 

lines) georeferenced from (Osmani, 1997).  

Through comparing the gathered 35 m flight elevation UAV-borne magnetic data with the geologic, 

topographic and optical data, it becomes clear that the two targeted trends of magnetic highs correspond 

structurally to the pair of adjacent shear zones. Figure 6.10 demonstrates the spatial correlation between the 

positive magnetic anomalies, the mapped extent of the shear zones (purple dashed lines A and B), the 

topographic expressions of the shear zones and their visual extent. This is most noticeable in the northern 

shear zone where the positive magnetic anomaly is spatially correlated with its entire length. This is not the 

case for the southern shear zone, where the magnetic signature only extends to approximately (200 m E, 

200 m N), while both the visual extent and topographic expression continue towards the Northeast. The 

direct spatial correlation between the shear zones and the magnetic anomalies were not previously 

understood from the airborne magnetic data alone and provided an enhanced structural interpretation of the 

area of interest.  

A 

B 
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Figure 6.10 The 35 m flight elevation UAV-borne aeromagnetic map and the georeferenced extent of the 

two mapped shear zones (A & B, purple dashed lines), demonstrating the spatial correlation between the 

magnetic field readings and the extent of the shear zones. Note: The southern shear zone (B) does not have 

a resolvable total magnetic field signature associated with the north-eastern extent, above (200 m E, 200 m 

N).  
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A known secondary shear structure striking approximately 45°/225° (purple dashed line C, Figure 6.10) 

was resolved in the 35 m and 45 m UAV-borne aeromagnetic surveys, where the magnetic signature related 

to shear zone (B) curls towards the East and terminates. This relatively small and localized magnetic feature 

occurs along trend of the known secondary shear structure that hosts a gold mineralization occurrence. This 

known mineralization structure (C) was previously trenched and sampled by the property owners prior to 

the UAV-borne survey being conducted. The magnetic signature associated with this secondary shear zone 

(C) is only present where it intersects with the primary shear structure (B) and is not resolvable further 

north along the shear zone within the mafic metavolcanic rocks. This magnetic feature at the intersection 

of shear zones (B) and (C) was not observed in the aeromagnetic data collected at the 85 m or 70 m flight 

elevations, further demonstrating the resolution and sensitivity benefits of low flight elevation UAV-borne 

aeromagnetic data.  

6.5.4 Unmanned Aerial Vehicle First Vertical Derivative Data 

The first vertical derivative magnetic map, created by calculating the vertical gradient between the 35 m 

and 45 m flight elevation UAV-borne magnetic data, provides a further increase in resolution, as shown in 

Figure 6.11. This magnetic map was the only airborne product able to resolve the North-eastern structural 

trace of shear zone B, (dashed purple line). The magnetic signature associated to the known secondary shear 

structure (C), striking approximately (45°/225°), is outlined in greater detail occurring at the intersection 

with shear zone (B). The increased resolution and sensitivity of the low flight elevation UAV-borne 

aeromagnetic survey also resolved and highlighted a previously undiscovered magnetic structural trend (D) 

between shear zones (A) and (B). The interpretation of this structure, directly from the UAV-borne first 

vertical derivative map, led to a new gold discovery assayed at 15.7 g/t along this previously unidentified 

mineralized shear zone. 
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Figure 6.11 The first vertical derivative map calculated from the 35 m and 45 m UAV-borne magnetic data 

(valid at 40 m flight elevation), compiled with the mapped and interpreted extent of shear zones (A, B, C, 

and D, purple dashed lines). Note: The southern shear zone (B) has a resolvable signature associated with 

the north-eastern extent and a previously unknown shear zone and mineralization structure (D) was 

interpreted between shear zones (A & B). 
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6.5.5 Terrestrial Magnetic Data 

A residual magnetic intensity plot of the Moss Lake area was produced from the terrestrial magnetic data 

and is shown in Figure 6.12. The terrestrial data outlines the location and extent of shear zones (A) and (B) 

with crosscuts of the structures throughout the study area. The terrestrial magnetic data was also able to 

verify the positive RMI structure observed at the intersection of shear zones (B) and (C), as well as the 

localized and discontinuous positive RMI structures along the newly discovered shear zone (D).  

These discontinuous positive RMI signatures located along shear zone (D) overlap and match the magnetic 

features sensed in the UAV-borne aeromagnetic first vertical derivative map. This is illustrated in Figure 

6.13, where the terrestrial magnetic plot is overlain on the UAV-borne first vertical derivative map. The 

comparison of the terrestrial and UAV-borne first vertical derivative data provided in Figure 6.13, 

demonstrates a striking similarity in the resolvability, position, and extent of these positive RMI signatures 

where the two datasets overlap. Overall, the terrestrial magnetic data was able to verify the shapes and 

extents of the positive RMI structures observed and interpreted in the UAV-borne aeromagnetic survey. 
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Figure 6.12 The terrestrial magnetic dataset conducted over 5 days in April 2019. 
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Figure 6.13 The first vertical derivative map calculated from the 35 m and 45 m UAV-borne magnetic data 

compiled with the follow-up terrestrial magnetic survey. Note: The terrestrial magnetic survey verifies the 

location of the magnetic features observed along each of the interpreted shear zones (A, B, C, and D) from 

the UAV-borne first vertical derivative map. The colorbar for the first vertical derivative data is in the top-

right while the colorbar for the terrestrial magnetic data is in the bottom-right of the figure. 
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6.5.6 Upward Continuation of the Unmanned Aerial Vehicle Magnetic Data 

Although the first vertical derivative was directly measured as part of this case study by flying a sequential 

series of UAV-borne aeromagnetic grids at multiple flight elevations, this is not a practical, nor efficient 

surveying practice for industrial applications. The reason is that upward continuation starting from the same 

35 m UAV-borne flight elevation could have provided near identical vertical gradient results and residual 

magnetic intensity grids without having to fly the additional two survey heights. The exercise of flying near 

identical grids at multiple flight elevations over the same area within this case study was conducted to 

empirically verify the process of upward continuation on a vertical scale of less than 100 m, while over 

variable and complex geological terrain. The 35 m flight elevation UAV-borne data were upward continued 

to 45 m, 70 m, and 85 m AGL using a 2-dimensional, algorithm within the wave-number domain. Through 

comparing the upward continued data at the 45 m, 70 m, and 85 m flight elevations, with the data that were 

physically collected by the UAV and manned helicopter from these flight elevations, it was found that each 

of the respective data sets were comparable. This is illustrated in Figure 6.14, where the upward continued 

residual magnetic intensity grids and the differences between the upward continued and directly measured 

magnetic fields are demonstrated for the 45 m and 70 m UAV-borne flight elevations. This empirically 

confirms that there is not a direct benefit of conducting multiple flight elevation UAV-borne aeromagnetic 

surveys for industrial applications and that upward continuation is a practical and valid method to calculate 

vertical gradients as has been standard practice throughout industry. 
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(a)                                                                      (b) 

   

(c)                                                                       (d) 

    

Figure 6.14 The 35 m flight elevation residual magnetic intensity grid upward continued to (a) 45 m AGL, 

and (b) 70 m AGL. The difference between the upward continued residual magnetic intensity grid 

subtracted from the directly measured residual magnetic intensity grid at (c) 45 m flight elevation, and (d) 

70 m flight elevation.  
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The differences that do occur between the upward continued data and the data physically measured at all 

three flight elevations was within the margin of error (+/- 2.5 m) associated to the accuracy of the UAV’s 

GPS elevation measurements throughout all surveys. This results in a possible error up to ~ ± 25 nT over 

the positive vertical magnetic gradient areas (~ +10 nT/m) within the 35 m flight elevation dataset alone 

and is compounded when including the same margin of error (+/- 2.5 m) associated with the higher UAV-

borne flight elevations. Further error exceeding this ± 25 nT threshold is present below the 100 m north line 

and attributed to a difference in flight lines between the 35 m flight elevation survey and the 45 m and 70 

m over shear zone (B) and on the edges of the grids where there are predominately high vertical gradients.  

6.6 Discussion 

Within this case study, the UAV-borne aeromagnetic data flown at a height of 35 m AGL provided a higher 

resolution data product when compared to the regional manned airborne magnetic data flown at 85 m AGL. 

Presently, the increased resolution of UAV-borne aeromagnetic surveys can be best applied to further assess 

previously identified areas of interest from manned airborne surveys on a more localized scale of 1-10s 

km2. This is most applicable when the ground cover, terrain and site conditions make terrestrial magnetic 

surveying logistically complex and expensive in both time and cost, as was demonstrated herein.  

It is foreseeable that UAV-borne magnetometry will be widely implemented into the industrial marketplace 

to broaden the toolset available in mineral exploration. The application of UAV-borne aeromagnetic 

surveys will fall between the applications of manned airborne and terrestrial magnetic surveys, but with it 

likely overlapping more within the domain of terrestrial magnetic surveys. This is due to the similar high-

resolution data products and limited effective coverage area both UAV-borne and terrestrial magnetic 

surveys exhibit when compared to manned airborne magnetic surveys. The benefits of UAV-borne 

aeromagnetic surveying over terrestrial surveying include increased coverage rates (ex. two hours for the 

35 m UAV-borne flight elevation vs 5 eight-hour days for the terrestrial survey) and the ability to provide 

a logistical advantage Future technological advancements of UAV platforms will undoubtedly be focused 
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on increasing their coverage and flight endurance capabilities, potentially allowing them to effectively and 

economically survey areas up to 10s km2 at an increased resolution and in a full tensor magnetometry mode. 

This advancement will increase the surveying efficiency providing a further advantage compared to 

terrestrial surveys but will not compete with the effective coverage rate (> 30 m/s), flight endurance (10s 

of hours) and survey areas (100s km2) able to be flown by manned aeromagnetic surveys.  

The first vertical derivative maps, calculated from the UAV-borne magnetic data collected at a height of 35 

m and 45 m and derived through upward continuation of the 35 m flight elevation, provided the highest 

overall data resolution of the airborne surveys. This data product allowed for the detection and interpretation 

of a new mineralization target along the previously undiscovered shear zone (D). The follow-up terrestrial 

magnetic survey was able to validate the features sensed by the 35 m flight elevation survey and visualized 

within the first vertical derivative magnetic map. This case study exemplifies an application where low 

flight elevation UAV-borne aeromagnetic surveys coupled with the derivation of the vertical gradient was 

able to meet the objectives set forth by the survey and provide meaningful results in the form of a new 

discovery. While the terrestrial magnetic survey also met these objectives by sensing the same magnetic 

structures at an even higher resolution, this benefit is overshadowed by the challenges associated to 

collecting the terrestrial data and the time/effort/cost required. This balance between data coverage, data 

resolution and logistical efficiency is the main technical advantage provided by UAV-borne aeromagnetic 

surveys, over terrestrial magnetic surveys.  

After comparing the multiple data sets within this case study, it was clear that the two targeted positive 

RMI anomaly trends (A and B) occurred directly over a pair of adjacent shear zones, striking approximately 

40°/220° (Osmani, 1997).  Typically, the occurrence of a shear zone is identified in aeromagnetic data due 

to the presence of an offset magnetic anomaly trend or due to sharp transitions in RMI values, where two 

geologic units of different magnetic susceptibility have been offset or emplaced next to one another. In this 

case however, the structure of the shear zones (A & B) are directly hosting or controlling a localized positive 

RMI anomaly along their strike length. This is not a typical material property of shear zones, as they do not 
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significantly alter the magnetic susceptibility of the geologic units in which they are hosted. A ground 

magnetic report (Bayne, 1984) noted the presence of these positive RMI anomalies along the same strike 

as the shear zones but did not identify the two shear zones as the source directly controlling the spatial 

distribution of the RMI anomalies. The two possible explanations put forth by Bayne (1984), included: a 

change in the composition of the mafic intrusive rocks or the possibility that a section of the banded iron 

formation had been enclaved within the intrusive rocks. Neither of these explanations are fully consistent 

with the gathered UAV-borne aeromagnetic data herein, that demonstrate the RMI anomalies being 

localized directly overtop both shear zones and variable in magnitude along their strike lengths.  

An integrated hypothesis is that the observed and mapped shear zones preferentially developed within 

occurrences of weaker ultramafic intrusive/metavolcanic rocks situated between the mafic intrusive and 

mafic metavolcanic rocks. The variable amplitude of the magnetic anomalies could have been caused by 

hydrothermal fluids flowing along the length of the shear zones and interacting with the ultramafic rocks 

and the metavolcanic rocks. This would cause the ultramafic rocks to undergo varying degrees of alteration, 

such as serpentinization, a process which forms magnetite (Parvar et al., 2018) or iron-carbonatization, a 

process which forms the mineral(s) ankerite and/or ferrous dolomite (Osmani, 1997). While the process of 

serpentinization would lead to distinctly resolvable positive RMI anomalies that match the large amplitudes 

(400 – 700 nT) measured over sections of these shear zones, the process of iron-carbonatization would only 

produce discrete positive RMI anomalies, as ankerite and ferrous dolomite have significantly lower 

magnetic susceptibilities than magnetite. Within the 35 m UAV-borne magnetic map, shear zone A and the 

southern section of shear zone B are likely hosted in thin layers of ultramafic rocks that have undergone 

serpentinization producing these relatively large positive RMI anomalies. While the Northern section of 

shear zone B is likely hosted with the mafic metavolcanics rocks that has been subjected to iron 

carbonatization and not serpentinization, leading to the discrete positive RMI magnetic signature observed 

in the UAV-borne first vertical derivative data and the terrestrial magnetic survey.   
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Evidence supporting this hypothesis was compiled by examining the historic geological reports of the area 

and integrating this information with the UAV-borne aeromagnetic survey. Ultramafic 

intrusive/metavolcanic rocks are present within and surrounding the Moss Lake area, but Osmani (1997) 

states that “in most outcrops the ultramafic units are only a minor component within the mafic 

intrusive/metavolcanic rocks and thus cannot be portrayed as an independent map unit. The contact 

relationship with the mafic intrusive/metavolcanic rocks is rarely observed. In most cases, contacts are 

obscured by shearing and/or by intense alteration (e.g., serpentinization and iron-carbonatization).” 

Chorlton (1987) also independently observed an abundance of iron carbonate minerals (ferrous dolomite) 

staining the northern section of shear zone (B) within the mafic metavolcanic units of the study area. 

Typically, ultramafic rocks also preferentially eroded compared to other more resistant rock types creating 

topographic depressions that can become filled with water bodies (i.e. swamps/wetlands). Topographic 

depressions filled with wetlands were observed during the terrestrial magnetic survey and correlated with 

the positive RMI values measured directly over the mapped shear zones (A) and (B).  Due to the presence 

of these wetlands and the meter of snow on the ground during the field visit, outcrop samples were not able 

to be collected over shear zones (A) and (B) to verify this hypothesis. 

6.7 Conclusions 

Within this case study, the UAV-borne aeromagnetic survey conducted at the 35 m flight elevation provided 

a practical balance between the existing coverage and resolution capabilities of both the airborne and 

terrestrial magnetic surveys on a scale of ~ 1 km2. The calculated UAV-borne first vertical derivative map 

from the 35 m flight elevation data provided the highest overall resolution of the airborne products and 

outlined structural trends not previously identified within the study area. A follow-up field campaign, 

guided by the results of the UAV-borne aeromagnetic survey, yielded a new gold discovery assayed at 15.7 

g/t hosted in the north-eastern extension of the newly discovered shear zone (D). Based on comparing the 

operational logistics, time investment, data coverage and data resolution of the UAV-borne aeromagnetic 
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survey verses the terrestrial survey, it was concluded that the UAV-borne aeromagnetic survey provided 

the better overall efficiency, experience, and data product in this application and field setting.  
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Chapter 7 

Conclusions and Recommendations 

In this final chapter the major conclusions and recommendations established within this thesis are outlined. 

Chapters 1 and 2 present the necessary introduction and background information regarding the main 

components (magnetometers and UAVs) of a UAV-borne aeromagnetic system and the geophysical 

surveying principles employed. The body of this thesis (Chapters 3-6) overview four studies giving a 

detailed analysis into the design, integration, and application of unmanned aerial vehicle aeromagnetic 

surveys for improved target characterization in mineral exploration. Recognizing the profound impact that 

UAV-borne aeromagnetic surveys have had on the mineral exploration industry over the past five years, a 

detailed and original deconstruction into the major issues and challenges affecting the development of high-

resolution UAV-borne aeromagnetic surveys was conducted. The following discussion overviews the 

technical design considerations that were specifically investigated throughout this thesis and the solutions 

presented to solve these challenges. Specifically, these technical design considerations include an 

explanation into the integration of a high-resolution magnetometer on a multi-rotor UAV (Chapter 3), an 

analysis of swinging effects on suspended magnetometer payloads (Chapter 4), an analysis of the high-

frequency electromagnetic interference signals generated by multi-rotor UAV platforms (Chapter 5), and a 

multi-platform case study demonstrating the successful application and utility of a high-resolution UAV-

borne aeromagnetic survey over a mineral exploration target (Chapter 6). It should be noted that only the 

major concluding points from each section are included here.  

7.1 Conclusions 

A comprehensive general design methodology for integrating a high-resolution optically pumped 

magnetometer with a multi-rotor UAV was developed. A procedure measuring both the magnetometer and 
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UAV attitude variations, as well as the corresponding magnetic data quality was implemented during in-

flight tests. Analysis of the gathered flight data led to a variety of critical conclusions and design 

recommendations being implemented to improve the overall functionality of suspended UAV-borne 

aeromagnetic payloads. The following is a list of the main conclusions resulting from this study:  

• From the acquired in-flight data, it was observed that the unrestricted attitude variations in pitch 

and roll did not adversely impact magnetometer data quality at flight speeds of 6-7 m/s. However, 

given the same surveying conditions, the yaw axis variations, when unrestricted, contributed to 

decreases in magnetic data quality and loss. Given these flight speeds, the force of gravity was 

found to be sufficient to stabilize the magnetometer in the pitch and roll axes and attitude variations 

were not found to deviate outside the magnetometer operational window.  

• Through analysing the telemetry logs, the UAV’s yaw axis was found to be stable throughout 

adjacent flight lines when a constant heading command was applied. To benefit from this inherent 

platform stability, a semi-rigid magnetometer mount was developed to fix the magnetometer yaw 

axis to the UAV’s yaw axis, while allowing the pitch and roll axes of the magnetometer to remain 

unrestricted to allow the UAV to manoeuvre efficiently without reducing flight stability.  

• Prior to each flight, two critical practices should be followed to obtain optimal magnetic data 

quality. First, the magnetometer sensor axis should be optimally oriented (a 45° angle) with respect 

to the Earth’s magnetic field at the surveying location using Equation 3.1. Second, a constant 

heading command should be applied to the multi-rotor UAV as it surveys to limit the yaw variations 

of the UAV/magnetometer system to one constant heading throughout the entire survey.  

• The main benefit to using the suspended semi-rigid magnetometer mounting system on a multi-

rotor UAV is that the UAV/magnetometer system can maintain a constant heading throughout an 

entire flight and/or survey. This constant heading ability limits the chance that the optically pumped 

magnetometer will become unlocked and limits the extent to which heading corrections are required 
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in postprocessing. This is a unique advantage to conducting a UAV-borne aeromagnetic survey 

with a multi-rotor UAV platform, over a fixed-wing or single rotor platform, especially when 

employing a directionally dependant optically pumped magnetometer. 

• The magnetometer payload should be suspended from the UAV’s centre of mass to aid in stability 

and reduced strain when the UAV is performing navigational maneuvers. Furthermore, the weight 

of the magnetometer payload (electronics boxes and ancillary sensors) should also balance on the 

UAV’s frame to limit any excessive strain and work on individual motors. Finally, the total payload 

weight of all systems should be minimized as much as possible to maximize the flight endurance 

of the multi-rotor UAVs and limit the amount of down time required for swapping batteries.  

An additional contribution of this research is the detailed characterization of the swinging signals generated 

within the gathered magnetic data by the semi-rigidly suspended magnetometer payload. More specifically 

the frequency and amplitude of the swinging signal were analysed and applying a low-pass filter was 

determined to be an acceptable method to remove these signals. The following conclusions can be drawn 

from this study: 

• The frequency of a suspended semi-rigidly mounted magnetometer system can be approximated 

using Equation 4.1. This assumes that the magnetometer predominantly acts as a pendulum and is 

free to rotate about the pitch and roll axes. The expected frequency bandwidth for a suspended 

semi-rigidly mounted magnetometer system is between ~ 0.7-0.15 Hz, given a suspension length 

ranging from 1-8 m, respectively.  

• Swinging signals were found to be of larger magnitude in the corners of the flight lines due to the 

magnetometer experiencing larger accelerations and changes in direction through these flight 

maneuvers. 
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• Swinging signals can be introduced into the magnetic data via three main and oftentimes 

simultaneous avenues: (1) the magnetometer physically swinging through a relatively large 

geomagnetic field gradient, (2) the magnetometer physically swinging through the UAV’s 

electromagnetic field gradient, if it is positioned to close to the platform, and (3) for magnetometers 

that have larger inherent heading errors, the rotation of any axis (yaw, pitch, or roll) can induce 

periodic shifts in the measured magnetic field without the magnetometer physically translating 

through a swinging motion.  

• When applying a low-pass filter to remove the swinging signals from the magnetic data, several 

specific algorithm types can be used including, Chebyshev or Butterworth filters. The closer the 

target signal and the swinging spectra are, the more carefully the filter needs to be selected. i.e., a 

Chebyshev filter for sharper spectral filtering when the target signal and swinging signal are close 

together. 

• When using a semi-rigid magnetometer mount, a payload optimization challenge occurs between 

suspending the magnetometer either too close or too far away from the UAV platform. If the 

magnetometer is suspended too close to the UAV (< 2 m), there will start to be significant signal 

contributions (> 1 nT) from the UAV’s electromagnetic interference. However, if the 

magnetometer is suspended too far from the UAV (> 5 m), the swinging frequency can decrease 

and overlap with the expected geologic target frequency band (< 0.25 Hz), making low-pass or 

band-pass filtering challenging. If the latter occurs, then the explicit attitude variations of the 

magnetometer throughout flight need to be measured with an IMU to accurately compensate only 

the swinging component of the signal at these lower frequencies and not the target signals.  

A major contribution of this research is the analysis and characterization of the high-frequency 

electromagnetic interference signals generated by the multi-rotor UAV platform’s electromagnetic motors. 
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A series of lab and field-based experiments were conducted to document the frequency and amplitude of 

these complex interference signals. The following conclusions can be drawn from this study: 

• Three high-frequency electromagnetic interference signals, FMR, FPM, and FIMF, were found to be 

generated by the UAV’s electromagnetic motors during flight and determined to be directly 

proportional to the mechanical rotation frequency of the rotor. The lowest-frequency magnetic 

interference signal observed (FMR) was directly synchronous to the rotors mechanical rotation 

frequency, while the highest-frequency magnetic interference signal observed (FIMF) was between 

one to two orders of magnitude greater than the mechanical rotation frequency, depending on the 

PMSM configuration. 

• It was determined that as more stator armatures and permanent magnet pairs are incorporated in 

the design of UAV PMSMs, there are proportionally higher-frequency magnetic interference 

signals that are generated. This relationship was determined through experimental observations and 

mathematically characterized using Equation 5.2 and 5.3. 

• During the in-flight magnetic interference characterization tests employing a 1 kHz sampling 

frequency magnetometer, only the FMR component was resolved, with all other magnetic 

interference signals (FPM, FDC, and FIMF) generated by the PMSMs being above the magnetometer’s 

500 Hz Nyquist frequency and consequently aliased to lower frequencies.  

•  Building off the preceding point, most previous in-flight interference characterizations and 

aeromagnetic surveys have been conducted at typical PMSM operational speeds (~ 50 Hz), while 

using total field magnetometers sampling at 10 or 20 Hz. This results in all four magnetic 

interference signals (FMR, FPM, FDC, and FIMF) being inadvertently undersampled and aliased in the 

recorded data. The only magnetic interference signal that can be fully resolved when surveying 

with these lower sampling frequency optically pumped magnetometers, is the magnetometer’s 

swinging signal FSW. 
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• Given a magnetometer suspension length of 3 m and the specific UAV platform employed 

throughout the in-flight tests (DJI M600), the amplitude of the FMR component was attenuated to 

approximately 0.25 nT. This is a decrease in the amplitude from 1 nT, when the magnetometer was 

positioned ~ 1.5 m away from the UAV during the spin-up test. The FMR component was 

consistently the largest amplitude high-frequency interference signal observed and therefore, it is 

expected to be sensed at the greatest distance from the UAV platform.  

A final contribution of this research is the presentation of a multi-platform case study demonstrating the 

successful application and utility of a high-resolution UAV-borne aeromagnetic survey over a mineral 

exploration target. More specifically, the case study presents a comparison and analysis of a terrestrial 

magnetic survey, a multi-elevation UAV-borne survey, and a manned aeromagnetic survey.  The following 

is a list of the main conclusions resulting from this study: 

• Within the case study, the UAV-borne aeromagnetic survey conducted at 35 m flight elevation 

provided a practical balance between the existing coverage and resolution capabilities of both the 

airborne and terrestrial magnetic surveys on a scale of ~ 1 km2. Based on comparing the operational 

logistics, safety, time investment, data coverage, and data resolution of the UAV-borne 

aeromagnetic survey verses the terrestrial magnetic survey, it was concluded that the UAV-borne 

aeromagnetic survey provided the best overall efficiency, experience, and data product in this field 

setting when applied to a mineral exploration application.  

• Based on assessing the overall performance characteristics of three survey types it was concluded 

that UAV-borne aeromagnetic surveys will fall between the applications of manned airborne and 

terrestrial magnetic surveys, but with them likely overlapping more within the domain of terrestrial 

magnetic surveys. This is due to the relatively similar high-resolution data products and limited 

effective coverage rates both UAV-borne (~10-15 m/s) and terrestrial magnetic surveys (~2 m/s) 

exhibit when compared to manned airborne magnetic surveys (~30-50 m/s). 
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• As part of this case study, the first vertical derivative was directly measured by flying a sequential 

series of UAV-borne aeromagnetic grids at multiple flight elevations (35 m, 45 m, and 70 m). This 

was concluded to neither be a practical, nor efficient surveying practice for industrial applications 

as an upward continuation algorithm applied to the first 35 m UAV-borne flight elevation provided 

near identical results within the margin of error of the UAV’s absolute flight elevation. Therefore, 

by applying an upward continuation and standard first vertical derivative algorithm to the lowest 

flown dataset, near identical residual magnetic field grids and vertical gradient results were 

achieved without having to fly the additional two survey heights. Therefore, it was determined that 

there was currently no direct benefit of conducting multiple flight elevation UAV-borne 

aeromagnetic surveys for mineral exploration applications. 

• To acquire UAV-borne aeromagnetic data with the highest possible resolvability potential of subtle 

geologic targets, the UAV-borne aeromagnetic survey should be flown at the lowest flight elevation 

that is permissible by site characteristics and obstructions (trees, buildings, cliffs). This was 

concluded after comparing the three different elevations of UAV-borne aeromagnetic data (35 m, 

45 m, and 70 m) where it was found that the lowest elevation clearly provided the highest 

resolvability of geologic targets.  

• When comparing the terrestrial magnetic dataset with the lowest flight elevation UAV-borne 

aeromagnetic dataset (35 m), it was found that calculating the standard first vertical derivative 

within the wave number domain provided the highest resolvability potential of subtle geologic 

structures, such as the interpreted shear zone structure (D). While this structure was not clearly 

identifiable in the 35 m residual magnetic data grid, the first vertical derivative map did highlight 

the trend of this subtle feature. The follow-on terrestrial magnetic survey targeted this area and 

confirmed that there was a subtle magnetic anomaly in the exact location predicted by the standard 

vertical derivative calculation. This highlights the ability of low flight elevation UAV-borne 
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gradiometry to compete with the resolvability potential often only associated with terrestrial 

magnetic surveys. 

7.2 Recommendation for Future Work 

The following is a list of some of the areas recommended for future work: 

• A detailed methodology should be developed for evaluating the distance at which a magnetometer 

starts to resolve the UAV’s electromagnetic interference signals.  This endeavour would involve 

standardizing specific electromagnetic noise thresholds (such as 10 nT, 1 nT, 0.1 nT, and 0.01 nT) 

at given distances below the UAV, for a given sensitivity and sampling frequency of the 

magnetometer employed. This methodology will also have to incorporate the wide range of 

electromagnetic interference signal frequencies now known to be generated by multi-rotor UAV 

platforms. A magnetometer with a bandwidth of at least 1 kHz should be used to characterize these 

higher-frequency electromagnetic interference signals.  

• Specifications and guidelines should be established to standardize the acceptable noise limits of 

towed aeromagnetic systems for specific applications (mineral exploration and geologic mapping, 

infrastructure detection, and UXO detection). Specifically, the acceptable frequency bandwidth and 

amplitude of magnetometer swinging signals, and the amplitude of the permanent and high-

frequency electromagnetic interference signals should be considered.  

• Studies should be conducted to determine the optimal design balance between having high 

amplitude electromagnetic interference signals (0.5 m magnetometer suspension) and low 

frequency swinging signals (> 3 m magnetometer suspension). A method to increase the swinging 

frequency of the magnetometer should also be considered such as adding a weighted node in the 

suspension cables halfway between the magnetometer and the UAV platform. This would have the 

effect of increasing the relative swinging frequency of the suspended magnetometer, leading to less 
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overlap with targeted geologic signals and allowing for low-pass filters to be implemented more 

effectively without the need to introduce IMUs to monitor magnetometer attitude variations.  

• Studies should investigate the use of magnetic shielding technologies (i.e. Mu-metal) to reduce the 

amplitude of the magnetic interference sensed by the magnetometer throughout flight. This would 

involve the strategic application of these materials to specific components of the UAV, such as the 

PMSM and DC power cables, as these sources contribute to the largest amplitude electromagnetic 

interference signals. Alternatively, a UAV manufacturer could research and develop low 

electromagnetic interference UAV platform designs for specific use in UAV-borne aeromagnetic 

applications. Studies should also be conducted to detail the combined utility of offsetting the 

magnetometer, strategically applying magnetic shielding materials, and applying filtering and 

magnetic compensation algorithms to limit interference signals.  

• It has been determined that even when employing a magnetometer with a sampling frequency of 

1000 Hz there are high-frequency electromagnetic interference signals that become aliased as they 

exceed the 500 Hz Nyquist frequency of the magnetometer. Predicting the frequencies that these 

signals are aliased to, given a magnetometer’s sampling frequency and the PMSM configuration, 

could be important for mitigating the increase in the noise floor that occurs as the FPM, FIMF, FDC1, 

and FDC2 signals are distributed across lower frequency spectrums, including the target frequency 

spectrum for mineral exploration. 

• The high-frequency electromagnetic interference signals (FMR, FPM, FDC, and FIMF) observed 

throughout the characterization tests in Chapter 5 have the potential to adversely impact towed 

UAV-borne electromagnetic receivers due to their higher operating frequencies. Similar 

characterization tests to those presented in this study are recommended to inform the design of 

UAV-borne electromagnetic systems. 
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• A detailed study should be conducted to determine the explicit relationship between the FDC1 and 

FDC2 interference signals and the configuration of the permanent magnet synchronous motors. This 

understanding would have implications for both UAV-borne electromagnetic and magnetic 

systems. 

• A detailed case study should be conducted to guide the survey design standards for UAV-borne 

aeromagnetic systems including recommendations for line-spacings, flight elevations, and 

surveying speeds required to resolve a specific set of geologic target frequencies (wavelengths) 

present in the subsurface. Presently, the unwritten rule of thumb is to apply a blanket line-spacing 

that is equal to or slightly lower than the flight elevation and to fly at the maximum achievable 

flight speed. As more capable UAV-borne aeromagnetic systems are developed, allowing for faster 

surveying speeds, the velocity of these systems should be monitored to ensure that the apparent 

geologic target frequencies do not overlap with the swinging signal of the magnetometer. The 

velocity of the UAV-borne aeromagnetic system can be monitored and adjusted throughout flight 

using adaptive sensing algorithms to ensure that the geologic target frequencies remain spectrally 

distinct from the swinging frequency. 

• Chapter 6 demonstrated that the calculated first vertical derivative from the UAV-borne total 

magnetic field data enhanced the spatial resolvability of subtle geologic targets. Future 

advancements in UAV technology should allow for the collection of direct UAV-borne magnetic 

gradiometry measurements via dual sensor configurations on a single UAV platform, or multiple, 

single sensors-UAV configurations flown in a swarm. There are benefits from collecting magnetic 

measurements at the same time including the cancelling of time-varying effects such as diurnal 

variations and higher frequency micropulsations of the total magnetic field. Magnetic gradiometry 

measurements gathered from either method can aid in conserving the high-frequency components 

of the gathered magnetic measurements that typically contain the more subtle magnetic targets of 

interest. 
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Given the current state and wide implementation of UAV-borne geophysical technologies and the rapid 

introduction of these services onto the global market, it is expected that a new era in geophysical surveying 

and remote sensing is upon us. These technology advancements offer many new dataset forms, improved 

resolution, and synergistic opportunities, but also many technical challenges. The author hopes that this 

original research will be a valuable contribution into the rapidly advancing world of UAV-borne 

aeromagnetic and geophysical systems. 
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